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CHEQUEEED LEAVES

FROM SIAM.

"audi alteram partem."

When, the first night out from Marseilles,

that estimable but callow young man Juggins
strolled into the smoking room of the P. and O.

s. s. " Paria", he noticed, as he flopped casually

into the seat nearest the bar, that a bronzed and
bearded man of particularly healthy aspect was
seated opposite him reading the Chess Column of

of the "Tim<-s." Juggins did not pay much more
attention then to the appearance of his vis-a-vis.

He gave, however, a slight glance at the drink
before the other, and then confidently ordered a
Chartrevise.

To tell the truth, he was feeling rather out of

it. He was one of those youths who are never
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happy unless they have some one to talk to, and

on the present important occasion, at the outset of

of his first journey East, he was the more distress-,

ed that no one offered with whom to compare

notes. Though the only one of his party to

survive the Gulf of Lions, Juggins found no con-

solation in the achievement. The imperviousness

of his digestive organ to the oscillations of any

sort of craft had long since ceased to astonish him,

and he arrogated to himself no credit therefrom.

He took a gulp of Chartreuse, and found it

very fiery. Why is it that every liquor has quite

a distinctive flavour on board ship, quite different

from on land ? If the integrity of the bar steward

he as that of Caesar's wife, this curious fact, which
many have remarked, but few satisfactorily ex-

plained, must be put down to something in the

atmosphere, to the blending of ozone perhaps

with the qualities of fermented grape or malt.

Juggins fell to wondering where the man
opposite was going. The bearded one had begun
to write in the margin of his paper, and appeared
to be absorbed in the solution of some ticklish

problem in which Q—K4 played a tantalising part,

"Funny game, chess I" said Juggins medita-
tively as a feeler, but the stranger took no notice.

Juggins thought to himself how skinny the
mean's hands were—with the veins showing
through—-and a lot of short black hair on them.
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Just then a young fellow poked his head into

the room, looking ahout as if he expected to meet
somebody, but not finding the person sought, let

his gaze wander finally to Juggins' face and rest

there. Apparently there was something attractive

in the sight, for the youth decided to enter, shut-

ting the door quietly against the gale blowing out-

side. Juggins remembered that this was the

man who, two days before, by virtue of his sup-

erior acquaintance with the melodious but difficult

French tongue, had been able to help him out of

a mistake about his luggage at Calais. He signal-

led to the bar-tender to bring drinks, and the two
instantly fell iAto converse.

' Juggins, as has been remarked, was very
yoang, and consequently easily amused and inter-

ested at coincidences. Plence his astonished

merriment at finding that Hardcase (the new-
comer) was also bound for Siam—a fact which the

first few words were sufficient to elicit.

"Bangkok," said the youth who—as he
modestly described his linguistic powers

—
' could

parleyjaw a bit,' "Bangkok? Yes, I've been
there before. I am only going up now to fill the

place of a man who is due on leave. No, I shan't

be there long—six months likely. Quite long
enough, too, for any self-respecting Christian. Ex-
pect I shall get over it though, if I retire immedi-
ately after."

" What! " exclaimed Juggins, " is it such a

fearful place?"
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" Oh ray ! Yes! A regular black hole, ^yhy,

when I was there last, three years ago, on a trip, I

Vowed I would never go back. Just like my
luck to be sent off there noAV. I'd fifty tiraei?

Sooner—Thanks I can't smoke 'Gyptians. I'll

have one of my oWn Sweet Woodbines/"

Mr. Hardcase now waxed magniloquent.

*' Oh yes, a regular Hades, Bangkok. If yott

don't catch cholera in your first month yow aviII

get typhoid in the second, and if you escape these,

you will fall a victim to dysejitery or rabies in a

year. No I'm not rotting- It's the arrant truth.

I've never sat in Parliamont; I am incapable of

an inexactitude. Ask anyone who has been
there, and he will tell you-^'

Jugging looked helplessly about him. His
neighbour; the hirsute Blackbnrne, was still in

the throes of his solo ending, giving but a desul-

tory attention to his cigar or his liqueur, and
apparently ignoring the distraction of tne animated
C(3nver»atian going on opposite. Juggins could
see no help, and had perforce to revert to his

companion who wa» now txn-ning a chair round
on its swivel with his foot, and indifferently

studying the intricate pattern of a pair of socks
that lent to his slender ankles the appearance of

a chic and brightly coloured cobra.

"Is the climate as bad as that?" was our
fallow friend's pained (j[uestion.
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"Bad? Why Lord, yes! But then every
place has its drawbacks, and Bangkok's consists

in the possession of the devil's own particular

brand of waiming apparatus. And the rain

!

When you ain't being slowly grilled at a thou-
sand in the shade, you- are sousing in floods, or

the house is falling about your devoted ears in a
thunderstorm. And yet, though there is so much
of it, the Avater isn't fit to spit in. There is a filthy

old river, the colour of miIk -chocolate," flavoured

with the juices of countless defunct and deeply la-

mented household pets, and one's servants consider

this liquid such sacred nectar that they will wash
your socks in it, and then make your tea with the

same, lest any fragment be lost. Can't say I ever

cared for Bangkok tea myself. Sort of personal

prejudice, I suppose, but some manage to acquire

the taste. Otherwise, of course, the place is all

riglit.
''

" Dear me!" said the youthful Juggins, and
as he was so overcome, he said it again,

"Dear me!"

Hardcase hereupon seemed to have lost in-

terest in Bangkok as a topic, and showed a ten-

dency to enter on the discussion of a cup-tie he

had witnessed the day before he left England, but

the indefatigable J. headed, him back again to his

muttons.

The cup-tie suggested a topic.

" How are they off for sports ?^' he miHly
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ventured. " Games I mean. Do they play much
golf or tennis there?

"

" Oh yes, if you care for that sort of thing.

You will find some sort of a gyrhkhana club they
call the ' Storks Club,' where you c'an indulge in

any exciting pastime from slaying caddies to pot-

ting gin-slings—a particularly deadly brand these

are ,-^ but the latter is quite the most fashionable

game when the wet season sets in. The wet sea-

son ? Well, I don't know exactly when it begins
or ends ; in fact nobody knows, because it does
neither the one or the other. They say Noah
once applied for the post of weather-prophet in
the Meteorological Office theie, but he was not en-
gaged, owing presumably to his lack of experi-
ence. However, when it doesn't rain, you will

find the event duly chronicled in the ' Bangkok
Preserver ' under the heading of '

' Solemn
national events.' If you would like a reliable

weather forecast for Bangkok, you can't do better
than invest in the ' By-the-way Book, ' and read
the Almanack there. Then again, in the
way of sport, you get the great race-meetings,
when, for two days, little rats of jockeys
scurry round the course on ponies that remind
you of the long-tailed baboons at the Zoo, but
which are called ' griffins, ' so that—what does
'griffin' mean ? I dunno. It was invented by
a desperate poetaster of Shanghai to get a rhyme
for 'tiffin'. The golf course, however, in Bang-
kok is quite good, subject to fluctuations, of course,
and no hole guaranteed to be in the same place
longer than one week."
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The young man here leaned back, and made
a clucking noise with his throat. Expatiating on
such a scale and such a subject is dry work.

"Thanks, I'll have another. A long' one !

"

he muttered as he viciously snapped the cigarette-

case from which he had taken a fresh smoke.

.luggins took the opportunity of the interval

to insert another suggestion.

'

' They say living is very dear in Bangkok. '

'

Hardcase took the bit in his teeth, and was
off again.

'

' Dear ? Why ruinous ! There is not a
resident of more than five years standing who
has not been bankrupt at least once. The rate of

exchange, along with the weather, forms the staple

of conversation, before, during and after dinner.

And in bed you dream of them. Still, of course
every place, as I said before, has its disadvantages,

and after ail Bangkok
"

Juggins made a despairing effort to dam the

rising tide of consolation, but his mild murmur of,

'

' They say there are a lot of nice people, I

mean society, " only served to intercept the flood

of rhetoric, and turn it into a new and rocky
channel.

"Society? Mmyes—that's all right. All the
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people are very nice, but it takes you some time

to know the colony of course."

"Of course," rashly aflfirmed Juggins, feeling

he was on terra firma at last, but alas, it was terra-

cotta.

"A man I knew," said Hardcase, "told me
he had made ten intimate acquaintances in twenty

years, but I should say he was the exception.

People die off so quickly or are invalided home
that you seldom have time to cement a lifelong

friendship. Besides, caste distinctions are very
strict there, and then you know the life they lead

!

But we will draw a veil over that. It is a species

of knowledge that had better dawn gently upon
you. Still, if you are fond of conviviality, I may
say there is the bridge clique, and the horsey
clique, and the musical clique, and the stengah
clique to choose from. Stengah? Well, stengah
is Malay for a half, so I fancy the stengah clique

could be described as the 'half-measures society,'

only they don't seem to live up to the half-

measures standard, in the figurative or liquid

sense, so to say. If you become a member of the
Bangkok 'Benighted Club', you will hear all

about it, and learn to distinguish. The history
and development of these cliques form an in-
teresting study. I often regret my time was
never

"

"But really," quoth the gentle Juggins, "I
always understood that it

'

"Yes, my dear friend," replied the candid
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one, " you doubtless understood a great deal, but
before you go to Bangkok, you must disabuse

your mind of all the prejudices in its favour that

you may have imbibed from books of reference or

other adventitious aids to complete knowledge.
You must go to men of experience for their im-
pressions of the place, and! assure you, you will not
find, on. comparison, that these few trenchant ob-

servations of mine are in the slightest degree over-

coloured—ahem ! But of course, you know, as I

think I said before, every place has its drawbacks,
and after all Bangkok is

"

He waited a moment to see whether his per-

oration was likely to induce the offer of another
drink, but finding that Juggins was too over-
whelmed to remember the elements of hospitality,

he got up and went over to speak to a friend who
had just come in.

Poor Juggins sat a space, staring at the figure

of the man who in such a short time had imparted
so much unwelcome information, and annihil-

ated so many cherished illusions about his destin-

ation. At intervals he gasped, 'Dear me!'
but the expletive brought neither relief nor con-
solation to his overwrought feelings.

'

' That man, I should most assuredly say, is

a Singaporean," murmured a deep voice at his

side.

Juggins started, and looking up, beheld the

smiling features of the veteran, who having
successfully wrestled with 11—KP5, was now lean-
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ing back, and studying the emotions writ large

upon the bewildered face of the green '

'
fresher

opposite him.

Juggins meditated a moment over the state-

ment.

" I beg your pardon," he said.

He had an idea that his recent acquaintance

had been referred to in terms that were hardly

complimentary.

'

' I said he must be a Singaporean—comes
from Singapore, you know. With a dash of the

United States perhaps. Why? Well you heard

what he had to say about Bangkok. If you wish

to hear the truth about the ' disthressful coun-

thry ' of Siam, never ask a man from Singapore

for his opinions on the subject."

"Oh, I see!" said Juggins gratefully, "you
mean there is a sort of prejudice

"

"Prejudice! Why, I teU you, sir," asseverat-

ed the chess expert, "I tell you there is no more
maligned place on earth than Bangkok. And
why? Because people from Singapore have acquir-

ed, (goodness only knows where) acquired such
distorted' ideas about it that its reputation has
been eternally damned. Now, I myself have
lived twenty-five years in Siam, and I can say
nothing but good of it. In comparison with
Singapore which has the most awful climate that

ever

But Juggins thought he knew what was com-

10
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ing, and fortunately the steward appeared to cover
his retreat.

"Lights out, gentlemen, please! Eleven
o'clock, sir."

" Well, anyhow, " reflected Juggins a little

later, as he crept into his narrow cell, ' 'se non h

vero, e ben trovato."

Which shows the value of a classical educa-
tion, for it is not everyone who has a quotation
handy to prove a very present help in times of

despair.

>;«^--.

11
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o

AN EPISODE

?t) one sole, slender strand the silver chord

Of life will fray ere Time takes up his

sword
To sever it; and slow, how slow the sands

Ofheing drip through Death's reluctant

hands/

This is the story of one who died. And toolc

an unconscionable time about it, according to the

big doctor.- His commonplace fate having been
marked by few tears and less honour, it falls now
to the unworthy scribe and observer to see that he
passes not quite unsung.

When the big doctor with the stern grey eyes

looked down for the first time upon the huddled
figure on the camp bed, he told himself in his

squeaky voice that it was a tough case. The doctor

was somewhat given to making superfluous re-

marks. His garrulity on this occasion was as-

suredly in extension of the situation and of his

own despair..

13
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"A near pinch—but I can't do it."

He pushed the smoky oil lamp farther back

on the table, and bent over the dingy face upon
the pillow. Every servant about the place had

bolted, and the room was oppressive with the

neglect of days.

The warm air was full of the unceasing sibila-

tion of tropic insects, and myriad frogs were croak-

ing a dirge like the creak of rus^y machinery.
That and the sick man's wandering voice filled

the monotonous darkness of the room, but through
all there came from far away the "thup-thup" of

a drum—the only audible instrument in the brass

band playing at the Club Dance.

" Oh, the brave music of a distant drum."

It was half past one by the doctor's watch, and
he remembered regretfully that he had had no
time to snatch supper before he left. In fact, he
had driven straight from the ball-room to this

place, stopping once only at his own house in

order to pick up a small medicine wallet, and not
even waiting to change his dre=s clothes. And
now he had reached the place, the case to his
])ractised eyes appeared such a foregone conclusion
that from despair he descended fast to impatience.
Finally he fell to recalHng enviously, in contrast
to the sombre scene before him, the lights that
danced and the music that sang and the Avine of
life that bubbled in many hearts over yonder
among the twinkling feet. ' With the callousness

14
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of experience, he noted that the man would not
last till morning. He gave him' till four o'clock

and he sent his syce for the Padre.

The sick man flung himself impatiently over
on the rumpled bed, and began a fresh rigmarole
of delirious words.

" Far away, far away, " croaked the parched
tongue. " Millions of miles in space."

" Yes indeed," thought the big doctor, " but
not 80 far as you are going, my friend."

Then abruptly adding aloud,

" I wonder if there is any ice about the place,"

he strode off on a rummage round the premises.

At intervals he struck a match, the uncertain light

of which threw his grotesque shadow against the

rough walls and ceiling. He came at length to a

window in a sort of pantry, and leaned out over

the sill.

A moment he remained watching the palms,

along whose silhouetted tips the beams of a feeble

moon ran in lambent silver flames. He began
thinking again of the ball. To his envious ear

there came faintly the strains of a waltz tune that

the band was playing now. The sentimental

melody recalled a night on board ship going home
when he had for the first time heard the air.

He turned slowly away from the window and

and came back to his patient. Again he bent

15
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over the huddled figure, and as he wiped the

sweat from the man's forehead and neck, he tried

to think whether he had ever met him before.

Who the deuce was he anyhow? Auckland? Auck-

land? The name was faintly familiar. Probably

one of those fellows who are able to spend a her-

mit existence even in the East where the con-

ditions of ordinary life with no hberal share of

social amenities all tend to heighten the sense of

loneliness. The doctor could never understand

how any man, especially an Enghshman, could of

choice cut himself off entirely from his fellows.

Himself a gregarious soul, he always maintained

that it was society alone that made life tolerable

in the tropics. It needs a very strong mind,

abundantly sufficient unto itself, and an inveterate

habit of solitude, to endure loneliness in the Far

East. He had seen the most misanthropic of men
cured of their habit of aloofness by the crushing

conditions that surround one "out here." A
solitary must, other things being equal, finally

succumb to the make-shift attractions of the club

rooms, simply because the strain of being alone is

too intolerable to be longer endured.
*

Then his mind went wandering back to the

fine entertainments he had assisted at, poor
enough in themselves, but representing, in eyes

weary with homesickness, the departed acmes of

social bliss. From these he fell to thinking of the
more hectic joys of earlier days, the jags and/am-
hdVees in which he had indulged—so long ago it

seemed, but with what infinite zest. And as he

16
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smiled at the recollection, he could not help won-
dering how this chap Auckland, who struck him
as a man of birth and breeding, and whose name
had long been familiar to him as one of the great
class of "submerged," had managed all those
years to limp along on one leg. What was the
motive? He had never hear-d anything against
him. There was no suspicion of native entangle-
ments either. What was the necessity for such a
sacrifice of all that rendered lite supportable ?

II.

"No, dear," the sick man breathed, "no,
not rich. It was a Jew, a ruddy old Jew—a Jew
you know—just enough to keep head above water
—I cleared five thousand—five thousand—five

thousand Jews. Ha! ha! Hee ! Hee!"

And he broke into a prolonged tittering.

The doctor, too much used to ravings of the
sort, paid little heed as yet to his patient's in-

coherencies. Powerless ! He acknowledged it.

with a funny foreign shrug which he did very bad-
ly. And not much to be gained by studying the
symptoms either.

"Yes. Yes," Auckland went on. "My
first concessions, ye know. coconuts. The
good days the early days. Five thousand per
cent a,nd more, ah, the little more and how

17
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much it is ! Ho ! Ho ! Coconuts ^better than
Browning any day."

The doctor was wondering if he would be able

next day to play off a tie in the golf tournament.

He had a long round in the morning, and he
would not get much sleep. His eye would be all

out. Why the devil didn't that syce come with
the Padre?

'' There now, " shouted the sick man, rising

up in bed, " there you are, man. On the left.

Got him—no by Zeus missed \ Quick, quick—again
the bird coming up over the rushes rush-

ing up over the

—

'— over the over
"

The big doctor pushed him quietly back and,
having consulted his watch,, administered some
morphine. He performed the injection almost
mechanically, the while the sick man searched his
face with startled eyes.

" Should we have the Mors, dear?" he began
again more quietly. '

' Never mind. I am above
water now, -only the Siddeley would be
better.

_
It doesn't match your "dress. Jove

you will cut the Bangkok women out
and she shall walk in silk attire ^that is
pretty stiff for a mere two-seater no, no more
snipe but fine fat grouse from the Oldacres shoot-
ing——grouse and partridges and snipe Ho!
Ho! Draw a bead. No. I won't have the beastly
car. Jackson Avas killed in a car. Boy. Where's
the boy?"

18
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A moment or two he was calm. The big'

doctor laid his cool hand on the patient's pulse to

feel the slowly beating blood and then pulled the

bed clothes up over him again. Once more the

sense of the utter futility of all his ministra-

tions overwhelmed the big doctor, but the impres-

sion was only momentary, and he relapsed into

that indifferen(;e which repeated experience had
bred in him.

He began to wonder if the ball was over, for

he had heard no music for some time now. How
still the night had become, and how bright the
moon!

The sick man raved and prated inanities, and
the doctor, engrossed in his own affairs, began to

debate the value of a new bridge convention he
had heard that night, listening all the time for the
music that had ceased.

He must have fallen asleep for he was startled

by a gi"ab from Auckland who was again sitting

up and uttering awful curses. The band, was
dragging out "Auld Lang Syne."

"There's that awful tune. Don't you hear?
A midge may grasp a comet's tail and sweep into

annihilation's space. Let me go -auld lang
let me go I"

He tore at the air, and the doctor had to take
him by both arms to force him back again. He
lay down breathij:3g stertorously, his haggard face

19.,
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convulsed by the agony that succeeded this

access.

There came an ominous stillness. The stag-

gering soul was surely near the brink. As he
saw the patient draw towards the merciful arms of

Death, the doctor's training and instincts got the

better of him, and though he knew it was hope-
less, the settled habit of years spent in combats
with the pale angel, urged him to a last

appeal.

" Don't give in, man! " he screamed, sud-

denly beyond himself. '
' Fight ! Fight it out

!

"

The impotency of all human skill and know-
ledge, the pathos and insignificance of the human
soul stark in the presence of the Eternal Reality,

the woe and grief and suffering of life, the inevi-

tability of fate and circumstance, and all the terrors

of dissolution poured in a flood of tempestuous
feelings over the doctor's heart. His ingrained
materialism vanished for a moment and left him
nerveless and abashed as he had never been before
in the face of a mystery he could neither grasp nor
control.

The sick man gave a deprecatory wave of his
hand.

" It's all a vain thing," he murmured, and
the doctor saw that the Padre was in the room,
hovering in the background with a puzzled ex'
pression and waiting for instructions.

The patient laughed suddenly.

20
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The doctor looked at his watch. Ten minutes
to four.

" It's very near morning," he said, and his

deep voice broke.

It was the only comfort he could think of,

and as he said it, he subsided in his chair with a

despairing gesture of his hands at the Padre, and
the funny foreign shrug which he did so badly.

"Yes, it's very near morning near the

dawn," went on the dying man. " Near the light.

And the time of the singing of birds has come.

Nearer -nearer^ dear
''

His voice grew clearer as his brain lightened.

" You know I could not possibly come before,

dear. I only wanted to be worthy of you. It

was for your sake. A coolie's life, but I
_

wanted

to come home for you. Well, I am rich all right

now, and you can have a good time. Do you
Temember the summer at Rottingdean? We can

buy Oldacres now. And that grey forty horse-

power. You would like it, wouldn't you? And
every year we shall go the Kiviera, and perhaps I

shall see Egypt and Florence after all. After so

many years. Before I die. Before I die. Dear

I am coming home for you for ^you—7

—

you dear one for you. Life! To have

come for so little and to go so wholly.

"

There was a long pause. The doctor's head

21
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was nodding with the exhaustion of sleep denied.

The Padre was on his knees by the bed.

Some more ramblings and some revilings; and

with a fearful curse upon his unwitting lips the

poor soul finally flickered out.

The doctor felt a touch on his shoulder. He
woke with a start, and found the Padre at his side.

He bent and touched the cold features.

The dawn. broke mistily over the river, and
the last breath of the night wind rustled the palms
in the untidy compound. The doctor and the

Padre passed gravely out, and the sound of pony's

hoofs died away in the distance.

ni.

" Hullo, Maw, did you win? What? Three up
and two. Good man. Have a drink? Boy I"

Beveridge flopped into a deep chair in the
club verandah and, lighting a cigarette, took up
the paper.

'

' Hullo ! Poor chap ! So Auckland died yes-
terday? Did you know him?"

" He didn't die yesterday. He died this mor-
ning at four o'clock. I heard him die", said the
doctor.

"Poor devil," said Beveridge as he signed

22-
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the chit.
'

' You know, at one time I was quite
pally with him. He was a lonely and self-centred

sort of cuss, but I liked him rather. Quite a sahib.

Made a lot of money in those Pehore coconuts.

So I'm told. Didn't knoAV his people, but I had
a good many, dealings with him at one time, and
always found him quite straight. Public school
boy, and quite white.' All right when you got to

know him, but a bit morose at the best of times."

'

' But why did he live such a hermit's life ?

No one ever saw him about. Most people never
knew of his existence. A normal man does not
seek solitude."

" Oh," replied Beveridge," there was a rum
story about some girl—a sort of actress person, I

fancy. I don't know exactly, but I think she
jilted hipi because he had no money. But that's

years ago. He was quite well off latterly, when
it was too late. She must have been a wrong un;
There was some divorce as far as I can remember,
or a blackmailing case she was mixed up in, or
something. I can't exactly recollect. Funny,
isn't it, how that sort of chap goes and makes a
fool of himself over a woman, and a bad one at

that."

Thus Beveridge with his harmless clipped
Anglo-Saxon platitudes. For a moment neither
man spoke. Each was .thinking his own thought.
Beveridge was going over early memories of the
dead man as he had known him in the beginning
and with them mingled something of regi-et at the
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hole and corner end. The big doctor was trans-

ported to the scene of the night before, recaUing
some of the dehrious words he had listened to, and
piecing them to the scraps of information which
his companion had just volunteered. He lit on
tragedies every day, and the night before he had
again skirted the brink of one

But the obituaries of men like Auckland are

soon told by their own kind. Beveridge moved
uneasily, drawing back from the depths.

"Come on-. Maw." He got up briskly.
" Play you a hundred till we can raise a four for

bridge."
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AN AFFABLE NAKLENG.*

A year f)r so ago I used to flatter myself that
Pean was my bodj^-servant; it was not until he
emerged from under my aegis that I really dis-

covered he had all along been my soul's master.-

Only the dread of a similar enlightenment has
steeled me to sustain the shortcomings of his

successors, who, in spite of moral excellences which
Pean successfully dispensed with, have been but a
series of colourles^s imitations of that great maestro.

Towards the middle, Pean's engaging person
approximated the girth of a Swatow jar. His
contours were those of a Dutch barque, and invited

comparison with the glory of Peckham. Never-
theless, a singularly erect bearing, common to all

Siamese, and a set of nimble fingers removed all

semblance of clumsiness from the movements of

his ponderous being.

Tean's forte was the initiation of griffins. He
loved the fresh and innocent " Angkrit," and had
a reputation as pilot of young clippers ^mong the

shoals arid quicksands of Anglo-tropical life. His
deterioration can be traced to an overweening be-

lief in the power of music.

• Nakleng (Siamese), a clever scamp, a versatile rascal.

To
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This admirable Crichton came to me with

several recommendations; one—-from a Scotch

Izaak—that he could
'

' busk trout-flies extremely

neatly when he tried"; while Professor Leber-

wurst, who had him five months bug-hunting in

the jungle, writ him down an adept at catching

butterflies by hand without injuring their wings.

His ingenuity in these esoteric crafts impressed me
greatly, but it was his taste for music that decided

me in his favour. On noticing my violin-case he

instantly exclaimed, "Heap seeang!" (noisy-box)

and proceeded to an irresistibly comic imitation of

the
'

' Yarrhh I Yarrhh !

" of a gramaphone opening
fire. I surrendered unconditionally-

Next morning he reported himself, clad in a

pair of heliotrope Chinese trousers, with a flower

behind his ear, and an insouciant scarf over one
shoulder. He was accompanied by a trio of wives

and a very large small family who encamped in

the cellars whence they declined to be dislodged,

As a servant, Pean succeeded easily enough in

satisfying my unexacting tastes. He was always
cheerful at least, and did not steal more than was
necessary for his personal adornment, a matter in

which, owing to his naturally attractive figure, he
was inclined to be modest.

My dress, on the otlier hand, was to him
a standing grief, and he never ceased his
efforts to persuade me to affect a more striking
colour-scheme on gala occasions. So far as I

know, he did not allow me to be cheated un-
necessarily. If found out in an attempted squeeze
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of his own, he invariably offered a refund, and fell

upon my neck—'or rather upon my toes, for

he retained the objectionable Siamese habit of

flopping upon his haunches whenever he was
scolded—-no small feat for one of his medial
dimensions.

When he discovered I was interested in

Siamese cats, he brouglit niP a fresh one every
week for sonic time, until I had a collection of

tini fine specimens all of which, unfortunately,

were sooner or later reclaimed by their rightful

and wrathful owners ( most of them personal

friends of my own.) This led to some difference

of opinion between Pean and myself, but he made
hght of my scruples. According to his code of

ethics, stealing for a master was a piece of merit and
covered a multitude of sins.

I think I have mentioned Pean's musical
abilities. He united the skill of a versatile per-

former with undoubted takmts as a composer of

mirth-provoking " Klawn " (verses.) He had a
great vogue in the compound, and used to give
nightly concerts in his quarters to a number of

friends and kindred, lying generally on his back,

and reciting to the accompaniment of a Lao ken.
His songs were, for the most part, distinctly ribald,

and, I discovered, lampooned the "farang" and
all his works uiimercifully. When I protested,

Pean chose the surest defence in attack, and softly

impeached my violin-playing.

' * Master,
'

' he pointed out with admirable
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Ijrevity, "Master give dogs of adjacent ' wat

'

to howl very very ; then must stop. So I instead

better eh?"

Man cannot live hy bread alone, so I left him
the solace of his harmony.

A few months after this I noticed an addition

to Pean's household in the figure of a sprightly

damsel. I took the earliest opportunity of re-

monstrating with him on his polygamous pro-

clivities, but he assured me the extra ladies of his

suite were either nurses or distant cousins—an
apology with a familiar ring. I was certain, how-
ever, that Pean descended to the excuse merely
out of consideration for iny feelings and views,

so we agreed to let the subject drop.

Unfortunately, soon after, he began to lose

Aveight and spirit. He led me to understand
he had domestic difficulties, and once even
consulted me as to the possibilities of my clothes-

rope as a sudden means of ending these. I felt sure
he wallowed in a very sea of troubles, and
advised a change of scene. He eagerly agreed
with me, and proposed entering a "Wat"
(temple) for a period of priesthood—a tempt-
.ng refuge to Siamese in distress. I saw him
go reluctantly. Pie went promising I should hear
iof or from him soon. I did.

A week later, as I was tOAvelling myself
vigorously, a somewhat leaner biit unabashed Pean
broke in upon my whisthng obligato (-the male
toilet is nothing if it be not whistled' through) to
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inforra me tliat the Police had arrested the spouse
of his bosom for steahng a necklace. It was
evident Pean had been accessory to the deed, and
he now wanted me, as a friend of the

'

' Consum "

(Consul) to save him also from being " glued in

the cage of misfortune." He laid stress on his

delicate health and recent loss of bulk, but, though
it grieved me to observe how much of my ancient's

circumference had gone to lard the lean earth, I

had to decline assistance in the circumstances.

After all, I learned, Pean did get the change
of air he required, for he was sent to mend the

roads of Chantaboon where, let us hope, if he did

not find an audience appreciative of his musical

talents, at least he worked out the salvation of his

singularly gifted character.

^^'t^''':^^^a&'&'^^
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THE COM PLEAT LOVER.

SONG-FROM THE SIAMESE.

Hark my lad, and I will sing

How to win a n^aiden's love.

Cunning counsel this I bring

—

Hark my lad, and I will sing.

Courtship is no easy thing

;

Flattery must be your glove.

Hark my lad, and I will sing

How to win a maiden's love.

If you see a damsel fair

In the market or the street,

And with love you're stricken there

;

If you see a damsel fair.

Greet her soft with love-words rare,.

Follow her with glances sweet.

If you see a damsel fair

In the market or the street.

Tender serenades by night.

Sighs of languishing despair

—

These your passion must recite.

Tender serenades by night

;

If she answers you aright.

Life and Love with you she'll share.

-

Tender serenades by night,

Sighs of languishing despair.
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MIA LUANG.

Featherstone came back from the oiRce, tired

and depressed by a hard and somewhat fruitless

day. He threw the reins to the syce, and went
whistling mournfully up the steps of his bungalow.
It was a pretty bijou residence, a fitting casket for

Ins most cherished' treasure—a young and beauti-

ful wife.

Featherstone peeped into the drawing-room.
It was empty. He stopped and called softly,
*

' Alice !
" A clock .struck six. Suddenly a white

figure approached with noiseless steps.

"Mem go out in gharry—five o'clock."

The faint flicker of a smile lit up the boy's

face as he watched his master's expression of dis-

content. He was a fool about his mem, this

master, but then all foreign devils were the same
«l)Out women—far too soft. Featherstone turned

on the domestic.

" Did mem saj' where she was going?"

^"'She taking card calling go," answered the

boy. "T thinking mem leave a chit upstairs for

master."

Feathefstone went slowly up io the porch
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verandah, and found a scribbled message on the

arm of his long chair. His wife had gone to the

Chilcote's " At home ". He had told her in tJie

morning that he would be late at the office, and
she had not waited for him. Tlie explanation

was perfectly natural. The tiling had happened
before. Yet, somehow, to-night Featherstone felt

a wave of unreasoning pique at being left alone,

just at the time when, more than ever before, he

craved for companionship. '

"Pooh!" he cried, stretching himself in the

chair. "What nonsense! Bob Featherstone,

your nose is out of joint. You've been working
too hard."

He lit his pipe. The boy appeared with tea,

but his master waved the tray aw:iy. and called

for a stengah. * The boy brought th" whisky
and soda, and laid the newspaper on a

small table at his master's hand. Featherstone
took a long pull at his pipe, and a longer at Ids

glass.

"That's better!" he told himself, with a sigh

of almost ineffable content.

The western sky was })aling from ruby to

pearl. Soft gusts of the evening breeze stirred

his hair. The short tropic twilight threw its grey
veil upon the earth. There was n<jt a sound Init

the distant hoot of a steajner in the river. Fea-
therstone stared for a moment across the paddy-
fiats to Bangkolem, marking the monotonous
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stillness of tJie pensive scene. Some memory
stirred within him—some passing regret or nostal-

gic of home.

"Confound my nerves," he muttered with a

shrug, as if to shake off an invisible incubus.

He opened the paper and began to read in a

desultory fashion.

"Hum—hem^-Chinaman drowned in the

]\lenam—meeting at the Legation—press com-
ments on the treaty—local opinions."

Then his eye lit upon a paragraph, and he
fell into a moment's silence, reading intently. At
last,

" What balderdash!'' he cried, flinging the
slieet down, hut he smiled grimly in the dusk.

^''Miahiavg? Jfiti lua7ig f " (chiei wife) he
repeated, " What the deuce are they driving at ?

Of course the thing's impossible ! There could be
]i(> conflict of laws upon such a question."

He took the paper up again, and turned the
page to meet the the fading light.

'It is possible that, linder the new regime,
some men may find themselves married already
without their having intended it.' Tchah! Too
absurd altog^^her. Some quibbling fool of a law-
yer trying to be clever."

But a sinister uneasiness was gaining upon
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hjm. He flung his head back and pondered. Ten
years ago! He did not know AKce then. Ft luid

all been very foolisli no doubt, Imt fortunately it

was all done with and buried long since. Other

men had done the same ; otliei-s could leave a

youthful sowing unharvested by time. Days of

youth! Days of j^outh ! And now he was a mar-

ried man of six years' standing, a model of all that

was range, domesticated to a hair, proud and hap-

py in his love of the charming wife for whose sake

he toiled early and late. But to-night he could

not prevent his mind from reverting to the first

days he had known in the East, those earh"est

hours of a natural and cradled ease filled with a

simple inarticulate joy in life's gifts to youth.

He quoted whimsically,

" Let me not to the marriage of true minds
" Admit impediments."

She was a queer little creature, and very good
to him. But of course they both understood— ;!nd

she had promised never again by word or presence
to intrude upon the life which she had filled foi- so

brief a space. East is East. It takes a Westei'u
years to find out this truth which an Oi-iental in-

herits as an instinct. " Such relationships are bat a
few halting steps across the strange threshold of

race differences. Never from either side shall one
penetrate to the inner chambers of feeling and
custom.

The night settled softly down. Feathcrstoiie
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l-ay musing on that almost forgotten period of brief

infatuation. Voices whispered to him from the

past; muffled steps came and went. A gramo-
phone in a neighbouring house began softly play-

ing " Frou-frou". Tlie sickly sentimental air stole

into his senses.

* * * * * *

There was a rustle of draperies and Chalsem
appeared at the top of the stairs. She paused and
looked around her. Then she put off her little

embroidered shoes and sidled up to him.

Featherstone wondered why he did not start.

" Chalsem!" he said without surprise.

" Lon Ghaa!''^ (Yes dear!) she answered in

the soft familiar tones.

Her greeting was quite natural, without any
of the embarrassments imposed by the interven-

ing years. She sat down on a low chair in a

characteristic attitude, her little brown feet tucked
under her, her clasped hands hanging by her side.

Then suddenly it struck Featherstone that some-
how she ought not to be there. If Alice should
return ! And yet the tiny figure in the blue pa-

nung seemed to fit naturally into the scheme of

his thoughts. He looked hard at her, striving to

make out the changes which the years had MTought
in her once dainty features. But the gloom
filtered down between them; a film seemed to de-

scend, through which Chalsem smiled quizzically

'at him.
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" Is the master well? " she asked in her coo-

ing tone.

" I am well, " he answered. How like the old

days!

"Still living alone, master?"

Featherstone jumped. "What do you

mean? " he asked hoarsely. Had she got wind of

something? Did she think she could come and

intimidate him? Confound those newspaper-

men !

Chalsem again smiled her enigmatic smile at

him. Then she rnade a little moue.

"All right, master. Don't be so fierce! I

was only speaking in fun. I know about your

mem... Ah! but she is beautiful, is your mem!
I have seen her driving in her carriage. Mae ! (Oh)

but she had a fine dress. Souey ! Soney/" (pretty)

She kept repeating the words softly to herself.

Featherstone's irritation diminished a little. She
was just the same child of nature he had ever

known. His accents softened.

" What have- you been doing, Chalaem, since

—since you went away?"

"Oh, I? I have been well. I hve at Chieng-
mai with my mother. It is quite .sanoo/<; (amusing)
at Chiengmai. I have a husband. My mother
doesn't beat me any more. My husband is from
Bm'ma. He is good enough, but not very rich.'
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Still, it is quite- sanoo^. Not so good as Bangkok,
of course. Has the master much money now? "

"Confound you! '' cried Featherstone, break-
ing into English. "Have you come here to

blackmail me? "

Chalsem cowered back in her seat.

" Why is the Nai angry? '' she asked with
piteously hanging head. " Why does he say the
rude ' demdem' words?''

"Look here," cried the exasperated man,
" if it's money you want, why don't you say so ?

You are no vria of mine. Wh,y do you come here
now bothering me?"

The little figure drew itself up proudly.

" It is not money I want. I only came to

see if the Nai was happy with his beautiful mem.
if the Nai doesn't want me, I can go."

She stood up with a characteristic hitch at

her panung, and as she Aid so, Featherstone
noticed a child by her side, a bright-eyed young-
ster of about twelve, who was sucking his thumb
and eyeing the angry farang.

" Who's that/?'' asked Featherstone in start-

led tones.

"That's our boy. Don't you remember him?"

He sank back with a groan. Chalaein soft-

ened, and asked gently,
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'
' Nai, does your mem sew on buttons as

nicely as I used to ?"

Featherstone shook his head with a' smile.

Alice sewing on buttons ! The little boy began to

whimper.

"Nai," said Chalsem, "has your mem got

any children ?"

f"No," answered Featherstone, shaking his

head again.

'

' They say the mem angkrit (English) do not

like children. Too much trouble. Is that true?"

she pursued.

Featherstone felt a wrench at his heart*

strings. How direct these people were ! How they
scented out the truth ! He could not answer, but
he lay, watching the two brightly garbed figures

before him, his mind surging with tumultuous
thoughts. The little fellow began to tug at his

mother's hand. Evidently the conversation was
beginning to bore.

"Look here, Chalsem," said Featherstone at

last, "you say you don't want money. Well, you
know, you can't stay here. I am very sorry,
but I must ask you to go. You see, there
can be no question of a mia not (secondary
wife). with me now—

"

"Mia not! " she cried petulantly. " Do you
think I want to be called a mm not? No fear!
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I am the Nai's irda luang I (Featherstone winced).
Yf)ur mem is very pretty and she may have pretty

(Irepses and a carriage and all the rest, but she
is not a true woman at all. She can't sew but-

tons, and she doesn't love children. She will

TU'ver have any. She is the same race as the
Kai, and of course the Nai will be content with
her. That may be. But she was not the first.

Never dare to call me a irn'a no? while I have this

that she will never have ( she laid her hand
proudly on the boy's head). Oh! I know what
you farangs are thinking. You are afraid that the
new laws which the English rajathut has made
-will change the old order, that you will have
ti) give a share of your property to us. You are

afraid the judge will give us your money when
you die, and your white-faced mems will have
none. You needn't be afraid! / am your rnia

Ivavg in spite of what all the judges may say, but
T don't want your gold. This is all my treasure,

this my heritage. This is all 1 ever want, and
shall always keep!

"

She picked the child up, and held him pass-

ionately to her breast.

Featherstone started up witli a cry. As he
did so, the light wa,s switched on, and his wife
stood before him.

"Alice!" he- cried, gazing dazedly around
him.
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" Why, Bobbie, you gave me sucli a fright!

Have you been asleep in the dark alone?"

She came over and sat on the arm <jf his

chair.

"Bad dreams, eh, old boy?" nhe asked

stroking his hair.

Featherstone tried to answer naturally, but

his throat was dry and his tlioughts still on tlie

vivid dream.

" Why, you old dear!" cried his wife, " you

looked wretched. You've been working too Iiard

again at that horrid office. Come along. I've got

the gharry waiting here. Let me drive you to tlie

club."
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CHiTS.

I.

I sing of cliits, for soon, they tell me, chitrf

will be no more.

There be two kinds of chits. The first is a
rnide yet subtle transaction involving honour and
eliminating cash, or at least deferring pajmient.

Th(^ other is a pleasant method of wasting time by
putting down upon miscellaneous bits of paper
every request, every invitation, every query, every
idea that one has to convey, and handing it to a
peon for transmission to another sahib or another
sahib's mem. By virtue of this method man}'- a
man , has gained, at least in the eyes of his ser-

vants, the reputation of being a busy wight, full

of affairs of consequence.

The other day our newspapers, that never lie,

mentioned that some hotel in Bangkok had laid

down the rule that chits would no longer be per-

mitted within its gates. That is to say the first

kind of chit mentioned above. The matter is

serious. Let us see what it involves.

Withoiit doubt pronouncements such as that

we have quoted are to the ''blase" old res-ideut
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a never-failing source of innocent merriment.

Just as surely as our friend the sea serpent turns

up in every London newspaper every August, so

surely do certain optimists in the East lay down
from tinie to time the irrevocable rule that chits

will no longer be allowed. The only difference is

that the sea serpent has a fixed time called the

"silly season"' when he forsakes his native ele-

ment to wallow in seas of ink. Whereas the

abolition of the chit system is descanted upon at

periods varying in interval, but corresponding

more or less roughly with the slackness of trade

and the reformer's disillusionment at the hands

of unscrupulous persons to whom the chit is not

sacred. I should suppose that, during the past

fifty years, in every club, mess, firm, hotel, bar

or place of public resort, the doing away with the

habit of signing chits has, on an average, been
proposed casually by someone once a week, sug-

gested seriously by someone once a month, and
decided upon unanimously^ by everyone once a

year.

And still the merry system goes on. Well,
long life to it, say I, being naturally of a lethargic

temperament. To me it would be the greatest

pity in the world if this amiable custom were to

lapse. Now that the East is becoming so rapidly
Westernised, that motor cars are replacing rick-
shaws, chairs, palkis, gharries et hoc genus omne ;

now that electric light is dispelling the more in-
timate gleams of torch and kerosine, that barley
water and Sanatogen are ousting brandy pawnee
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and praAvn curries ; now that mandarins are being
metamorphosed into democratic senators and Ba-
bus are cultivating an Oxford accent on the spot

;

when ladies are no longer happy unless they can
run Home for at least every alternate week-end,

and men have changed putties and polo sticks for

golf clubs and pumps ; I say, now that this whole-

sale degeneration is going on in our midst, and
the East is no longer the place it used to be,

the chit system once abolished, we might as well

live in Shoreditch or the Broadway.

What! No more to saunter with ia lordly air

and a stifled yawn into some emporium of wares

for the unwary, and there of a morning make a

score of purchases, the while an attendant squire

with a cafe-nu-lait complexion jots down our be-

hests ? No more to end up with our placing at the

end of all the hieroglyphics which constitute our

name? No more to shout loftily at early dawn
for the

'

' B—booy, " and take the club card from his

reverential fingers? No more to scrawl across it

some such mystic legend as "15 stengah, 27 pahit,

6 B. and S., 19 slings, 7 broken tumblers and 9

chairs," appending thereto what only the Club

Secretary and the bar boy know, by some divine

intuition, to be our name in all the glory of in-

coherent initials? Perish the thought!

A man I once knew told me, (and he was a;

moderately truthful sort of cuss) that during his

leave at home he was once shown a collection of

coins by a friend of his. He was very interested
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in a specimen of the modern Bangkok tical

and asked his friend what it was. His ignorance

he explained by saying that during the course of

six years in Bangkok he had never once handled

a tical coin. All business transactions were done

by means of chits which he cancelled at the end pf

every month by cheques, and, as he never rode in

a rickshaw or purchased stamps, he never had the

good fortune to come into contact with tlie coin of

the realm in any shape or form. Such inno-

cence is beautiful, but do you think that, without

the ubiquitous chit, it would have been possible?

It is a curious thing that men who live in the

East always have a more characteristic signature

than their stay-at-home cousins. It is inevit-

able of course. If one is to sign a chit with

proper eclat, one really is forced in self defence to

make some extra tAvh'ls, one really must develop

a new formation of the capital letters, and one is

positively obliged to cultivate a scrawl as the fit-

ting finish to the august and daily performance.

Only it is generally better to have one's notepaper
for foreign correspondence legibly printed with

one's name at the top. So may one avoid the

chance of such happenings as befel another in-

nocent friend of mine. He, on Avriting to a

correspondent unknown to him and the letter

failing to reach the person to whom it was ad-

dressed, had it returned to him opened by the Post
Office and redirected "Mr. D F ."

Which was the utmost the otherwise ingenious
Post Office could decipher of his signature.
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Think too of the privation which the aboli-

tion of the chit system would cause to countless

chetties and Chinamen and merchants from the

Balkan States all over Asia. To the least of these

H bundle of chits is more than all the wealth of

Ormuz or of Ind. No matter that half of the said

chits are doubtful quantities, that a goodly pro-

portion will poradventure serve to feed the maw
of a Avaste paper basket, or at best to enkindle a

cigar. To tise holder they represent what the

undoalt cards are to the gambler—the possibility

of hypothetical wealth, the hazard that is the

spice of life.

Think too of all the judges, magistrates, law-

yers, solicitors, registrars, clerks and bill- collectors

and all the personnel of the various establishments

that grace our midst; think, oh think of all these

hiinest men suddenly cast out of employment and
thrown upon a world where chits were no more

!

No! Nol As long as men are Englishmen,
the good old pastime shall go on, and every day
shall see us signing our names half a dozen times

at least to all sorts and conditions of cards, bills,

promises to pay, notes of hand (,call them what
you will, they all are "chits"). Every night

shall see us honour the long tale of hquid refresh-

ment that the boy recites at our elbow. And
every month shall see these chits returned to the

signer, to be met promptly or perchance re-

hictantly, according to the temperament and the

overdraft of the signer.

But there be other chits than these.
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II.

In the true Anglo-Indian sense of the word,

the chit which one inscribes with one's name 'iox

value received "
is not a chit at all. "Ohitthi in

Hindustani means a letter of any sort whatever,

from the voluminous repoi't of a Commissioner

Sahib to the p. p. c. visiting card in its miniature

envelope. Most usually the chit is that document

on a scrap of waste paper that one sends by the

hand of one's servant to the next compound. It

begins " Dear Smith " or " My dear Mr. Smith,"

or "Darling Sue," as the case or the sex may be

;

and it deals with such matters of state as an in-

vitation to pot luck, 01 a transaction about a dog,

or the fixing up of a game of golf for this after-

noon or a snipe shoot for next Sunday.

This sort of chit one indites from ono's private

residence, but even in office chits play an
important part in the economy of nature

or human nature. One wants, say. the file

of a case from downstairs, or the invoice of a

purchase from the krani's department. One must
write on a piece of paper one's Avi^hes, one must
shout lustily for some menial, and one has time
to light a fresh cigarette before the desired docu-
ment arrives.

Then there are the cliit^ which outgoing ser-

vants come and crave on their departure from
your hospitable roof. Tliese being addressed to

the servant's next master—a wholly problem-
atical personage—give some scope for Avitticisms,
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and are never satisfactory unless they are couched
in mildly ironical terms, praising the holder with
faint damns and adverting pityingly to his foibles.

Chits of this nature are a marketable commodity,
and such a brisk business is done in them that
they come almost under the category of negotiable
bills of exchange.

Thus, Hussein bin Abdullah, the syce, having
in the course of a long and dishonourable career

acquired an assortment of chits from an assort-

ment of masters, is prepared to lend to Ahmat bin
Saleb, (who is his brother-in-law's nephew and a

good lad seeking to follow in his relative's foot-

steps, ) a few exemplars of the testimonials he
keeps stowed away in an old sarong. And Fazu-
rally the cook is on occasion not averse from
transferring for a valuable consideration to his

pupil and erstwhile assistant in the art of culinary

poisoning his own character in several different

handwritings.

If the chits be ancient, these transactions

have to be accomplished with some care. The
slightest slip may be fatal. As a boy of mine
learnt when he. turned up with a chit which I

myself had given to another boy some time
previously. My memory for faces being my one
strong point, the applicant in this instance was
unable to persuade me that he and he only was
the person mentioned in the said testimonial, and
not the one-eyed scoundrel to whom it had origi-

nally been given
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The best writers of chits are women. Women
excel at any kind of correspondence, because they

always have the last word and know how to write

exactly as they would speak. But of all my ac-

quaintances, and most can hold their own at this

form of shirt-sleeves letter-writing, my wife is

easily the best. I do not say this because I am
prejudiced in her favour but because I know what
I am talking about.

She generally begins in the morning by send-
iiig the boy to my dressing room with a polite

note to say that I have exactly seven minutes in

which to shave, dress and breakfast, i. e., of course

if T want to get to my office at a reasonable hour
before noon. Once I am gone, she casts about a
little and then remembers that she intended to ask
Mrs. Robinson at the club the previous evening
where she (Mrs. Robinson) bought that lovely
tulle thing she was wearing the other day. So
Mrs. Robinson gets her chit. And that reminds
her she really must write and tell Miss Hardbacke
not to forget they are playing tennis at the club
to-day. Miss Hardbacke has such a shocking mem-
ory, you know, and last time they arranged to
play did not turn up at all.

Then the boy arrives to say that they want a
new broom or kettle, and she has to ^vrite a chit to
the shop for the article requested, and en passant
she might as well send a note to Messrs. Strong
and Company for a few things she meant to
get yesterday but was so busy she never had
time.
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This done, there is a pause for reflection, a.sort

of " reculer pour inieux sauter" interval. The boy,

who knows the ways of mems and particularly of

this particular mem, asks whether he shall call a
man now to take the pile of chits awaiting deli-

very. She thinks there is nothing else, and so

sends off the instalment. But no sooner has the
messenger gone than she remembers heaps of

things she meant to write about; for instance

to tell her little dress-maker girl to hurry up with
that new blouse and not to forget that she wants
three rows of what-ho's down the back of her
Avhite dress. At this stage a new pen has to be

found to replace the old one which is getting

frightfully depressed with all the underlining it has
had to do. Several other urgent matters occur to

her in the course of the morning, and she positive-

ly must send a tiny chit to dear Mary to ask her
for the loan of a few of that nice kind of hairpins

which you can't get in Bangkok.

It is in vain that I point out that I have, at

some considerable expense, installed a nice tele-

phone in the house, and that I go to office in a

rickshaw in order to leave the motor entirely at

her disposal for shopping and miscellaneoiis ex-
cursions. She has the cacoethes chitthi far too

strong ever to avail herself of more expeditious

means of conveying her behests to their desti-

nation than a half shept of notepaper. And
the result "is that when I come home for

tiffin and ask the boy to have a chit of mine
about a fourth at bridge for Saturday con-
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veyed across the road I find that every available

servant in the house has been despatched to

various places all over the town with innumerable
trivial feminine messages.

It is too bad. But I have my revenge, for if

anj'one ever says to me he wonders what women
can find to do during the day in Bangkok, I just

wink sardonically at my wife.
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In these latter evil days upon which the artist

and the lover of the picturesque have fallen, this

chaotic age, uneasy with the vague inarticulate

stirrings that portend the birth of new movements
and new ideas in the Orient world, this most lugu-

brious epoch when the traveller in his haste cries

aloud,
'

' There is no new thing under the suns of

East or West," it will come as a refreshment to

the blas^ sightseer to know that there still remains
a rest for the sole of a jaded foot in Siam, that last

quaint corner undiscovered in our over-traversed

earth.

Japan is losing her piquant freshness, while
her sons are fast dechning into a crowd of Brum-
magem hustlers, hot-foot after wealth ; India walks
in tarnished garb, her finery grown tawdry under
the handling of countless curious and irreverent

fingers—in short, all the "show" places of the

gorgeous East, once so full of mystery and fraught

with delight, have now for the most part ceased

to captivate the sense or charm the eye of penetra-

tiveness. Nevertheless, those who go discerning-

ly up and down the earth can still find here in

Siam, amid some traces of the cloven hoof of

Europe, the dim spirit of a lingering antiquity,
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and an unsophisticated people with only a n^gte

gible speck or two of the veneer of Western civili-

zation.

Here, seldom stalks the peripatetic American,

barricaded behind a guide-book and prejudice.

Here, outside of the capital, the culture of

the Occident maintains a precarious and an-

omalous footing. This land still preserves its

peculiar atmosphere, and the people to-day are

stiU the children of the one Mother. Even the

faculty of receiving impressions is here renewed

in the beholder, (the recording thereof is another

matter of course) only he must get into the heart

of the country and should be dowered with the

'

receptive mind that alone can catch something of

the true inwardness and poetry of the land.

To see its temples is to see Siam at its inmost.

The monuments of a nation,, it has been said,

are a very ready index to the national mind, and
every race reveals its deepest characteristics in its

places of worship.

Siamese temples (they are called " wats" by
the native) are as the sand in number, and by no
means '

' more lasting than brass,
'

' for with the
capricioiisness of immature minds, the Siamese
prefer to begin a new wat to building an old afresh.

Moreover, the easy philosophy of Buddhism at-

taches to a new undertaking, however trivial, a
greater merit than to the tinkering up of an old
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piece of work, be it ever so noble. Consequently,
though ruins are frequent, few of the temples
either in use or repair possess the mantle of a
hoary old age.

He who would see a typical shrine of Gau-
tama, let him take his way with me along the

dusty road, the " Silent Pilgrimage" that leads out

of a tiny village of huts to Wat Rhapsadun—one
of the most ancient and beautiful, if not the most
interesting of all the temples in the land.

II.

On the glittering white road, all is silence,

except for a few gaping-mouthed crows that wheel
round and give spasmodic utterance to their

hoarse-voiced hate of the blistering noon. On
either hand stretch miles of waste land, interspers-

ed with paddy flats of vivid green flickering in

the golden haze. The horizon is fringed with
areca palms that stand sentinel over the brown
flood of the "Mother of Waters" ( Menam ).

There is scarcely a gust to set the leaves astir.

A sallow canal limps painfully along its tortuous

a]id languid course.

Before us the "prachaydee" (spire) of Wat
Rhapsadun tapers up out of a crest of plume-like

trees, and round it tower the horned roofs of the

monastery. The silent white temple courts lie

sequestered from the road, shrinking back like

some pure-eyed maid that draws her white robes

aside from the rude world. It is the reign of
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siesta amid the nodding palms. Faint tinklings

float from the tiny heart-shaped bells, teased by-

capricious breaths of wind. The raucous crows

dispute the stillness with the insect whirr.

III.

Seated in the entrance sala, we draw a grate-

ful breath. Beneath us there lies the coolness of

a stagnant pahn-shaded pool, from whose slough

blooms the white tray-shaped lotus. The temple
itself is built after the conventional style of archi-

tecture, and consists of the graceful spiral of the

'prachaydee,' the 'hot' or place of worship, and
the monastery buildings where live the priests,

some of whom for life, some only for a few years

or months, have left the world to gain by an
existence of quiet meditativeness that wisdom of

peace which is the essence of perfect Karma.

The mild-eyed monks in their yellow robes
move about the white courts, or sit upon the mar-
gin of the miniature lake, dreaming perhaps of
Nirvana, the far-distant goal of their renuncia-
tions

This is Siam, the veritable lotos-land whose
spell informs the very air, and from which brother
mariners who have once found rest feel they can
' never wander more.' In the hushed precincts of
this haunt of indolent peace, this abode of smiHng
adoration, we can sense a httle of the abiding
atmosphere of the land. In some such environ-
ment as that of this quiet temple almost every
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Siamese spends some portion of his life, and it

cannot be doubted that such gentle influences as

hover round the placid ' wat ' have an effect and
a memory that is reflected in the imperturbable,

yet childlike and joyous character of this lovable

nation.

^^'^'^^a&^i''^
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MASSAGE EN MASSE.

^^ Now, what (/o you think you want?" askerl

Napoleon sleepily from the depths of his long
«chaiv.

He is called Napoleon, you know-, because he
is fat, and because he once ran away during a
sham fight. Of course he denies the whole inci-

dent, and has some stars-and-stripes yal*n about
having mistaken the dinner bugle (as if anyone
"COuld. ) But nobody minds him naturally, because
nicknames are tl ings with which their wearers
should not be allowed to trifle.

It was about half past three of a warmish Sun-
day afternoon, so no one answered Napoleon's
somnolent question. A morning spent knee-deep
among the nawngs (paddy swamps) around Bang-
kok in pursuit of the elusive snipe bird, followed

by a moi-e than traditional Sunday tiffin, generally

results by 3 p.m. in a stoppage of the conver-
sational flow even in the most loquacious mess.
Napoleon's friends answered him not, but sprawled
deeper in their " pews." Napoleon, who appear-

ed to have,recovered more quickly than the others

from the deadly effects of the curries consumed two
hours before, got up and shouted for tea. The
ancient couple who had been squatting half an
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hour on the verandah began to see a period to

their waiting.

"Who's making that infernal roAV ?_" askdd

Sims. He is the station doctor, and by his intim-

ates is called variously "Pills," "Sawbones" or
" The Rouser"—the latter because of his faith in

Dr. Livingstone's famous remedy.

Hawkins turned in his chair and murmured
something low.

ii Hawkins," said Napoleon, after throwing a

pillow at him. " You are like th(- cobra which,

having gorged itself, descends, as the natural

history primer says, into a state of plethoric coma.
Rouser, my dear, can you make out what our

patriarchal friend with the Chippendale legs is

saying? As you know, my acquaintance with the

Siamese of the Court is above reproach, but it does

not extend to the local patois."

Dr: Sims asked the antique party what he
wanted. Followed a long story in which the

old lady joined, but which no one present un-
derstood.

"They don't seem to have any cloths or

curios for sale," remarked Hawkins who, having
reached too far over in an attempt to get a cigarette

from the box, had fallen out of his chair and was
now thoroughly awake.

Presently the boy arrived with tea, and was
told to inquire what the Darby and Joan couple
desired of the sahibs. He explained briefly.
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"What!'' cried Hawkins, "A Siamese barber!
Come, thou rara avis and sliave me now."

'

' Can do,
'

' replied the boy briefly.

"But his razor—his Gillette—his—his
—

"

The old man showed a rusty dah ( native

sword )

.

'

' That his only knife have got,
'

' said the

boy, "but he no use."

"Doesn't usu a razor? Well, how does he
manage then?

"

'

' Him sayjng he loop ( hit ) the all over
master's body."

"Deuced funny way of shaving," said Haw-
kins. "I've a good mind to try three-penny-
worth."

"Hawkins," quoth the doctor drily. "You
are no doubt excellent where contangoes and
Bukit Steugahs are concerned, (refei-)'ing to a re-

cent unfortunate rubbei' ))hmge by H.)but as a

linguist you lack acciu-acv. Do you know what
the Siamese word nuat means?

"

"Yes it means beard," replied Hawkins hotly,

not liking the rublier touch.

"Likewise," said the Doctor sweetly, "it

means to massage—it all depends on the tone of

the voice." Then Napoleon chortled.
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Sims went on. "While job were argmng:

fatuously about a mmr, I had hj mspiT^ion

reached the correct concliisioii, Iff Avit that the-

elderly gent before ra? is prepared for a eon-

sideration in cash to cu?®' (ilJ'ery ill by tlie eniol-

lient process of massage. The domestic function?

of his spome, on the other hawd, fs to assist

at whfil are called " iraterestirtg ere-n^s/ Kow,
Hawkins, after yonr linguistic sttidks^ yow naust

be srtiffcring frora brain-fag, I jw'eacribe a course-

of TEiassage for you ijssfiaMer."

It took some time" to perstfstdte H. to gabmit

to the experiment, bM at last Ii& wa» induced to

stretch himself in nebnlous dothing wu a camp-bed
brought into the verandah. The old roan set to

work in business-like fashioit, and wink be pulled

and distorte^l the amides of Hawkins-' arms and;

1)ack< the^Dot^ior who had .-issumed e()minand of

the situatioM, gave a »hort ex]>»>&iti(«> on the bene-
fits of the massiig© IrejstineHt.

*' The Siam'es'e, and in fa.c't all Oi'ientalj

methods of massage that I have seen, differ little

from the European, save tiiatour present operator,

you notice, presses the tendons against the bone
until they jerk. (Hawkins gave a howl and
rfiowted, "Jove you're right there J") Tlie Siamese
aliso are fond of stretching the limbs until they
CT'ack. The patient's attitude, as you will observe,
gentlemen, is that of a ballet dancer performing
the splits—only revernrd." Hawkins here gave
another howl.
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After fifteen minutes or so, the subject arose

suddenly, and asserted, but without conviction,

that he felt greatly invigorated and had enjoyed
the process entirely. He considered, however,
that the operator exhaled an aroma of garlic some-
what too potent for certain tastes.

" There !" exclaimed Sims, " I told you, you
wanted a brace up. And noW; Bonyparty, you too

shall have a turn. You, I regret to say, have for

some time past shown a tendency to embonpoint.
An hour of our friend's attention to the rotun-

dities of your anatomy will be better than twelve

bottles of Anti—Anti
—

'pon my word I've forgot-

ten its name."

Napoleon proved even more intractable than
Hawkins under medical orders. He swore that,

during his last leave home, he had followed a

complete course of massage at Bad Nauheim, but

without benefit. The doctor and Hawkirls were,

however, inexorable but they told the masseur to

deal more leniently with his second victim. The
old man took the injunction literally, and the

treatment he meted out to Nap was mild in the

extreme. In fact, so soothingly gentle was the

rubbing that presently the patient fell sound a-

sleep. Hawkins opined it was the after effects of

all that curry and lager at tiffin, but the doctor tried

to argue that Eastern massage sometimes partook

of the nature of hypnotism. Unfortunately his

attempt to elicit from the venerable rustic any
notion as to how it was done proved futile. All
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the old chap smiling feebly would say Avas ' i"«

iehteh!'' (very fat indeed ) , Which would seemj

to refer rather to the s-upine subject than to the-

mesmeric methods of Siam^ese massage.

While Napoleon slambcred on, the doctor

went to get his camera, and Hawkins doled owfc

largesse to the old people.

'-'Mem, mai meef asked the o-M lady of

Hawkins.. (Isn't there an Eryglish- hvly?) The
latter blushed—for hh sins (A omi3sio>n probably,

since he has been twice jilted..

A few days later the rfoe-for produced a photo-

graph showing Napcd'eon after his course of mas-

sage. As a medical record of a profound trance

it is doubtless interesting, but it certainly does ac^

flatter our corpulent friend.
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That's the worst of Maisie you know. She
will insist on appljang English standards to Ori-

"ental methods. Kesult robbery—invariably. But
disillusion of the said Maisie-^never

!

Reflated acts of duplicity have utterly failed

to shake her. Her sublime faith in human nature
is not of the kind that alters when it alteration

finds. There was for example, that old ruffian of

a cook now whom she would insist—but that is not
what I wanted to tell you about.

Maisie thinks she had a good training in bar-

gain hunting. At home she could hold her own
with the best at a spring or remnant sale, but that,

as I have fruitlessly endeavoured to point out to

her, is a mere matter of physical agility and en-

durance. There is really no bargaining to be done
in these cases. Every article is clearly marked
with two numbers, one in black showing its pre-

vious (greatly enhanced) value, which is really

crossed out, and another in red giving what the

shopman calls the "reduced price"—in reality a

less unreasonable price than before, and one allow-

ing a paltry margin of only seventy-five per cent,

profit. Now, provided one has a mental digestion,

sufficiently robust to swallow these figures, all o^^"
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has to do is to go in and win, pusli and grab.

There is none of the subtlety involved in that sort

of thing as is required in dealing with Oriental

shopkeepers.

But of course a mere worm of a man knows
nothing about these sorts of things. Let him read

his paper quietly, and concern himself with his

stuffy old rubber shares.

We had had a most excellent curry to tiffin

that Sunday I remember. Also some splendid

snipe shot the day before. A,couple of rounds of

golf in the morning, crowned by a bounteous and
well watered lunch, will render any man at

peace with the world, and I was settling down in

my long chair for the afternoon with a pipe and
a novel when the invasion began.

"Oh yes," cried Maisie, "The dears! Let's

have them in. Such an age since they were here
last."

" Maisie," I said solemnly " your tiffin rriust

have disagreed with you if you can call a troupe of

perspiring Chinamen ' dears. ' And remember,
my love, this is Sunday. These vagrants were here
exactly seven days agone, and to call seven days an
' age ' is straining the meaning of words more
than they will bear on a day such as this."

Then I turned to swear at the boy and to kick
the cat off my cushion. Maisie asked me soli-

citously if there was anything her dear boy want-
ed particularly.
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" Yes," I answered, gruffly I fear, " I want to

sit still and digest that awful curry. No, I can't.

Not if you have a troupe of mendacious Chinese
vagrants on the veiandah all the afternoon."

" Oh, but they are not Chinamen," corrected

Maisie. "They are Bombay merchants of good

caste."

"Yes, sahib, this verrie good Bombay wal-

lah," came in gentle accents from below stairs.

Maisie came at this point and ruffled my hair,

and talked
'

' nicey nicey' ' as she calls it. She

imagines she can sweedle me by these childish

wiles.

"Verrie good Bombay wallah" came from

beneath a luige bundle that was staggering slowly

upstairs. And I knew Ave were in for it..

'

' Why the deuce do these itinerant brigands

choose Sunday for their marauding expeditions?
"

I asked angrily.

'

' Oil because, " explained Maisie, "they know
tlie good dear kind hubby bubby is at home and

]ie will not refuse his little wifie anything she

wants." This is the language of sweedling. Ye
gods and Bombay wallahs!

I pushed her off my chair, and tried to

straighten my dishevelled locks. By this time

the bundles 'were unfolded and had disgorged

upon the verandah floor the whole stock in trade

of .silks and laces and silver trinkets.
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I took up my novel and pretended to be in

the thick of Algernon's declaration (on bended

knees—so bad for the crease of the trouser
! ) to

Edwina when a shriek of,

"Oh I say just look at these lovely ivory

figures
!

" told me that May was in the thick of an

ecstasy.

" But we don't want the rotten things. They
would just be stolen."

"Oh no," quoth Maisie wisely, "we could

put them in the rosewood cabinet in the drawing
room and keep them locked up."

" What cabinet? " I asked innocently, trying

to remember all the fall-lalls in Maisie' s drawing
room (ridiculous place ! ).

"Oh, we should have to buy a cabinet of

course. I think rosewood would be best, though
I saw a thing the other day that

—

"

I neai'ly had a fit. However Maisie 's face

when she heard the price of the beastly carvings
revived me somewhat—it was such a study.

The next thing Avas bargaining, and when
Maisie starts to bargain she requires no assistance,

so I retired again to pursue the fortunes of the
gentle Edwina and the noble Algernon. For the
next five minutes there floated in upon my
sub-consciousness scraps of conversation between
Maisie (crescendo) and another (ralletando.)
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'<

,

Oh but that's /ar too much! Fifty ticals

—

I'll give you ten.—Sorry, missy, verrie sorry.

—

Well then eleven—Sorry, missy, verrie sorry, no can
do.—P'raps -forty-nine because Missy good custo-

mer.—Twelve that's the most I'll give—Verrie

sorrie, missy—praps two piece ninety-eight
—

"

"Ask him to toss you double or quits,"

I suggested.

" Sorrie, master. Master verrie good sport-

ing man, but Missy she cut myneck. Upon my
god she do."

Then Maisie turns her attention to something

else, and so it goes on. When tea arrives, I

have to ^rite a cheque for some enormous sum
(at least five times as much as I would spend in a

year on cigars—but that is a debatable point with

Maisie). In return Maisie is le'ft the possessor,

item of one embroidered cockfight called by court-

esy a piano cover, item three and a half table

covers made of assorted holes called drawn work,

itfm a set of hideous carved heathen bone gods

said to be ivory. As a recompense I got a tie

whicli I would not wear to my worst enemy's

funeral.

Theologians and other veracious persons tell

us that Satan insinuated himself into the garden

of Eden clothed in an original form of sheath

gown and calling himself a serpent, and that thus

disguised, he wrought irretrievable ha^ oc on our

first mother's heart by the judicious use of an
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apple or so. Later analysis, however, of the

labyrinth of the feminine heart shows that, on that

oqcasion, Satan chose the far naore comfortable

garb of a ragged pedlar and bewitched the tender

Eve with the contents of a pack. Ever since then

women have always got the worst of a bargain,

which of course does not matter in the least, a,^

they can always successfully delude themselves

that they have been 'the over-reachers. And so

it comes about that the Super Man and every

second Lord Mayor of England is or has been a

draper.

I /think I must get the boy to waylay these

vendors as they arrive and to offer them live

ticals to go quietly away to the next street. It

would be cheaper in the long run.

"^^ii^---"
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COMPLAISANCE.

A SONG-FROM THE LAOTIAN.

]\Iy young wife loved another,

Alas ! she would not stay,

She was my bride unwilling

;

Should I then say her nay?

He was a brave young gallant

With wiles to woo and win

;

And I, her aged, unloved spouse.

Shall I impute her sin?

Youth and sweet Beauty mating

—

Was life not ever so?

—

And death alone shall tame young blood.

Patient I saw her go,

But when her heart is broken,
Back to my arms she'll creep

—

Ah ! if I knew this surely,

I think I would not weep.
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THE PEACE MAKER.

A ONE-ACT COMEDY.*

Characters.

Jim Seward—of the Bombeo-Bornay Com-
pany, Bangkok,

Irene Jermyn—an amateur journalist.

Scene—the Jermyn' s drawing room, London.
A Summer afternoon.

Enter Seward, followed by a servant.

Seward: Yes, Mr. Seward—from Siam.
Thanks, I'll wait. Just tell Miss Jermyn, will

you? Give her my card, and say I hope she'll

see me.

Exit Servant. Seward begins strolling round
the room, looking at photographs, etc. on the

walls.

Seward: By Jove, how nice it is to see an
English ropm again ! But how frowsty it seems

* Acilng HighU Rese-r'ced.
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in here, ftries to open a window) and no veran-

dah! Heavens, how they must suffocate! (sinks

into a Chesterfield loungeJ Ah! But this is fine

—

a nice deep arm chair. Now if only I had a

stengah at my elbow, I could almost imagine I

was lying in my own long- chair in the mess.

(Loolis round, then catches sight of a photo on the

piano). Jove ! I believe that's Billy, f Gets up to

Look). So it is. By Antonio in the New Road.
Poor old Billy! Now I wonder which is Miss

JermyUj There's rather a pretty girl. (Takes up
another photo) If that's his fiancee, Billy is really

an awful rotter to have gone and quarrelled with
her. And I -am the biggest fool on earth to have
undertaken to patch the affair up for him. I

don't like it at all—a hare-brained idea if there

ever was one. Think of a man promising to go
and see his pal's girl in England, and settle up a

quarrel with her—a girl he never set eyes on
before. I deserve to be well snubbed for my
meddlesomeness, and I've no doubt she will sit

on me properly. Wish to heaven I'd never come
now. But I couldn't very well refuse to help
poor old Billy—he was so hipped. Anyhow, I'm
liere now, and I've got to go through with it, and
after all, I've got his letter to pave the way with
—Lord, here she comes ! ( Gives a glance in the

mirror^ pats his tie and smoothes his hair)

Enter Irene Jermyn.

Irene: Oh, how do you do, Mr. Seward?
So good of you to look us up so soon. 'Won't you
sit down?
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Seward: Thank you. (-Subsides into the

{Chesterfield 0.gmn.) Oh no, not at all- I hap-
pened to be passing, don't you know, and thought
I would call. I'm on my way North, and don't

know when I shall be in town again,

Irene: Eeally. You must be awfully glad

to get home again, aren't you? After fi^•e years,

isn't It?

Sew<ird: Yes, five years,

Irene: Mr. liawrence has spoken mux;h of

you. When he was on leave last, he was alwaj^s

extolling you, and in his letters he. often men-
tioned you,

Seward: Hah—did he now really? Weil,

speaking of letters reminds me, I've a chit here
from Billy—Mr. Lawrence I mean, which I pro-

mised to give you as soon as I saw you, ( Gets

up and hands her the letter.)

Irene: (glances at the envelope and turns it

over) Are you sure this is meant for me? My
sis

Seioard: (nervously) Oh yes, I was to be
sure and make you—I moan r-ee that you read it

first. It will explain matters considerably, and
help me to say—-eh—what—I—eh—would like to

to say, if you don't mind, that is to say—I

—

eh^ —
Irene: But why should Mr. Lawrence
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Seward: (anxiously) Oh, please, do read it.

It will—clear the air.

Irene: {doubtfully) Well, I suppose' I had
better.

She breaks the envelope oi>en and begins

to read. Seward gets up and walks nervously over

to the window where he stands looking out an<l

humming a tune.

Irene: {reading: sotto voce and apart) " My
dear little girl " {startled) Why, surely this

can't be meant for me. This? must be for Helen.
I might have known, {glances at- the envelope

again, and then at. Seward who '/s quite ohlivioun

and still at the window) Billy Lawrence used to be
a great pal of mine it is true, but I hardly think

—

{glances at the end of the letter, then jumps up
and 'walks to the other end of the room, debating)

I can't really read this, and yet

—

(another glance
at the paper in her hand.) What's this? (reads)
" It seems useless for me to go on writing as you
never answer my letters

"

—

(stops and thinks a
moment) Why, yes of course, they had a row, I

remember, (reads again) " It may strike you i,ifi

rather a hollow makeshift for me to send a friend
to explain, but in our presi-nt misunderstanding
it seems .the only course " (stops again, and
glances at Seward who is still oblivious of her agita-
tion ) I wonder—if—it would do any good--if'

—

[ were to It's evident he does not know me,
l)ut how stupid of Billy to send such a peacemaker,
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and yet, how like a man ! ( Looks reflectively at

Seward's hack ) He seems rather nice. I don't

suppose Helen would ( thinks a moment) What
fun if I Avere to pretend! Anyhow, I- had
better not let him go yet—at least until he has
seen Helen, f Ftds down the letter and coughs

slightlyJ Ahem! Well, Mr. Seward.

Seward: ( turns round and scans her expres-

sion eagerly) Well Miss Jermyn.

Irene: I suppose you have no idea of the con-
tents of this letter.

Seward: Well, not exactly, but I believe—at

least—my friend gave me to understand

Irene: ( a-s?';^!? ) Well, that's good. Apparent-
ly he doesn't know much. ( Turning to SeioardJ

Do you know INlr. Seward it strikes me as very
strange that Mr. Lawrence should have chosen
such a proxy as yourself to come and plead his

cause.

Seward : (crestfallen) Really, now, Miss
Jermyn

Irene: Oh, I me in no reflection on your
powers as an ambassador. But you must forgive

me if I say I m\ist decline to discuss the matter
with you. If you will allow me to say so,' you
hardly appear the most suitable person to act in

the present case, and, for my part, I am certainly

neither competent nor anxious to arrange matters

in the fashion you propose.
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Seward: ( taken aback ) Oh, now, Miss Jer-

myn ! You are a little hard on me, aren't you ?

And Billy—Mr. Lawrence was so keen on the idea,

and I promised I would certainly come and see

you as soon as I landed. If you would only let

me explain a bit, I think

Irene: (coldly) No, Mr. Seward, I cannot
admit your right to act as you are doing, and I

must really ask you not to mention Mr. Lawrence's
name again to me in this connection. ( bhe walks

across the room ).

Seward : ( despairingly) Oh I say ! ( aside
)

Here's a naughty temper! Poor old Billy, he
seems all up a rubber tree. She is. as hard as a

stone, {to Irene) Then you decline to hear me,
Miss Jermyn.

Irene : I'm sorry, but I am not in a position

to allow you to make any statement to me about
Mr. Lawrence's private affairs. My sister (stops
short.

)

Seward .- (puzzled at the reference to her
sister.) Then I am extremely sorry, Miss Jer-
myn, that I ever troubled you. Is there no hope
for Billy at all?

Irene : Not from me. Mr. Lawrence is noth-
ing to me, and never will be ( aside ) except per-
haps a brother-in-law some day.

Seward: (dejectedly.) Then I must apolo-
gize for having intruded. (He gets up to go). I
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hope you will understand that only my friendship

for Billy—Mr. Lawrence—induced me to undertake

this mission, and if I have offended in any way,

I humbly beg your pardon. (
Aside ) What a

blessed fool I have been to let myself in for this

!

What a^ utter ass I must look ! (
He takes up his

gloves and stick.)

Irene .- ( unbending ) Of course, I understand

entirely, and I consider it very noble of you to

have offered yourself for such a delicate task. Still

I think we need not discuss the matter further

—

for the present at least. ( Seward bows. ) Surely

you are not going.

Seward: Really I cannot stay.

Irene: (pleadingly) Oh come .now, you
mustn't run away like this. It isn't every day we
have the pleasure of a visitor from Siam, and I am
anxious to hear more about Bangkok. You must
let me give you some tea. My sister Avill be back

presently. You really must stay and see her.

Seward .• ( aside ) Dashed funny girl this ! One
minute so chong hong (stuck-up), and the next all

Butter Scotch. And why the devil should I want
to see her sister ? ( to Irene ) I am awfully sorry,

but I couldn't think of

Irene : (insisting ) Oh please ! You must. ( She

takes his hat a7id stick aioay from him ) I insist.

I beg! ( Smiles wheedlingly .)

Seward: {oner-persuaded) Thanks very much
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indeed. You are very kind I am sure. fSits

down somewhat reluctantly and mystified. Irene

lights a spirit lamjy and proceeds to make tea.J

Irene : And now, Mr. Seward, tell me all

about Siam, won't you?

Seward.- Well really, that's rather a tall order,

you know.

Irene: Oh but I'm frightfully interested. I

want to write an article for the "Daily Mail"

—

all about the white elephants and the dear little

yellow priests.

Sp-ward: By Jove, you don't say so! What
a ripping idea ! But I had no idea you wi-ote for

the papers.

Irene: Oh yes, I am on the staff of the
"Evening Terror"—that is to say I do the fash-
ion pages, and "Our dear little Tots"—the
children's column, you know—every week. And
oh—I forget. I do the "Answers to Correspon-
dents for "T. A. P." That is greaffun. 1 get a
dozen proposals by every post.

Seward: Hah ! Really now, that must be very
flattering—very exciting. And do you ever—eh—accept

Irene: What?

Seward: Oh I beg your pardon really ! What
I meant to say is—do you always acknowledge
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receipt and say you will give the matter .your

earnest consideration.

Irene: flaughingJ Oh. no. That is only when
they enclose a stamped addressed envelope.
(They both laugh together.)

Seward: But I had no idea you Avent in for

that sort of thing. Must be an awful strain on
the intellect, don't you find. Billy—Mr. Law-
i-ence—told me you were a suA:agette. But I had
no idea—I hardly anticipated

Irene: ——That I had sunk so low, eh?

Seward: (protesting) Oh, I didn't mean
that.

Irene: Well I've only taken to it lately, and
of course I never told Billy—eh—Mr. Lawrence.
Besides I'm not a suffragette. That's Helen—my
sister.

Seward: faside) Confound that sister. ( To
Irene ) Ah indeed

!

Irene: But about Siam. Tell me now, what
is it like? Very hot I suppose.

Seward: Hot! Bless me, it's a regular little

Thermos Flask of a place. But one soon grows

accustomed to grilling. After all it's good train-

ing for future

Irene: Future what?

Seward: Future contingencies—so to speak.
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Irene: I don't understand.

Seward: No, of course. You've never been'

to Bangkok.

Irene: But it is not always hot, is it?

Seward: No but it gets worse every year as

more and more Scotchmen keep arriving.

Irene: But why

Seward .- Well you see, they all have red hair.

Irene: (latighmg) Come now, that's too bad

of you ! If you are going to give forth any more
ancient jests of that sort, I shall refuse to believe

you.

Seward : Oh, but you mustn't say that. I am
notorious as a perfect mirror of the truth.

Irene .- I should say rather a magnifying glass

with whimsical reflections.

Seward: Jove! You do see through things.

But about this article of yours. You must let me
help you with it.

Irene: Will you really? I should be so glad
of assistance.

Seivard : You see, I might be of some use in

conveying the local colour. I have quite a lot of

photos too, of scenes and people and the quaint
native customs and—and--all that sort of thing
don't you know.
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Irene; Well then, tell me, is it true that

the King rides throvigh the city on a white
elephant?

Seward: It used to be so in the palmy days of

Captain Bush, I believe. But since the advent of

civilisation, nous avons change tout cela. In point

of fact, His Majesty generally takes the air in a 60
h.p. Napier. It's less exciting for the white
elephants.

Irene: And youreelf? I suppose you generally

go about in one of those dear little rickshaws,

pulled by a punkah-wallah—that's the right name
isn't it?

Seward: Quite right. No, personally, 1 pre-

fer a steam-launch, because the Menam Conserv-
ancy will never azTest you for scorching or for

running down a sampan, or any little peccadillo of

the sort. You see the town is half under water,

and a boat is one of the necessities .of existence.

Irene: How delightful ! And are there gon-
dolas and things just like Venice ?

Seward: No, but there are klongs and things

that smell just like Venice—only better preserved.

Irene: Oh, how horrid ! But what do English

ladies do there?

Seward: Oh, they lead an ideal existence.
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They play teniais and Bridge, and scold the boys

—in the intervcds.

Irene: The '' Boys' '9

Seward: Yes. Chinese servants you know.
It is really awfully jolly for a woman in Bangkok.

You would have a ripping time. I wish

Irene: What do you wish?

Seward: Oh nothing. I only meant to say I

wish there were more ladies out there.

Irene: But the few you have are all the more
appreciated.

Seward: Eather ! Wliy, v/e sometimes even

play Bridge with them.

Irene: How noble of j'^ou

!

Seicard: Isn't it ? But the tropics develope

one's magnanimous instincts tremendously.

Irene: But what are the Siamese ladies like ?

Do you ever see any, or are tliey kept shut up in

those horrid ])arems?

Seward: No, not always. One gets a glimpse
of apanung once a year at Dnsit Park F6te.

Irene: Panung ? What is that ?

Seward: That's the national dress, you know.
A sort of trousers—or rather knickei-boc'kers, fixed

up at the back, just like
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Irene : {frigidly') Ob. indeed ! (She gets up
and goes over to look at the clock.) (divide J Oh, I

do wish Helen and Mama would come and stop

this tiresome man's stories!

S'irard : (to himself) I wish I hadn't men-
tioned panungs. I was getting on so well other-

wise. Wonder if I could escape now?

Irene : ( returning and re-seating herself) It

must he a very interesting place, Bangkok. I

should love to see it all—the palaces, and the

temples, and the canals, and the bald-headed

]>riests, and everything.

Seward : Yes. But perhaps you may see it

—sometime. It is not so very far away, you know.

Irene -. There is a Mrs. Hamlin in Singapore

who is very anxious for me to come out and visit

her.

S">rard : Oh, but you shouldn't believe any-

thing Singapore people tell you about Bangkok.
They are all hopelessly prejudiced.

Irene : I suppose it is not really so far after

all. You can go from Calcutta to Bangkok by
train in a few hours, can't you ?

Seioard .- No, but you can get by aeroplane

from Saigon.

Irene : How jolly !

Seward: Do you know. Miss Jermyn, I be-
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lieve you would be a great success out there. You
have no idea what a charming hfe it is. I have

pften thought how dehghtful it would be to be

—

eh—married. It is very lonely for a man you see

—selling teak and shipping rice all day long, and

having no one to mijj; his Simday morning cock-

tails or to swear at the cook for making prawn
curries in the cholera season.

Irene: No doubt. But there would be so

little society for a woman.

Seward: Oh, but it is quite jolly—even in the

jungle.

Irene : Have you really lived in the jungle,

and did you ever shoot a tiger ?

Seward: No, but I once killed a 20 foot

python on the golf course. But then, so many
people have done the same that it is ceaisng to be

a feat and becoming a habit.

Irene: Dreadful! Still, I shouldn't mind
facing dangers.

Seward: Wouldn't you really? (pauses—then
slowly, loiih a note of triumph in his voice) Well
then, Miss Jermyn, if you would like so much to

go out to Siam, tell me please, why did you quarrel
with Billy ?

Irene: I never quarrelled with Billy—with
Mr. Lawrence.
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Seward: What! And he sent me here to

patch up a peace with you, and to tell you if you
would only wait six months, he is coming home,
and you will be married.

Irene : ( Mushing—pauses ) Mr, Seward, I

can't let this go on. I must explain. It is all a
mistake. Billy—Mr. Lawrence—your friend is en-

gaged to my sister Helen—not to me. I have
never

Seward: Oh, but I thought you said

Irene : I am sorry, but you took me for my
sister at first, and you insisted on my reading this

letter which was meant for her. Of course, I saw
at once what you were sent here to try and do. I

never led you to think anything, but I knew if

I let you go now, you would never screw your
courage up again to come back and see Helen
Avhen you had discovered your mistake. So I

—

I-—made you wait you see.
'

Seward : ( agitated ) Well, I'm—^cremated

!

(Fans himself vigorously loiih his handkerchiefJ
And I thought all the time I was doing it so

nicely, and persuading you so cleverly in spite

of yourself.

Irene :
(
smiling ) Yes, but if you will forgive

my saying so, you weren't pleading very success-

fully for the joys of Bangkok. Besides any wo-
man would have seen through you long ago.

Scivard : [ again getting up to go) Well, really
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5^)11 know, Miss Jermyn, I couldn t go through all

this again with your sister wlion she conies back.

So I think :

Trene : (pushing Mm lack mta h'n cliair ) No,

my dear bhmdering man, you must not think any

more. Henceforth you I'nust let me do that for

you. You have not proved yourself a screaming

success as an advocate so far, simply because you
know nothing absolutely about women. You see,

I am just as anxious as you are to patch up this

silly quarrel between Helen and your friend, and

I propose therefore that we join forces and con-

spire to bring them together again.

Seward: Why yes, with all my heart! I shall

be delighted. I am an awful duifer at—eh

—

matrimonial stratagems, and I admit I do not

know the subtleties of the feminine mind a httle

bit; so I should be extremely glad to have you
as an ally.

Irene: Very Avell then, that is settled. We
axe fellow-conspirators.

Seioard: To the death! (^He grasps her hand
and shakes it with unnecessari/ warmth. Irene

blushes and moves aioay.)

Irene: Now, the way to set about it is not in

the idiotic fashion you two men have attempted.
I know my sister of old, and 1 will introduce you
to her merely as a friend from Siam, without
mentioning your commission from Billy. Do you
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see? Then you must pretend you have heard
that Billy is consoling himself with another girl,

and when she has been rendered miserable for

six months, Billy will turn up, and they will

fall upon each other's necks—you see if they
don't.

Seward:
(
cordially ) All right. You can

prompt me as we go along. I will watch your
eyps for signals.

Irene: Oh, that is hardly necessary, but I

will kick you under the table when I want you to

stop ttdking.

Sewi,rd: {loaldng at her fept) Excellent!

Irene: You must just take your cue from me.

Seward: (^fervently) I am sure I couldn't wish

for a be,tter or more charming instructress. I will

be all that is diplomatic if only you will kick me
often enough. You have scored one goal already

by Jove

!

Irene: Very well then. Only don't try and
produce many more impressionist pictures of

Bangkok.

Seward : No indeed I won't.

Irene: And here, burn this! {hands him the

letter) Quick, I hear the motor stopping at the

door! {She runs to the window.) Now, Mr. Seward,

I rely on you to bring about my sister's happiness,
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and remember too you will be helping Billy at the

same time, {listens') Yes, there they are!

Seward: ( comes and stands behind her-^speak-

inghastili/ and with emotion.) Miss Jermyn, do you

think you could ever be persuaded to come out to

Siam some day—^

Irene: (nonchalantly) I don't know. I might

if

Seward.- {catching her hand) If—if—what

!

Irene.- { disengaging herself) Oh well, if—if

—

I found a truthful guide I suppose.

Seward: Won't you give me another chance

—on the spot next time?

Irene : {her finger to her lips) HUSH!

f The sound of approaching voices is hear^d tcith-

outj.

CURTAIN.
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THE MINOR MESS.

A BANGKOK FARRAGO.

l^Note. Tn view of a recent decision of the

English Courts, and to avoid misunderstanding,
it may be as well to state tiiat the names of the

•c'haracters in the following sl?;etches are wholly
fictitious and not intended for those of any per-

sonages living or dead, known or unknown to the

writer. In view also of a pleasant foible, common
to mankind in general, of finding in the persons

depicted in a work of fiction presentments or

characteristics of oneself or of one's friends, the

writer hereby begs to disclaim any intention of

having drawn upon his acquaintances for his dra^

matis personae, and to state distinctly that the

members of the Minor Mess and the persons who
cross their path are entirely hypothetical.]

I.-SEVEN OF US.

It was called the Minor Mess out of modesty
and because no one much over the age of seventy-

five was eligible for it. They stretched a point in

admitting Corke, who looked quite seventy-six in

the early morning, but he was able to produce
irreproaclia'ole evidence that he had still a year or

two to rua before he reached the limit.
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Strictly speaking, we were all rather juvenile.

as years go, and most of us were still at the stage,

when a chronic overdraft represented the norma!

state of our finances. A man only becomes a

senior when his finances become manageable.

Most men never becotiie seniors. An overdraft is

the only infallible way to keep young.

When I joined the mess there were seven of

us. I got in by a fluke. Thus.

One of the rules of the mess was that no two

men in it should belongs to tiie same firm or

pursue the same daily avocation. Tliis was in

order to avoid the talkinu' of "shop", but it had
also the effect of stimulating a healthy rivalry

in epithfits and a cheerful variety in the ordinary

topics of conversation. Now, when T turned up
in Bangkok and found myself without any settled

place of abode, it was not long before I learnt that

1 really must join a mess or else advertise for a
chaperone. I cast about and finally decided that

the alternative would be too exciting.

So I began to fling covetous eyes upon the
Minor Mess. They had a vacancy I knew, Avith

myself and two other candidates asi)iring to fill

the breach. But the other two nu^n liad already
a representative of their respectiAc^ firms es-

tablished as permanent members. 1 liadn't, be-
cause I was the only representatiA'e of my firm.'

In fact I was my firm. Therefoi-e in spite of

many disadvantages in the sliape of an unbearab-
ly ugly face and an awkward figure, a slender
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purse and'Un ingrained habit of taciturnity, I was
elected and took my place with the goodly com-
pany of Minor Prophets.

Our private quarters were scattered, but the

mess rooms common to all were contained in a

large rambling building, which comprised, among
other things, a dining room and a billiard room.
The first was given over to gormandising and
polite conversation. The latter was an emeigency
exit, and served for many other purposes than
billiards, such ' as a gymnasium, an old clothes

shop and (once unsuccessfully) as a cliapel. Its

walls were decorated with the marks of unruly
soda water bottles, articles of vertu and trophies

of the chase. Chief among these Avere a pair of

kathing (wild ox) horns, which Hereford was sup-

posed to have obtained in a rash moment at the

peril of his life somewhere in the wild regions

around Sampeng; also the sign board of a Chinese
tailor which the mess in a hilarious, body had once
removed at midnight and borne away in a

rickshaw.

The dining room was a noble chamber. In
one corner stood a gramophone which discoursed

at unseemly hours. In another stood Jeames the

butler—at least he was always there when any
member entered the room, and for that reason was
darkly suspected of having been born and grown up
there, and become, as it were, a piece of furniture.

Jeames was a very haughty native of India. He
was varicmsly said to be a ]\Iadrasee, a Goanese,

a Sikh, a descendant of Suraj-ud Dowla, or a
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Portugese hidalgo fallen in estate.—just as the wit

of the moment prompted: In reality he was one

of those nondescript nonentities of no defined casta

that abound in Bangkok. As he was harmless,

and even amiable for a few days in every year

after Christmas, and as he filled the corner with-

out obtruding himself unnecessarily, he was paid

a monthly gratuity of forty ticals.

As Laking said,
'

' You could not have got a

sideboard at the price, certainly not one that could

swear in Chines^ and Hindustani simultaneously',

or one that could open a bottle of soda-water or

champagne alike with the same air of lofty indif-

ference."

To compensate for Jeames the mess walls

boasted a fairly good assortment of. prints of the

Cecil Alden type depicting sundry vivacious dogs
and depressed ostlers.

As for the other furniture of the dining room,
during meal hours this consisted of seven fairly

well-grown men, all white, of pronounced idiosyn-
crasies and differing tastes. Strange to relate,

though they had apparently little in common save
nationality and a fixed ambition to earn, or win
suddenly by the hazard of any game of chance,
money enough to take them home to shppered.
retirement, they were on the whole a very genial
and congenial company.

There was Corke. He was President. For
this post he had no qualifications whatever save
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a venerable appearance ihnt earned him the

soubriquet of
'

' Uncle,
'

' and a rooted distaste for

accounts and chits. As, however, the mess ac-

counts and catering arrangements were in the

liaads of Slorach, alias Mac, this did not miHtate

..greatly against Uncle^s success as the President

-of a noisy republic. As also he possessed a

never ruffled temper and a stock of wise saws and
ancient instances, he made altogether a fairly

passable chairman,

Siorach was a Scotchman who, when he

wasn't selling whisky diloted^ was drinking^ it

undiluted—more or less. Since no bne but him-
self was capable of pronouncing his name without

running the risk of lockjaw complications, he had
to be vulgarly known as Mac, He was a big man
but had never recovered from the shock of having

once won the Golf Championship at the Sports

Club. Long ago it was, in the year whe-n his op-

ponent in the final had died of cholera the day
before the match. No one in Bangkok had had

the bad taste to die of cholera since that date;

consequently Siorach' s walk-over was believed to

be a myth of his own imagining.

He had an inveterate dislike of anything

Scotch; that is to say in the abstract, but he made
one concrete exception. This may have been due

to the prejudice created in his mind by a return to'

Scotland for the first time after maturing for five

years in Bangkok. He never went home again,

and at the time I knew him, in the palmy days of

the Minor Me.ss^, he used to state cheerfully that he
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had not been home. for twenty-seven years. Int

view of this feat of endurance he fancied he knew
just a little of the ICast in general and Siam in

particular.

To such a claim Stoker, when he had been in

the country something like three Aveeks, put up a

vigorous objection. Now, Stoker had a reputation

for a thorough recondite knowledge of Siam, the

country and its people, their customs, language,

religion and the rest. This reputation he had
built up carefully with the aid of some ancient

volumes on the subject and by dint oi repeatedly

affirming that what be did not know about Siam
would not repay the labour of learning. Outside

the mess many deluded persons were ready to

accept him at his own modest valuation, but in

the mess, Mac took such a delight in shattering

poor Stoker's fame by contradicting his statements

at every opportunity, and by revealing and flout-

ing his authorities in print, that Stoker had come
to be known by the name of Encyclopaedia rather

in pity and contempt than from any conviction

that he fulfilled the title.

Then there was Miggs. From nine to five

daily Algernon Beckwith Stukeley Miggs gave Ins

languid attention to the arduous duties of an
electrical engineer. It was hoped, but scarcely
believed, that he performed these duties in a
satisfactory manner. The rest of his time,
with lucid intervals for food and recreation,
Algernon Beckwith. Stukefey Miggs gave up to
the Muse.
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He kept a small piano in his room and
behind it he intrenched himself equally against

his friends and the weather. From it he produced
sounds not invariably unpleasant. The result was
that for many years he was thought to be engaged
solely in tuning the piano, until one day someone
noticed that he would break off in the most dulcet

strains to rush to his desk and jot down a few
notes or a phrase. When remonstrated with once
for this unfortunate habit, and for his lack of repose
generally, he remarked pityingly,

'

' But how can I remember the bally stuff if I

do not write it down?"

Asked to interpret, he blushingly explained
tliat those melodies which he played and broke
off short were part of his latest oratorio or opera
or symphony. This of course created a great

sensation, and ever after it was believed that he
threw off a new musical composition at least once
a week.

When requested to play for a change the

music of any of the lesser composers, such as

Beethoven, Elgar or Lionel Monckton, he always

objected and would remain recalcitrant until per-

suaded by brute force and a shower of missiles.

When there remained nothing handy to throw,

the mess had perforce to fall back on the gramo-

phone and Harry Lauder.

Despite this failing of his, Algernon Beckwith

Stukeley Miggs nevertheless played a good game
of racquets, and when opportunity offered at Koh-
si-chang or Hua Hin, he proved himself a really
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remarkable swimmer. He was drowned some
years later when boating in the Serpentine.

Algernon Beckwith Stukeley Miggs was the

only member of the Minor Mess who did not.

possess a nickname. A sort of unwritten rule had
grown up which left him immune from the essays

of his fellows at the easiest form of wit. It may
have been because his name or combination of

names and his little foibles rendered him a too

easy prey. Anyhow several playful attempts to

label him " Noggs " or "Pianola" or "Captain
Webb " fizzled out damply, and those who persisted

in such efforts were sent to Coventry for ever.

And now I come to Hereford, and I confess

it is with a sinking of the heart that I have to,

admit he was a member of the Mess. To attempt,

to give a dispassionate summary of this man's
character would he vain. He was the incarnation

of ten different men, a vei'itable chameleon of

contradictions of good and bad. The latter must
have predominated, for he ultimately ran away
with his neighbour's wife. The Minor Mess dub-
bed him "Lothario." and certainly during the
greater part of the time that I knew him he con-
centrated on his per-sonal adornment and appear-
ance to a disgraceful extent,_ besides showing a
partiality for feminine society that was entirely
out of keeping with his other qualities and his
history.

Yet for all his coloured socks and cosmetics,
his trouser press and patent leather shoes, Here-
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ford was not wholly lost. His taste in cigarettes

was unimpeachable, but he could sit a restive

horse like Buffalo Bill. He wore an eyeglass and
was rude to servants, yet he could shoot straighter

than most men and was a trifle useful with his

fists in a warm corner.

All this I can testify from personal exper-
ience, and still the feeling remains embedded in my
mind that he must have had a kink somewhere,
for he was a wrong 'un as far as women were
concerned. A man may be a very Admirable
Crichton, and still have a penchant for the rdle

of Don Juan. In Hereford's case it may have
been his education. He was at Harrow, Rugby,
and Trinity College, Dublin. He never quite got
over it, poor fellow, but then it is not fair to

blame the parents solely. The heredity stunt is

a trifle overdone nowadays, don't you think ?

Lastly came the Infant. This child was a

mystery to all of us, and his admission to the mess
was one of the errors of judgment of which none
of us liked to be reminded. His daily presence

there among that assortment of brutal whisky-
drinking men was in itself a standing reproach.

Infant had a name of his own. It was Lak-
ing. His occupation no one knew exactly, but it

was feared that he was engaged during the day in

teaching the young idea of §iam to read, Write

and cipher. It is not improbable. Some of his

handiwork is to be seen to this day in our midst

—

awful example.s of the blind leading the dumb.
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Infant, in fact, should have been at home play-

ing tennis with a lot of nice girl flappers on a

shady rectory lawn, instead of playing bridge with

a lot of coarse men on a Bangkok veranda,h. He
showed a distressing reluctance to growing up,,

and the years passed over his head and left him, like

Peter Pan, still a child. But he was such a clean,

wholesome h(^ that everyone liked him, and he

served, by his clear eyes and unlined face, to re-

mind many of those impossible ideals of Youth
which none had fulfilled. Everyone felt a kind
of protective»instinct towards the Infant. But the

worst of it was he never needed protection ; in-

deed, I have never seen a child that knew better

when to come in out of the rain than F. W. Lak-
ing, B. A., the Infant.

This then was the Minor Mess when I joined

it not more than a hundred years ago. A more
diverse company one could not find in any part of

the globe, all slaves in the same galley, but tugging
at different oars; with different hopes and me-
mories in our hearts, but our faces turned all to

the same country, and our lives spent in helping
each other to forget we were all exiles.

'

There was the pup, Monument, also. He
belonged to the Mess, but only favoured the Mess
with his presence when more urgent matters did
not detain him elsewhere. Monument had a
catholic taste and a visage like unto an epitaph.
His acquaintanceship was extensive, ranging from
Bangkolem to Sanisen. His family tree Avas of

such antiquity that it baffled all ^jfforts to trace it,
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but he must have been soundly educated, inas-

much as he dealt out bites impartially alike to

pariahs and Chinamen if found wandering near
our ivy-mantled tower. He was of a retiring dis-

position and had evolved a good soimd working
philosophy of life. It was "When in doubt bite,

and bite first"

A bit of a sage was Monument.
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PURELY DOMESTIC.

It was the amiable custom of the Minor Mess
to allow its members to invite every Friday one
or more friends to dinner. Hospitality in other
directions was of course open to anyone, but the
Friday "guest-nights" were a regular feature of

the common life. The inviting of stray guests

on other nights without due notice had been
somewhat strongly discountenanced ever since the

occasion on which, by an unfortunate coincidence,

every one of the seven members of the mess had
taken it into his head on the same evening to ask
two or three friends each to "pot-luck". The
Minor Mess Pot was a big one and a hospitable,

but on that night it had broken down under the

strain, and Uncle was so grieved that ever since

he had set his face sternly against the yjractice

of inviting what Jeames called " miscellaneous

gents.
'

'

Notice of twenty-four houi-s was necessary in

order that Uncle might ' * have it out
'

' with the

cook. Uncle's methods with the cook \\ ere direct

and forceful. On Thursday at 9.30 p.m. when he

had finished his cigar, he would summon that func-

tionary to attend in the dining room, and would
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proceed to order the menu for the following even-

ing. Somewhat after this fashion.

'

' Hullo, cook ! There you are, you son of a

gun ! What' s your name ?
'

'

" Wong Seng," or as the case might be.

"What? It was Kiang Ong last week. Oh,
you're a new man, are you? Where's WongSeng?
Oh, gone to China has he? Well, I just wanted to

tell you I don't think much of your cooking.

Now look here, corpulent one. To-morrow four-

teen master, you savvy? Catchee good chow, first

chop, plenty more better than you catchee to-

night. See? Well, you catchee soup, allee samee
fish have got. Pla krapong. What, no have got?
Well, tlien, Avhat sort have got?—No not prawns,
you idiot.—Eh, Avhat's that? Oh you'd like sal-

mon mayonnaise, would you, Miggs? ( Miggs
was generally the first interrupter). Well, you
can't have it—see? And look here, Miggs. Little

boys should be seen, not heard."

This was the signal for vigorous protests from
everyone who felt the honour of the mess had
been impugned, until,

'

' I want a gooseberry tart, " from Mac, hap-
pened to coincide with Uncle's views, and he
would proceed,

"And a tart, cook. What? No not a fish tart,

you idiot. A gooseberry tart—belong fruit, you
savvy? Wliat, we haven't come to fruit, haven't
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we? What a curse your logical brain must be to

you, O friend the cook. Well, Mac, you will

have to put in an amendment later on when we
come to the sweets. MeauAvhile, everythiug in
proper orde^-! Now. Let me sec. Where were
we? "

''And tell him no more roast duck."

Thus Miggs pathetically.

Then everyone waxed parenthetic.

Herefoi'd: " And no more spinach and poach-
ed egg on top

—

"

Infant: "Or anchovy sauce with
—

"

Stoker : "Or sudden death chicken.

"

Mac: " I would like a gooseberry tart."

Miggs: "And I don't want anymore roast

duck."

And so on da capo. Until Uncle with a

roar of,

"Oh order the blessed dinner j'ourselves,

"

would knock something over in his haste, and the

cook would retire smiling to conspire! with Jearncs.

Next day would be served a mediocre dinner for

fourteen persons, containing as many of the ex-

pressly forbidden dishes as the chef could remem-
ber, and omitting as many of the siecially ordered
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luxnri^es as he could in decency contrive. Every-
one was filled if not pleased, till next Thursday
when the same rehearsal would take place. Every
Thursday of tlie year this happened with unfailing

regularity, except perhaps on the Thursday before

Chinese New Year, when the discussion was set-

tled by tlie cook asking, on behalf of the com-
raunity of servants, for an advance of one month's
salary apiece, and three days respite from his

own labours.

Not infrequently on Friday evenings the din-
ner and Uncle's catering in general would be
made the subject of various reflections by the
more fastidious members. But Jeames would step
in just after the soup and gently put a stop to

all comment* by his opening speech to the chief
guest.

"Mastertakewhiskystengahbrandystengah-
beerwhitewineredwineh avegotalsostoutsod aw a t e r-
gingeraleapollinarisandcAwmparaey. '

'

(Hereupon Monument, who was a person of
strong principles, would go out into the night
Avaving his lone tail). The above exordium
Jeames got off his chest without pausing once to
look back. No one ever caught any but the last
two words. Igitur no one ever dared to ask for
anything but ".And champaney ".

Some fragments of Jeames's oration must have
lingered in our guests' minds because the Mess got
a reputation for variety in drinks which it hardly
merited. One evening indeed several men con-
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spired together to listen intently to the words of
wisdom that fell from Jeames's fluent lips, but only-

one of them caught anything but
'

' And cham-
paney." He, greatly daring, asked for Apol-
linaris. Jeames, to his discomfiture, produced a
bottle of the desired liquid, and thus established
for ever his fame as a conjurer of the first

water.

Joames had also- a peroration which he dis-

'gorged as coffee was served. It was even more
complicated, and rehearsed the names of every
imaginable liqueur beginning with " Barandee

"

and ending with "Starbor' light".

A petition to Jeames to have a wine list drawn
up and printed met with some measure of success.

But, owing to an ungentlemanlike habit that grew
up of stabbing the list with the point of a fork,

penknife, toothpick or other lethal weapon, and
abiding the hazard of such a choice, the wine
card, after a month of riotous living, fell upon
evil days and got rather dilapidated. So much so

that Jeames declared he could no longer decipher it.

.The fear also then arose that Jeames, if deprived of

breathing exercises any longer, might develope

consumption and pine away. As this was a con-

tingency that none cared to contemplate, the

wine list was discontinued and Demosthenes came
to his own again.

One Friday evening, while the mess were at

dinner, a steamer arrived with some mail. The
letters came in time to aid digestion.. Jeames took
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them from the post-office peon and distribute^

them with a lordly air and more or less correctly.

An interval elapsed to allow of the reading of the

news contained in the letters, but no one seemed
to have anything very voluminous in the shape of

correspondence. Then Jeames coughed.

"There is a parcel also outside, sir," he said

apologetically. "A large parcel."

" Parcel? " asked Hereford. "Who is it ad-

dressed to?"

"I don't think it is for anybody herC; sir. It

is addressed to some Mr. Fragile."

'"Trade samples, I expect," said Mac, "for
thee, Miggs."

"Iron castings, perhaps?" asked Infant
eagerly. '

' Or Turkish Delight from Mamma ?'

'

"Bring the parcel here," quoth Uncle
shortly.

Amid the suppressed excitement of the boys
hanging round the door, Jeames sallied out into
the night and returned bearing a box of
considerable size wrapped in some sort of porous
canvas with holes perforated in it. Jeames car-
ried this curious package at .arm's length and
with extreme care. Great sensation at table.

"Rummy looking parcel," Raid Stoker, the'
encyclopaedic. "Must have come a long way."
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Uncle nonchalantly picked up the label at-

tached and read in a loud voice,

'

' Fragile. His Honour R. E. Corke, Esquire,

Bangkok."

" Well, " he added,
'

" that can wait. Jeames

,

take it to my room."

But the appetite of the mess for mystery

could not be assuaged with this simple solution,

and loud protests were raised on every side.

"I believe he is hiding something," said

Hereford darkly.

A guest present here asked to see the stamps

on the box. As he was an ardent collector and a

friend of Uncle's, no objection was raised. So the

stamp expert (it was in the days before the term

"philatelist" was invented) got up and went

round the table to examine the stamps. An air

of expectancy hung over the room. Uncle tried

to start the topic of snipe-shooting, but in

vain.

The stamp man returned to his seat after a

careful scrutiny. He looked very solemn . indeed,

and the.mess gazed at his wrinkled brow for some

time before Infant could summon up courage

enough to ask,

"Well?"
'

' This parcel has taken a long time to reach

you," said the stamp expert.
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"Ah—h—h—" sighed the Mess, feeHng we
were on the brink of an exposition. Knowing
the stamp collector genus and its habits, we con-

fidently looked forward to a masterly analysis of

the mystery, leading up by a process of reasoning

to a complete elucidation of all our doubts.

"The perforation is damaged in two places,

and the post mark is four years old," said the

connoisseur.

This caused another profound sensation.

'

' See what it is to have a brain, " remarked
Miggs.

The table rose en manse and" came round to

Uncle's chair. All except Infant, who had either
lost interest in the affair or found the gramophone
more exciting.

Uncle now. began to grow restive under the
continued interest which his fellows showed in his
affairs. Indeed, for such a uniformly good-natured
man he showed a considerable amount of ill-

feeling at the pertinent questioning to which he
was being subjected.

"Oh bother!" he ejaculated. And when
Uncle said, "Oh bother," he had reached the
limit of his expletives, and we knew he was be-
ginning to think of commencing to get annoyed.

"_Jeames," he said, "please take this to my
room.
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Infant, who evidently considered the occasion
<lemanded a little appropriate music, and had now
found the suitable accompaniment, turned on ' 'La
Mattchiche" on the gramophone.

He was, however, repressed, and the mess fell

into a pained silence. Uncle was regarding the
'parcel before him, and Jeames was regarding the
tout ensemble, without however offering to carry

out orders.

Just then the parcel uttered a sound. ' 'La

Mattchiche " had done it. Everyone started.

"What was that?" cried Infant, clinging to

Hereford in affright.

"It might have been a squeak," said the

stamp expert.

Uncle's face bore traces of extreme emotion.

Everyone was looking at him.

"Did you do that?" asked Infant of Miggs
and, getting a scornful denial, went on,

"•Then, by Jove, it must be a puppy." In-

fant was a bit of a naturalist, you see.

"Take it away, Jeames! " prayed Uncle.

'

' Yes do, Jeames,
'

' beseeched Stoker.
'

' A
puppy would be too much. Think of its state of

mind, not to mention body, after being shut up \n

there for four years. It toas four you said ?"

he added, turning to the stamp expert for

corroboration.
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"Take it away," again cried Uncle, who w^as

beginning to show the white feather.

"No, no! After that you really must open

it," shouted everyone, exhorting him to be brave

and play the man.

Laking finished matters by imdoing the bind-

ing and unwrapping the canvas Avith great dex-

terity. He seemed to be suspiciously adept and
familiar with the fastenings, but Uncle was too

overcome to notice.

The cries arising from the interior now
swelled into a turbulent roar, and when the lid

was taken off, a small male child in a state of

absolute nudity and a bed of red flannel sat up
and looked round at the assembled company with
some hauteur. Of course everyone was startled

but no one overdid it. When the shrieks of

laughter had died away. Uncle remarked in a
pained voice,

"Well, you men, it is very funny no doubt.
Ha, ha! But don't you think now this infant had
better be returned to its parents?"

"It has," answered our Infant somewhat
eliptically.

"Jeames," commanded Uncle, "take this
unfoi^tunate child outside."

" Give it to the cook for next Friday night,"
suggested someone.
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"Throw it in the klong, " (canal) said another.

"Kg. Give it to the dog, " said Infant who,
as has heen said bti'fore, was a bit of a naturalist,

and humane to boot.

But Uncle had had enough of foolish sugges-

tions.

"Whose child is this?" he demanded aus-

terely of the assembled servants.

They all looked blank, and when a Chinese
boy tries to look blank, he generally meets with

some measure of success.

"Whose child?" repeated Stoker meditative-

ly. "Well, you know, old man, the iiose is hard-

ly right, but the eyes and mouth
—

"

"What!" roared Uncle, now thoroughly in-

censed.

Stoker, grieving, withdrew to the billiard room,

and looked up a book on infant management.

But all Uncle's Inrj did not elicit any facts

about the foundling. The boys knew nothing,

absolutely nothing. Jeames asseverated that the

postman had brought the parcel exactly as it was,

and no threats of dismissal or curtailment of wages

would induce him to retire from the position. The
postman, having been bribed in advance, swore he

had delivered exactly what was given. The men
in the mess could not furnish any information,
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but had several speculations as to the child which
they were prepared to give if granted a patient

hearing. Uncle prayed them to end the practical

j'oke, but they stoutly denied having perpetrated

it, and besides they were not yet tired of it nor
had they nearly exhausted its possibilities.

The child, a veiy ordinary Siamese kiddie of

three years of age and, like all .Siamese children,

fascinatingly pretty with its black hair and chubby
brown limbs, had meanwhile crawled or been help-
ed out of the nest in which it had been immured.
It was evidently satisfied at having survived so far,

and proceeded to investigate the table appoint-
ments with much gusto. The immediate result

was that a large vase in the centre somehow got
upset.

From this act of vandalism it Avas snatched by
the hands of Stoker, who fell to washing its face
in his finger bowl. The child was not a bit shy
and presently began prattling in Siamese to Mac.

Various suggestions more or less humourous-
were now put forward. For instance Hereford
had- procured a saucer of milk, and began the at-
tempt to persuade the child to lap the nourish-
ment. Others encouraged the process with soft
calls of "Puss! Puss!" and by whistHng. Infant,
more practical, sent for a, singlet to cover the little

body. Everyone appreciated this attention, the
more so as it showed the Infant had been well
brought up—a fact which had long been in doubt.
As the singlet was one of the perforated kind, the
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result of the clothing was picturesque and effec-

tive. Miggs also was seen to be feeding it on a
novel system, alternating bites of chocolate biscuit

with sips of a green liqueur. He was, however,
ordered to desist.

In short the amount of haby lore that was dis-

played in that bachelor mess on that hilarious

evening would have filled the Nursery Column of
'

' Home Chat' ' ten times over.

Meanwhile Uncle was growing more and more
distressed, and after two hours or so had been
spent in the amusing pastime of tickling the toes

and the palate of the diminutive guest, the latter

began to show signs of sleepiness. The other

guests were speaking of having to take their de-

parture. Uncle resolved to make one more appeal

to the better feelings, of his friends and remarked
with an air of finality,

" Well, as it is now conclusively proved that

this assembly contains a large number of persons

of unsound mind, I would propose that the child,

already dormant, be sent back to its own home."

All present looked at the ceiling and Monu-
ment grieved silently at this fresh indication of

Uncle's callousness. Infant twiddled the label

with the address oti it in such a way as to bring

Uncle's full name and title into public disdain.

Uncle saw the point of the subtle "insinuendo."

" But this is not a public creche" he said.
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Alter that the guests went constrainedly out

one by one, and Jeames put the lights out in the

dining room.

It is believed that ultimately the child slept

on a camp bed of Hereford's which was found in

the billiard room. It was an accommodating little

soul and apparently had learnt to put up alike

with cramped quarters and the lack of the mater-
nal bosoni.

During the day that followed Uncle made
tentative inquiries of the servants, and offered a
floundering bribe or two. But the secret of the

Joke was well guarded, and he learnt nothing
though he suspected much. The baby's very
unnatural parent must have repented and come
surreptitiously while Uncle was at office next day,
for when it took its place at the tiffin table the
child had discarded the pictm-esque singlet of over-
night and was clad in more befitting garments.

Uncle pretended not to object to its presence
and the other members of the mess, not yet weary
of the amusement, found a continued delight in'

twitting him about the brat and diverted them-
selves

^

mightily by superintending the small in-
truder's diet and general welfare. The child dis-
ported itself in its own qiiiet Avay, ate Avisely of
the good things offered to it, and on the whole,
(if we except a few minor breakages), behaved
remarkably well under new and trying circum-
stances.
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Later in the day Uncle received a telegram or
two of congratulation, and a few facetious friends

in the town, when they came to hear of his wind-
fall, sent black-edged envelopes. In the evening
a stream of callers set in, all of whom the Minor
Mess, true to tradition, received kindly and sym-
pathetically, and sent aAvay with injunctions to

.spread the glad tidings and to collect' any articles

of cast-off clothing from their relatives which
might be suitable for an afflicted child, disowned
by its father.

This went on for two days more and Uncle,

though he had aged visibly in the interval, was
learning fortitude under his trouble and even be-

coming reconciled to the r61e of putative father

which he had been obliged for the nonce to as-

sume.

Then suddenly a Siamese lady, ^ whom Uncle
swore he had seen hanging Tound the compound
for the last two days, and whom Jeames opined

looked like the wife of one of Miggs' late boys,

dashed into the mess at dinner. Mac was trying

the effect of cherries in Maraschino upon the in-

fant digestion, but the lady's maternal feelings

would not permit of her showing any interest in

the experiment, and she bore our foundling volu-

bly off.

The mess then went into committee to con-

sider the advisability of framing the label of the

original parcel in which the little stranger had
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arrived, or as an alternative the stuffing and
mounting of the box itself.

Monument, who had been missing for several
days, hereupon returned to the fold, but his be-
Jbayiour plainly showed that he resented a mere
human usurping the spraps that were his by
canine right.
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III.

UNATTACHED.

If Hereford was in a bad temper at breakfast

time, it was a sure sign that he was in love.

Some men are not cheerful at breakfast time
merely as a matter of principle, or because they
feel it incumbent upon them to sustain the tradi-

tion of the East and of its awful effects on the

liver. As a matter of fact, in our company, the

most invariably cheerful man was Mac, but he had
been twenty odd years in the East, and was said,

on unimpeachable medical authority, to have a

liver the size of a football. Hereford had no delu-

sions about his liver, but he had an exceedinglj''

susceptible heart, and when he was grumpy of a

iporning it meant that that organ was touched
again.

The curious* thing about Hereford was his

penchant for dangerous flirtations. There are

flirts and flirts, just as there are boys and girls.

Hereford was a flirtatious flirt. He scorned women
in the abstract, and was a cynic with the best of

them when the occasion demanded, but he dearly

loved adventure, and if a womar; were the spice

of it—what matter? What he sought in his love
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affairs was the excitement of the chase. The
ecstasy of anticipation weighed more with him
than all the satiety of success.

He had lived a long time in France, which is

the onXj place where adultery is regarded as some-
thing humorous. So steeped was he in the lite-

rature of that gay country that he would gladly

remain hidden for hours in an uncomfortable cup-
board while the lady of his aspiration threw dust
in a husband's eyes. This he would as lief as woo
a score of unsophisticated maidens under the aegis

of a thousand approving relations.

Hereford was a combination that baffled

understanding and analysis. Some men possess a
double nature—a sort of positive and negative of

the same photograph,—but Hereford's was a regular
cinematograph of quahties good and bad, and all

highly coloured. As has been said, he had knock-
ed a good deal about the world. Yet in some
things he retained the innocence of a babe.
Having always taken his fun where he found it,

he knew a little about human nature. Yet he
was the most gullible of men at times. The story
of Hereford's life would have made a most inte-
resting yellow-backed novel, but he had no talent
for writing, though, to tell the truth, at story-telHng
he had few equals. But for his undoubted and
apparent prowess at all field sports, one might
have been inchned at times to impeach the vera-
city of his extraordinany narratives of bush
ranging, rough riding and hard drinking.
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In short, Hereford, as some one once said
about him, was " one of those unsatisfactory sort

of people whom you can never be sure you have
got, and when you have got him, he turns out to

be something entirely different."

It was this very intangible unsatisfactoriness

about him that attracted women. Men are as their

women folk make them, but Hereford was surely

born not made. Also he possessed a great many
characteristics that are peculiar to the other sex,

«uch as restlessness, and an eagerness for ad-

venture and romance,—clandestine if possible

—

coupled with a taste for playing with fire and the

capriciousness that makes the sex tire ( often

enough) of the pretty flame before it burns their

fingers. Also Hereford was the most confiding of

men, and always wanted to share his secret with
everyone. The very fact that he generally took
the Minor Mess into his confidence about his

affaires de coeur saved him many times.

As witness the case of Madame Scaldato.

For foiu- days Hereford had not spoken a

single word at breakfast, and at other meals he
had limited his remarks to monosyllables, mostly

interjectory, and directed for the greater part at

the patient Jeames. Monument had a canine and
uncanny premonition of Hereford's attacks of mal

de coeur and always left the Mess on these occa-

sions. He was such a uniformly placid sort of
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cuss himself that he hated to see other people out

qf temper.

The Mess were beginning to ask each other,
" Who is it now? " and all sought to take sweet
counsel together.

Hereiord had just finished up the fourth day
of morose silence by biting the mouthpiece of his

favourite calabash in half, when Miggs, with a
significant look at the others, began,

" I wonder what has become of that girl Jeyes,
who used to dance so well."

Strange' to say, Hereford brightened up at
this. However deep the infatuation of the mo-
ment, he was never averse from a discussion of
previous affairs in which he had figured. He was
Avont to compare the merits of the ladies who
(long ago in his callow youth) had held his wayr
ward fancy with the charms of the One, the sole,
the inexpressive She who now engaged his affec-
tion^ (permanently this jtime of course).

"]\Iabel Jeyes?" he answered reflectively.
"A nice girl rather, but flighty. She took up
with an aeronaut who went bankrupt. His bless-
ed machine wouldn't fly."

" Afterwards she made a fortune in sheep dip
by counterfeiting a trade name," added Mac, whp
generally kept track of Hereford's loves.
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"Then there was that NTiss Huxley," W( ufc

on Stoker.
'

' A voi-y decent Uttle sort, wasn't
she ?"

"I didn't like her Mamma," said Hereford
conclusively.

" But you Averen't surely going to marry the
Mamma ?" asked Infant in the innocence of his

heart.

" Mamma and daughter were mutually inclu-

sive in that case," said Hereford. " I'd have had
them both to keep."

And so on through a long catalogue, the

others prompting and Hereford detailing with

much gusto personal characteristics and dis-

advantages, and justifying his change of affections

in each case. Until Uncle saAv his opportunity

and gently let fall the naiiie of Mrs. Scaldato, and
Hereford jumped to the bait.

"Ah now, there's a splendid woman if you
like," he remarked. "The figure of Juno with

the wit of Minerva."

We knew it i mst 1)0 pretty bad if Hereford

had to ])avi' it'couisc tu classical allusions.

"Not quite white is she?" asked Stoker.

"Comes from somewhere not a hundred miles

away from ]\Iacao, I fancy."
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No oiie quite knew where Mrs. Scaldato had
originated from. She had dropped down on
Bangkok one fine day from nowliere in particular,

and had established herself in a Hotel where she

kept up an impressive menage and dazzled the

proprietress by her lavishness. Mrs. Dawbarij,'

had found that she knew somebody who had once'

told her tliat they knew Mrs. Scaldato before her
marriage, and consequently Mrs. Dawbarn had
called upon Mrs. Scaldato and to a certain extent
taken her up and vouched for her. But Mrs.
Dawbarn, being in the position of Caesar's wife,

could afford to be unconventional. She foimd
Mrs. Scaldato amusing and she had taken her at

face value, which, to tell the truth, was con-
siderable.'

Mrs. Scaldato had no apparent husband, and
from the references she made to the gentleman
whose name she bore, some people gathered he
was defunct (among these were Hereford and
other eligible young men) while others took it

that he had passed, for obvious reasons, out of
her ken.

In those days Bangkok was not very parti-
cular in its social judgments. A station takes its

opinions from the standard of the mem sahibs, and
sometimes mem sahibs \\\q in crystal tenements.
So Bangkok welcomed the vivacious Portuguese
widow, if not with em.presseme7it, at least with some
degree of candour, as.riuich as to say,

"We don't quite knoAv Avho you are, or where
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you come from, or what you are doing here, but
you are good looking and you can put your
clothes on all right, and you behave, if not nicely,
at least 'without committing any outrageous sole-
cisms, so we will let it staud at that Till we hear
to the contrary you may share in what passes here
as social diversion, provided you don't claini

precedence over other good ladies whose husbands
are not quite so intangible as yours;"

Mrs. Scaldato was quite content. Many ttien

admired her and paid more or less diffideilt

homage at her sprightly and crowded court.

Herefoid, as usual, like the silly ass he was, had
instantly fallen madly in love. At first the \«-idow

'

seemed indifferent to his passion and did not
encourage him in the least, which of course only
rendered him the more eager.

For {I -Vphole cold season, that is to say for the
Regulation three weeks of less wai*m weathe]" that
passes for the Bangkok cold season, Mrs. Scaldato
kept the tapis and was the toast of evety driiik.

Then gradually the ladies began to drop Mrs.
Scaldato frorri their visiting list. Rutnouts began
to get about, and one by one the men departed.

The nuts ceased from troubling and the nibs were,

at, rest, as far as this merry widow was cohcerned.

Hereford, like the silly ass he was, alone held the

field against all comers; only after a bit there w^ere

no comers

People spoke of a seedy individual calling

himself Scd,ldEttO and speaking with a Portuguese
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accent who had come to Bangkok for his healtlt

or some other occult reason. This person, who
looked like a Mexican hidalgo and admitted a
fondness for beer, began to haunt the steps of

Hereford's innamorata. Over a glass of the
plebian liquid which he preferred, he would
casually mention that he had a wife about some-
where, he had; who thouglit herself too good for

the likes of him, she did ; but whom be intended
to shoAv one day just what was what, and much
more to the same effect. Pressed to elucidate

these dark sayings, he gave an exact description
of Mrs. Scaldato and breathed forth fire and
mutterings indiscriminately.

Less courageous men than Hereford at once
sheered off. But our Don ^J^^ichote was only
stimulated to pity for the unfortunate lady curse^
with such an indescribable husband. Even when
the husband turned up one evening to disturb a
tete-a-Ute between Hereford and his wife, and
insisted on poisoning the romance-laden air with
the fumes of Gold Bock and a stream of vitupera-
tion—even then Hereford did not see that he was
not wanted in that galere.

The Mess looked on with pitying eyes while
these events were taking place. Fortunately,
Hereford kept us all well posted in- the progress
of the affair, and each one of us set about devising
some plan for delivering the silly ass from the toils.
We had got innure<l to Hereford's amorous escap-
ades. From previous entanglements of a similar
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nature he had extricated himself in time, and in

this case there was always in the convenient back-

ground the undesirable husband who, unless he
died of apoplexy in the interval, was calculated to

keep Hereford from any supreme act of folly.

We felt a certain sense of security in the thought

of that beach-combing husband, but we little

knew Hereford!

One evening a closed carriage drove up to the

Mess room door just as we were beginning dinner.

Monument, who had business in the Mess and so

happened to be there that night, thumped the

floor loudly with his tail. Jeafties, who was ready
for any emergency, instantly closed the door

between the dining room and the billiard room,

and ushered a brilliant arrival into the latter,

appearing after a discreet interval, with a scented

chit which had the instantaneous effect of extract-

ing Hereford from his dinner, and shooting him,

with one bound and no apologies to the mess,

straight into the billiard room. There a figure in

tears awaited his consoling arms.

"This is too bad," said Uncle after a silence.

"The Minor Mess will be hopelessly compro-

mised."

"Our good fame is gone for ever," sobbed

Infant. "Never, oh never did I think we
would one day entertain a Portuguese widder

unawares!
"

"Oh, Miggs, dear one," gurgled Stoker,
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"beware, oh, beware o' widders!
"

Monument lifted up his voice and grieved.

"Puris omnia pura," quoted Mac for our
consolation, but nothing, not even Mac's Scotch

accent in a Latin quotation could dispel the cloud
of gloom, that settled on our meal. The fact of

the matter was we were all consumed with curio-

sity to know what was happening on the other side

of the door.

After an interval of about an hour, during
which Jeames had with his usual forethought
conveyed a bottle of brandy into the billiard room
and left it there, the closed can'iage drove my-
steriously away again and Hereford, much shaken,
returned to finish his dinner. We did not ques-
tion him, but waited for him to unburden,

"When a Man" he said, " is a brute and a
sot, and is married, by her parents and against
her wish, to gn angel of a Woman far too good for
him, whose life he renders miserable by his
persecutions; and when Another Man''—here he
paused fqr the breath that should give the proper
dramatic pmphasjs—"when Another Man comes
into that Woviaris life and finds that he loves
her and she him—then the or\\j thing for them
to do is to go away together and start life

afresh."

"It is a very nice psychological problem,"
said Miggs who had jumped to a conclusion, and
correctly this time. "And," he continued, "you
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have stated it Very succinctly. May I ask, Here-
ford, whether Senor Scaldato is the Man referred

to, whether Madame Scaldatissima is the Woman,
and whether you yourself are the Other Mant "

** That's so," said Hereford grimly.

Here followed a pause for emotion.

'"Then," said Uncle in his best judicial and
grandfatherly manner, "I understand that you,

Henry Hereford, contemplate eloping with an-
other's wife simply because she is not happy with

him?"

'

' And because I love her more than he does

or ever can," added Hereford, "and because I

mean to try to do my best to make her happy
henceforth and myself worthy of her."

"He might be Marie Corelh, the way he

talks, " remarked Infant sotto voce to Stoker, but

the Mess was too visibly disturbed tp heed his

light words.

"And may I ask then," said Uncle suavely,

"if the question is not indiscreet, when the in-

teresting event is fixed for?
"

"The next steamer to anywhere," answered

Hereford.

"Then you'll have to look sharp with your

packing, " said Infant. '
' Could I help?

"
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(

(

Look here, Hereford," interrupted Mac,

"you're a dam fool!
"

Hereford jumped angrily to his feet with an

exclamation. It took some time to pacify him.

Then Mac tried another and more diplomatic

tack.

"

"Hereford," he said, "we don't know what

passed in the billiard room a little time ago, but

we gather from the decision you have just made
public that, Mrs. Scaldato came down to this

hitherto unsullied Mess in other to make an

appeal to you in proper Theatre Odeon style to

take her away from a husband who is unkind
to her."

"Well?" asked Hereford, somewhat sur-

lily.

'

' Did the lady make any other appeal than
to yom- feelings? Did she by any chance appeal
to your cheque book?

"

Hereford jumped up again, but it was pointed
out to him that, once having taken the Mess into
his confidence and asked our advice in his present
delicate situation, he could not reasonably resent
any fair questionings.

Thereupon he admitted having at various
times lost various sums of money at cards to the
fair Madame Scaldato, and having crown'3d his
folly that evening by advancing her a sum of
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some five hundred Ticals, of which sum, as she had
diffidently pointed out to him, she stood in need
in order to complete her preparations for the
elopement.

'* Well, Hereford," said Mao with the face of

a Father Confessor addressing an erring sheep,
"I repeat again you are a fool, a dam fool."

(Hereford was too weary to protest). " What is

more I am going now to tell you just Avhat you
are to do. You are to sit down and write a letter

to the Bank stopping that cheque of yours, and
you are to do it now so that your letter may be
in the agent's hands before the bank opens to-

morrow."

This took some persuading, but ultimately

Hereford wrote the desired letter. The whole
time he was v/iiting he kept moaning to him-
self,

*

' What a brute she will think me to desert

her thus basely in her hour of need!
"

But the Mess was adamant and poor Here-
ford's lacerated heart got no consideration.

The letter finished, Mac in his autocratic way
condescended to explain that the bibulous Don
Scaldato was no more the legal husband of

Madame Scaldato than was Jeames. Jeames did

not blush at this soft impeachment. On the

contrary he seemed flattered.
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"What is more," went on Mac^ "The man
has been simply put up as a decoy duck to entrap

Hereford into chivalrous admissions resulting in

more chivalrous disbursements."

Before he left the table that night the Mess
extracted from Hereford a promise that he would
not attempt to communicate with'Madame Scalda-

to before twenty-four hours had passed and Mac's
information had been thoroughly tested.

Hereford talked quite a lot at breakfast time
next morning, which was a hopeiul symptom, and
in the result it did not take twenty-four hours
to prove the correctness of Mac's knowledge. By
midday of the following day the precious pair had
disappeared from Bangkok, and then as is in-

variably the cage—in Bangkok anyhow—the evil

that they had done began to live after them.
The sum of their enormity was about five thou'
sand ticals for sundry goods supplied on credit.

This was even better than they had done in

Saigon a few weeks previously, where their
takings amounted to some seven thousand francs
only.

Hereford was not a bit grateful. Reviewing
the affair in his usnal way one day, caressing the
Mess dog, he said,

"You know I couldn't have married that
Madame Scaldatu even if her husband had divorc-
ed her.

'

'
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.

" Wliy not? You're not a Catholic are'

" N(i, but I believe I'm married already.

There was a girl pnce iu Australia who—

"

But the Mess at any rate had had a scare,

and besides one is hot always in the mood for

boudoir confidences.
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IV.

BANANAS AND BOUNDERS.

This is the i~tory of the career of Stoker.

Born iij England, in an inconspicuous vil-

lage, of inconspicuous parents, Ralph Abercromby
St<)ker at an early age showed signs of that me-
diocrity for which all, his family and forebears had
been famous. His mother was a woman of pro-

nounced views on most subjects, with a decidedly
puritanical cast of mind and an indefatigable energy
of l:»ody. His fatlier, a retired stockbroker, was en-

gaged for the greater part of his hfe in wondering
how such a duffer as himself could have made a de-

cent little fortune on the Stock Exchange in half an
hour, whereas many men of imdoubted ability

could do nothing else for many years but lose for-

tunes in the same place. He never said very
nmch on any occasion, did Mr. Stoker, senior; in

fact the only subject on which he ever waxed
more than mildly enthusiastic was his garden and
the iniquities of the English climate.

With such parents Ralph Abercromby Stokei-

could not fail to make his mark in the world.

He went to an inconspicuous grammer school in

his inconspicuous native village, and there ren-
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dered himself conspicuous by his di:-;ta.sto for all

forms of healthy exercise. Cricket he a\'oide(I

like the plague, football he detested as both \'ulgar

and rough; in fact he cast a chilling eye on all

and every sort of game whatevT-r.

As was to be expected, he devoted himself
assiduously to his books, and acquired a monu-
mental mass of information on all sorts of out-of-

the-way subjects. By the tendei- age of eleven
he knew how many miles of roads there were in

Spitzbergen, and he could tell you without turn-
ing a hair how often the world "Satan" occurs
in "Paradise Lost." In spite of this, or perhaps
because of it, he never had the satisfaction of

winning a prize at school. This lie explained by
saying that the examination system tlien in vogue,
was not calculated to bring out how much a
person knew, but how little, tlierel^y putting a
premium on superficiality. He i>ointed to all the
men of genius who had never distiiiguished them-
selves at school or college, but wlio yet were able
to make their way in the world.

His parents had decided that there was noth-
ing else for it but to put Ralph A 1 >e]-crondiy into
the Church, Avhen one day he astounded every-
body by getting a minor post in the Board 'of

Trade. The only satisfactory explanation of this
astonishing feat was to be found in the prospectus
of "Dark's Tutorial Correspondence College",
wlu>rein Ralph Abercromby's attaimnents, the
period for which lie had submitted to be coached by
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Mr. Dark and his assistants, and the place he had
finally taken in competition with' 7,983 other
bright lads Avere set forth seriatim. As, however,
Mr. Dark had his living to make out of bright

lads like Ralph Abercromby, he could not per-

haps be expected to give an entirely unprejudic-

ed account of the method by which his pupils

arrived at the giddy heights of official splendour

they invariably attained under his patent process

of stuffing.

Stoker was not content for long to be im-
mured behind files and red tape in the Board of

Trade. In London he met a young gentleman of

similar tastes to his own, and that young gentle-

man introduced Stoker to his father, who hap-
pened to be a director of the Bengal Banana
Company—so called because it dealt in rice and
had its' headquarters in Bangkok. The iEtimediate

result was that Stoker was at an early date given

a commission in that honourable corporation, and
took his departure for Siam amid the silent wonder
of his father and showers of good advice from all

his friends.

On arrival in Bangkok he found that his col-

leagues were for the most part men of a different

stamp from himself. They were all scions of noble

houses and were recruited mostly from the Army or

the Universities. The men who had been in the

Army had only left it because they felt an irresis-

tible call or vocation for a commercial life, but

closer acquaintance with commerce had left them
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in a state of permanent disillusionment. The

'Varsity men Were (in the opinion of their con-

temporaries) the pick of their year—an opinion

,

which, strange to tell, the college authorities did

not universally share. Some of them had even

attained the distinction of being sent down, but

for the most part they had been withdrawn by

parents rendered bankrupt by their genius for run-

ning up bills and impatient by their incapacity to

pass some beastly examination or other, don't you

know.

Stoker's antecedents having been subjected to

a searching investigation by his colleagues; the

conclusion was ^reached that he would never do.

Not having played cricket at Lords or polo at

Rawalpindi, he was deemed hopelessly unsuitable.

As he showed a fatal competency in the handling
of figures, and could spell two words without a

mistake, besides being able to write a business

letter which would express his meaning with clear-

ness if not with force, he was voted an impossible

person. The director responsible for pitchforking
him into his position in the Bengal Banana
Company was severely ceiisured by -the other mem-
bers of the Board, who had been carefully postfed

in the Stoker case by several kind correspondents
in Bangkok.

It was at this period of his career that Stoker
took refuge with the Minor Mess, his own kidney
refusing any longer to harbour him. Matters
were indeed so desperate that he asked the advice
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.of the other meiTibers of the Mess as to what ac-
tion lie should take.

"Resign!" suggested Mac laconically.

" Yes, but look here, you know," said Stoker,
" what could I get to do if I did resign?

"

" You could go back to the Board of Trade,"
>i;iid Infant, who was ever an optimist, if some-
times unpractical.

"Or try to get a post in the Legation,"
volunteered Miggs, " onljr I am afraid you
couldn't stand the hours. Never a moment to

yourself. Nose always at the grindstone.
'

'

" Besides, you speak French too well," added
Uncle hopelessly.

"Well, why not try for a billet under the
Siamese Government ? " asked Mac.

"Oh, no," hastily said Infant who, as has
been darkly hinted, was himself employed in a
scholastic capacity.

'

' You would never do for

that. You have no idea how diplomatic you
have to be."

"Well," said Uncle "I see nothing for it for

you but to take up backing horses as a means
of livelihood ".

The Mess, however, strongly deprecated this

suggestion, arguing that horses were a means of

recreation, not a livelihood. Stoker, having taken
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the advice of all his friends, acted upon none but

on his own discretion, and resolved to sit tight

where he was, and as he put it, "to let the fel-

lows in the Bengal Banana Company do their

darnedest to turn him out." Being of a pachyder-

matous disposition, he felt he could bear ariything,

even if he could not always grin under it. As,

moreover, no fault could be found with his work,

which after all was largely mechnnical and called

,for no exercise of judgment or initiative, and as he

had never broken the eleventh commandment and
so bore an irreproachable character, Stoker was
left henceforth pretty much alone by his col-

leagues, and Avent patiently on his dogged way.

To be accurate, it was not a very pleasant way.

Ignored by his superiors, except in office

hours when they treated him merely as a machine
for the writing of letters and the making up of ac-

counts, and looked upon Vi^ith insolent indifference

by his contemporaries in the firm, he would have
had a bad time of it had he not fallen into the
hands of the Minor ]\less who, for all their forceful

badinage, Avere yet, in the lump, leavened by the
good leaven of tolerance. Mac of course excelled
in confuting and ridiculing Stoker's bookishly ac-

quired knoAvledge, especially in so far as it trench-
ed upon his OAvn particular province ; but even
Mac kneAV how to live and let live, and Avas not
blind to the fact that it takes all sorts to make a

Mess or even a Banana Company.

For a less commonplace man than Stoker the
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situation would have been intolerahie. A less

commonplace man too would have -jumped witii

more alacrity than did Stoker at the chance that

was one day offered him of going up country.
Stoker was told that his talent for accounts was
wanted to straighten out some tangle, and he Avas

ordered iS'orth and told to remain there until he
had let some day-light into the chaos. Monu-
ment, in an affecting' speech, sorroAvfuUy declined
to accompany him, but Stoker's parting with the

Mess was not as tearful as it miglit have otherwise
been because he knew his sojourn in the North
world not probably exceed a year.

As it proved, his stay up-country was the
turning point in Stoker's career. For there he
came into contact with an autocratic manager who,
although imbued with all the ideas of his Bang-
kok colleagues that had served to render Stoker's

life miserable, yet had the sense not to despise

and ignore him because he did not know one end of

a ci'icket l)atfi'om anothei-, but rather, after his first

shack of pained surprise, had the wit to set about
cajoling and bullying, persuading and ponmiel-
ling Stoker into some semblance of that ideal of

good sportsmanship to which he and all his class

aspired.

The result was that Stoker was compelled to

purchase three polo ponies at fabulous price, to

practise continuously at that and otliei- games, and
to risk life and limb in the endeavour to hit sonic

sort of ball farther and straighter than anyone else

present.
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Rome was not built in a day and Stoker was

not re-formed in a year. But in a. year Stoker

had done more things than straighten accounts.

He had learnt the rudiments of cricket and foot-

ball, had tramped through jungles and waded in

creeks under a hot, hot sun, had learnt to keep

his temper when he lost a game and not to wince

when a fall or a concussion gave him grievous

pain. Of all these good things lie began to have
a glimmering, but, best of all in tlie eyes of the

jungle-wallahs, after falling off a pony not once
or twice but several times, he had actually

played in the Christmas meeting, having been
given his place through a sei-ies of accidents

to the proper members of the team. Lastly, he had
by some unearthly fluke or other, hit a goal in the

game which won the Inter-Interest Cup for his

side.

He returned to Bangkok covered with laurels.

His manager reported home very favourably upon
him, and the men in Bangkok liad forgotten their

first rancour against him. His bearing was now
tinged with a sense of modest elation. The Minor
Mess welcomed him back with open anus. Monu-
ment was pleased and took a big chunk out of the
Chinese dhoby in token of his admiration—for

Stoker—not for the dhoby. Even Mac did not
contradict him so frequentl_y as before, and there
was a noticeable falling off in tliat spirit of dog-
matism that had previously marked In's utterance
al)out things Siamese and had roused Mac's
opposition in the past. He had lived, instead
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of merely read about, the experiences which
he DOW had to retail. In short, that process

of mellowing that marks off the juvenile from
the man of the world had begun in Stoker's

character.

In course of time he lived down his bad repu-

tation. Though he never became reconciled to

the point of view that persists in regarding brawn
as superior to brain and that measures a man's
worth by the number of goals he can kick, he
learnt to take exercise in a healthy way and even
U) excel at fielding at cricket. He set the seal up-

on his good fame on the day he threw down the

last wicket on the Singapore side when they want-
ed three runs to beat Bangkok.

His colleagues, though they never quite ceased

t(j despise him because he had never heard of

Lords or the ' Varsity Boat race before he came out

to Siam, now recognized that he was making efforts

to complete his education. They never could do

without him, but they did not allow him to

overwhelm them with statistics from Wisden's

Annual.

Finally he so impressed the directors of his

firm by pointing out that teak is not sold in Siam

by the bushel, and that the word '

' bat' ' has- no-

thing whatever to do with cricket or any other

game, that they straightway promoted him to be a

uianager. Ashe held this post jointly with six

others, and as in fact there were more managers
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than ordinary members in his firm, this per-

haps did not mean so very much. Nevertheless,

he hved to a serene old age and his death was
not untimely nor unhonoured.
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V.

PROFIT AND LOSS.

There are some who are born rich. Others
achieve riches. Infant had riches thrust upon him.

It has been said elsewhere that Infant knew
as well as most people when to come in out of the

rain. Once, however, he was nearly caught in a

very nasty shower, and did not quite escape a

s-evere wetting. Infant, when challenged about
his proclivities, was wont to utter the usual retort

heard in the East that he had not come to Bang-
kok for the benefit of his health or for philanthro-

pic motives. Though we all shared his sentiments

in this respect, we did not all extend them to

breaking point as he once did.

In common with the rest of the Minor Mess,

F.W. Laking, B.A., (alias the Infant), held firmly

to the intention of somehow making, acquiring or

saving as many Ticals in as short a time as pos-

sible to enable him one day to buy a house in

town, a shooting in the country and an odd motor
car or two, if not a yacht. In common with every-

one all over the East, he cherished the fond hope

that one day these projects would be realised.

Everyone knows best how he is to arrive at this
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happy consummation, and everyone has his own
infalhble method. Infant had ^several methods,

all different and some of thera devious.

He found, first of all, that to sare enough for

his modest purpose was quite out of the question

if he were to keep body and soul together, as

Bangkok understands the phrase, i.e., by belong-
ing to two or three clubs, maintaining a horse or

two for driving and racing purposes, shooting
snipe in their season and entertaining his friends

on a lavish scale all the year round.

His lines were cast in pleasant places enough.
But, as Fortune had not willed that lie should
follow a mercantile career, ( and, with a face as

smooth as his, success in any commercial enter-

prise would have been doubtful), he would, never
have become rich in the ordinary course of

events. He never became wliat you might call

rich even in the extraordinary course ol events,
but that was not for want of trjnng.

For a public school boy he had a good enough
head for figures. That is to say he could work
Out an abstruse problem of the "binomial theorem
type sufficiently well to impress all who had for-

gotten the little algebra they had ever learnt, and
all who (and they M^ere in the majority) had made
a point of never learning any algebra "at all. Fur-
thermore, and this was his strong point, he could
reckon out correctly to several places of decimals
how much money a man might save if he took
the trouble to economise on cigars and to knock
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off one of his clubs. The result of such economies
in his own case, even if spread over a lengthy-
period of years, would have scarce sufficed to keep
him in the petrol necessary for one of the cars he
meant to buy after he retired. So he generally
decided that they were not worth the candle
or rather the petrol (nasty smelling stuff!),
and he never put them actually to the test of

practice.

At one time stocks and shares tempted his

youthful fancy and his mathematical genius. He
computed most voluminously and exactly how
long it would take to make a fortune on the Stock
Exchange. In this Stoker encouraged him by
narrating his own parent's phenomenal jump to

affluence. So enamoured was Infant of the idea

that he instructed a broker in Penang to carry

out, for his account, several complicated trans-

actions in tin and rubber. Needless to say the
result was disastrous, but the broker is believed
to have enjoyed the experiment while it lasted.

It is an ill wind, as Mac the proverbial re-

marked.

Infant attributed his lack of success in these

undertakings ^o the distance at which a man in

Bangkok found himself from the centre of affairs,

and the impossibility of keeping one's hand on the

pulse of a market whose fluctuations one could

follow only by means of telegrams. He found, as

no one else has done, that the local Telegraph De-
partment generally had occasion to notify a break-

down or imperfect ^vorking in the very line he
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wished to use, on the very day and at the very

hour it was most imperative he should send

an urgent message. He confided this to the

pup, and Monument thoroughly sympathized with

him.

He dabbled also in the local share market,

and though those dabblings did not involve him
in any severe losses, they did not leave him any
better off than before. Once, on the advice of

Stoker, he bought largely of Bengal Bananas at 65
Tcs.—par value being Tcs. 50—and, in the sure

expectation of an immediate rise, carried them
over grimly every fortnight for several years.

Bananas, however, never rose beyond the figure

at which he had bought them until Infant's pa-

tience was exhausted. Being in immediate want of

u gun and a gramophone and a few trifles of that

sort, he sold out at Tcs. 35, and swore vo]uV)ly

when Stoker showed him hoAv by waiting another
month, he could have got Tcs. 78 for his holding.
He was not consoled either when Stoker pointed
out that anyhow he could have got 14% dividends
for his shares all along if he had only taken them
lip.

Infant accordingly turned with some sense of

sadness from the shining fields of speculation. One
thing his acquaintance with the financial market
had enriched was his vocabulary to the extent of

sonie few words of broker's jargon, and he was
able with great effect and an air of infinite mystery
to come out at times with such terms as, " water-
ing a parcel of contangoes," or "hammering bulls
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for a margin," or even more cruelly "squeezing
some gilt-edged bears." Jeames was convinced in

the face of these assertions that Laking sahib was
a great shikari.

He next gave his attention to certain cute in-

ventions of his own, which he carefully patented

immediately they crossed his fertile imagination.

For ih<:>se he only awaited a capitalist or two to

float them upon an avid and an unsuspecting

pubhc. Unfortunately, in Bangkok, capitalists

do not grow on every betel palm, or if they do,

they were too high and inaccessible for our Infant

to bring them down. It was strange because,

as Infant once explained to me, his ideas were

really good. Take, for example, his siphon for

making cocktails expeditiously, wasn't that a nobby

one ? Or his aeroplane for big game shooting,

what better could anyone want ? Ripping ideas

all of them. So thought Monument at least, for

he expressed his wiUingness to retrieve every bird

shot by every sportsman from the deck of the said

aeroplane. But no one nibbled, and the only

profit was that which accrued to the coffers of the

Patent Office in the shape of several guineas for

registration.

In short. Infant suffered many disillusion-

ments in the race for wealth. So it came to pass

that, at the time of which I write, beyond plung-

ing mildly every year as a matter of principle on

the Culcutta Sweepstake, and working out an

occasional new system at bridge, Infant had re-
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tired altogether from the effort to emulate Rocke-

feller, and was ploughing rather a lonely financial

furrow.

It was only fitting that, at the time when
things looked blackest, the chance of a lifetime

should come his way in the shape of the Tripod

pearls. The Tripod, as is well known, is a

Chinese secret society of great power and_ extent,

having ramifications, not only in Shanghai, Hong-
kong, and Singapore, but in Bangkok and other

American capitals. Its object is to turn the

Chinese Repubhc into a limited liability company
with a board of directors instead of a parliament,

and shareholders instead of citizens. The Tripod

Socety's ambition is of course doomed to failure,

for they seek to accomphsh what Europe and Ame-
rica had for years been successfully doing with the

help of the Hague Peace Conference. The mem-
bers of the Society include all the wealthiest and
all the wickedest Chinamen outside of gaol. They
are bound by a dire and dreadful oath, and instant

death attends any betrayal of its secret operations^

while the ceremony of initiation is carried out

with the slaughter of nineteen full grown peacocks,

not merely one poor measly little chicken. In
short the Tripod is what one would call, in the

American language, " absolute It."

Now Infant had a way of scraping acquain-
tance with all sorts and conditions of men. Uncle
once remarked that he would not be able to com-
pete for the friendship of Infant as he could never
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bring himself to be disreputable enough, or to go
without any visible means of subsistence. The
truth of the matter was that Infant's ingenuous
countenance and genial lightness of heart attracted

all and sundry to him. But principally the
sundry.

One of the sundriest of all the acquaintances

he ever possessed was a Dutchman called Briigen.

This man, like many Dutchmen, was a fairly good
sport. One day during a mud lark at the Sports

Club which the larkers dignified by the name of a

football match, he barged violently into Infant,

and he followed up the collision by swearing

eternal friendship over numerous stengahs. Soon
after he turned up one evening at the Minor
Mess, averring that Infant had invited him to

dinner. As Infant was himself dining out some-

whei'e else that night, there had ovid^tly been a

mistake, or Herr Briigen had too good a memory
for Bangkok.

The friendship developed as all such one-sided

affairs do. Infant Avas too good-natured to snub

the man, and the man was too thick-skinned to

take .the hint even had it been given him. The

Mess handed 'out the frozen face all round, and

Monument grinned from ear to ear every time he

saw Briigen. The latter said the confounded cur

was always baring its teeth at him and he would

one day do for it, but Infant tolerated Herr

Briigen,' saying anyhow he was a good sportsman.

The sportsman was not long in finding out In-
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lant's weak spot and played upon his cupidity witli

much skill.

Herr Brtigen had no apparent occupation save

that of attending the arrival of every ship that

came to Bangkok. A more melancholy job it

would be hard to imagine, but Herr Briigen never

missed the arrival of a single steamer, and he

could inform you with great accuracy about the

movements of those mysterious individuals such

as crowned heads under a cloud, globe trotters

under pressure and lady artistes under contract,

who come to Baingkok on short visits and tarry

incognito until obscurity again engulfs them.

Mr. Brtigen was fond of retailing to Infant the

history 'of the interesting personages that swam
into his ken. One day he mentioned that Hiram
P. Windbag, the pork-packer millionaire, had
arrived fronl Saigon on a diamond buying expedi-
tion. Wealth in any shape or form attracted

Infant. He loved to gaze upon the wealthy ones
of this earth, and w*ithout the slightest taint of

of envy he would gladly listen by the hour to

narratives of quickly won fortunes.

"I tell you, Mistaire, " said Briigen, ."you
hav' no conception how mooch dis man is of a

richness. Millions! Mistaire! Millions and all

von in a vairey few years. And now he coom to

buy tiamants hei-e for his taughter! Bah! He
can get mooch mooney at selHng pigs in tins or
sometink, but at tiamant buying he is de one
great damfool. He know notink about jewels.
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He take anyting you like to offer and gif your
prize,"

Infant wanted to hear more about how the
multi-millionaire had made his wealth and a bright

idea of canning pigs for the local market flashed

through his brain. But Meinheer Briigen went
on about the diamond buying expedition.

"Ifhe-vant to buy jewels vy he coom to

Bangkok? I tink a smart man like you, Mistaire,

can make plenty profit if you go Sampeng or Bang-
rak side and puy up from de Burmese and Indian
men dere and den sell to dis Mistaire Vintpag."

Infant, who asked nothing better than a

chance of making money quickly, especially in

such a romantic line of goods as diamonds or

rubies, jumped at the bait, and after being shown
how to work the oracle, entei'ed into partnership

for that purpose with the egregious Brtigen.

Infant of course could look after himself, and
—beyond putting up his share of the capital, and
going round and haggling with the gem merchants

of Bangrak'—he took no active part in the fleecing

of Hiram P. He knew nothing about jewels, but

he enjoyed bargaining, and his ingratiating ways

very often procured him a lower price than all his

partner's experience would have done.

Briigen' s proposition that lie should approach

tlxQ Km.eviCAn in propria persona, and use his un-

doubted powers of persuasion in disposing of the
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jewels Infant simply vetoed. Another was founds

however, for that task, aiid the hasines.s fo-r a time-

was brisk and prospered, exreedingJyr

flinnu; P, \Vin<>l)a,<i: Avas a \mr>y miilioiiaire'

nith a shriM dang-hter railed Mamie. Hfram pro-

dnced tlu-dollarSr and Mamie produeed the neck^

fingers, arms aj'td l>()s-(»in on ^rhidr to dii^pose the-

jewels when lioiiglit. Her poppa, it seemed, knew
Just a triHe less than Infant about jewels, so it

is nfvt wonderful that Heir Brugew was' inclinect

to 'treat him jis Heavefi-sent prey.

[iifant began h} ettjoy hini'self imnfensely.
For oiiee in his life he netted a very tidy profit

and without nuiL-h exertion. His felfow conspi-

rator ])layed fair about (livisi(^iis, and thorrgh the
Miijoi- ^b'ss wanicfi tlie ehild itr chorus, he went
ou his nefarious way rejoicing, Kt-tiremeirt was
Weil in sight irhen one crening Brugen tvuiu; to
him in a state of some excitement.

"See (hs,. Misfairc,"' he said hoarsefy, pro-
ducing a small ))i>x fi-om the pocket of a dingy
svhite suit. "'I haf liere soonx' rairie firre fjearls=

vicli is de only goot ting;' dat «TamfooI Araericaii
lias got m his collecision

.

'

" Whefe «Ud yatt'get tbeni?''' asked Iniaist

suspiciously.

"'iK- Ariss ^rann'e she haf gif deni to me ft?

rahie. P.a guni ! D^'y are A'airie line.. Sho^st
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liif.uit with ;i knowing air opined they were
pretty good

" Pretty good! '' screamed tlie Dutchman,
"they niv worth tive liundred tousuml tics."

"Well, wluit are you going to do? Buy
them ? " asked Infant.

"Buy? No, jMistaire. Hiram P. he is von
great fool, but he savvy pretty well dat dis is a
good ting. He no selh Vy, do you know vere
lie got these jewels ?

"

" Aiiisterdam ? " ventured Infant, thinking
to flatter Plerr ]-)rugen\s patriotism.

" .\mster<lani ? Hott, no! He got dem in

Hankau. From a Cliinese called Ho Sing To."

Infant was not impressed, and aftei' thanking
his jiartner for having brought the pearls for him
to see. he recommended him not to lose them and
Went home to dinner.

Next mo)'ning he was found in bed, bound
and gagged, with Alonument regarding him pity-

ingly. He was feeling rather hurt because his

I'oom had Ix'cu ransacked, and all his belongings

scattered on the floor. Evidently a pretty tho-

rough search had been made, for drawers had been
pulled out, locks forced and tables upset all over

the place. In th<; midst of all this confusion lay

Infant giving the story, of an incredible midnight

visit.
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," T was awakened by a Chinaman sitting on

my head with his dirty hand over my mouth and

a knife close to my nose, " he said.
'

'
Another man

tied me up Hke a fowl, while a third played the

deuce with my rooms."

As the Infant had dined quite quietly at the

mess the night before and bore an unblemished re-

putation for sobriety, and as it would have been a

gymnastic feat of some difficulty for him to have

tied himself into such careful knots as those in

which he was found, his story was taken by the

Mess for what it was woith. Mnc's instincts get-

ting the better of him, he could not let shp the

opportunity of administering to the errant youth

a solemn warning against evil companions, but

the others forbore to utter the obvious
'

' I told

you so."

When, later in the day, Infant learnt that

Briigen had been murdered the night before, and
his rooms ransacked as his own had been, he got

quite a shock. The fat was now in the fire, and
the Minor Mess began to tremble for Infant's

safety. But the Bangkok Police, with their wont-

ed alacrity, got upon the track of the mystery, and
by great good fortune managed to arrest a rick-

shaw coolie who was believed to have seen Herr
Brugen's boy the day before. There, however,
they rested content, and though many other arrests

were made in the next f^'w days and many import-
ant clues discovered, tiro true facts of the case

never came- to liglit. To this day no one knows
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who murdered Herr Briigen or why Infant's rooms
Avere turned out on the same night.

The Infant has of course his own ideas upon
the subject, but he does not speak about it usually.

The most he could gather regarding the avIioIc

affair he got from Hiram P. , who a few da3-.s later

sent him a message asking him to come to his

hotel. Infant fondly belieA'ed that the American
did not know anything about himself and his con-

nection with the dead man, but the first Avords of

the millionaire shoAved that^ so far from being in

the dark, he had knoAvn all along aljout the

partnership.

After a few pfeliminary compliments, "Pity
that Dago got laid out!" remarked Hiram P. to

Infant. ^ Rather a friend of yours Avaru't

he?"

Infant blushed and admitted the impeach-

taent.

" Well, Mister Laking," Avent on the Ameri-

canj " I would recommend you in future not to

indulge in any more jeA\'el transaction.^. Jewels

are dangerous thing to handle, especially for a

young man. I haAC had a hankej-ing for this

sort of thing all my hfe pretty Avell, and / will

never get cured, but you are young and no ()U(^

here knoAVS of your little transactions Avith the

deceased^ so it is not too lat« for you t(j

pull up."

Infant was flabbergasted. The American
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Ia;igbed at his look of discomfiture and continued,,

genially,

" Jest to show you how one can get it in the

neck with jewels, and especially pearls, I am^ go-

ing to tell you a little story of a deal of mine."

He pulled up his shirt sleeve, and showed the

astonished Infant the mark of a terrible wound on
his forearm.

" It was some pearls got me that," he re-

marked, " and if it were not for the publicity of

this here place, I could let you see worse. Now,
you saw those pearls that Briigen had last night.

Well, he stole them from me some time ago. I

knew he had them but I didn't say anything, for

you see I myself got them by a rather indirect

method, and I could not prosecute the naan. Well,

those pearls belonged in the first instance to the

Tripod Society and, though tliey have changed
hands ratlier frequently during recent years and
sometimes rather suddenly too, I guess they are

now back in the hands of the original owners, that

is to say the Tripod people. I don't suppose their

title to the possession of them is a very good one,
but it has at least the merit of being rather old,

and they are powerful enough to hold on to them
for the future until some fool like your friend Brii-

gen takes it into his soft head to try and steal

them again."

"But—but," babbled the Infant, who was
cinuinced he was Iteing treated to an Arabian
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Nights' tale, and was Dot very sure whether he
was standing on his own head or someone else's,

"But

—

Sir. Windbag, do you mean to say that
Briigen

"

" I mean to say, young man, that just over a
year ago I stole those pearls from a man in

Hankau called Ido Sing To. Ho Sing To had
himself stoleTi them from the Tripod Society, so

he got as good as he gave: After the jewels came
into my possession, I began to find that attempts
were being made to steal them from me. I was
several times nearly laid out myself, and finding

things a hit too exciting for me in Saigon, I came
on to Bangkok, thinking that here in this bally

backwater at least' I would get time to draw
breath. But gee whizz! The fii'st thing that hap-
pened Avas that your precious partner came along

and stole the Tripod pearls from me a week after

I arrived. I was getting so sick of the things by
that time that, though I could have easily stolen

them back again, I jest let him hang on to them,

and the result was the blamed food went and got

laid out propel-. So now I'll jest let them go al-

together. Only I thought I would not let the

chance go of warning you, young man, not to

dabble your fingers any more in the muddy waters

of jewel dealing. Jest take a lesson from Mr.

Briigen, and don't think that, because I let you

make a few tickles (ticals) profit out of me by
selling me some rotten rubies from the bazaar at a

httle above the price you paid, don't think you

know eveiything about stones."
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Infant was silent for very shame. Then
Hiram P. said blithely,

"Well; yomig man, we leave in half an hour
for Batavia, so I am sorry I won't ha\-e the op-

portunity of introducing you to my daughter
Mamie. But come and I'll buy you a high ball

anyway."

But the Infant had tied.
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A COLOSSAL MUSICIAN.

On most evenings of the week Miggs was
wont to lea\e the Mess table at an early hour,
scorning food and conversation, and betaking
himself to his piano for the rest of the evening. I

think I told you ^liggs was a bit of a musical
genius, but how much of a genius only a few
people guessed.

Those who had an idea of his capabilities in

this direction often wondered Avhy he was content
to ]'emaiii in Bangkok, when he might have made
a more congenial livnng elsewhere. But that

might be wondere<l about a good naany other

people also.

Most of ns were Philistines as regards the fine

arts, and it was usual to dismiss Miggs with a

slighting,

"Oh, he's mad about music," and make al-

lowances accordingly. The JMess had got used to

his foibles, and when we assembled at various

times and found that Miggs had not yet appeared

when the meal was three-quarters finished, Jeames
would be despatched with a message to say,
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"Master's compliments, and would Mr. Miggs

leave his barrel-organ and descend to earth and
nourishment."

Which, of course, Jeames transla,ted into his

own tongue by warning Miggs. " Dinner, sir, he
very cold, sir, already, sir."

Neither boots nor imprecations could dislodge

Miggs from a piano stool. His rooms were up-

stairs in a building adjacent to the Mess dining
hall, and it was our custom, especially in the
rainy season, to sit on the verandah on that side

where we could have Miggs' playing as the ac-

companiment of our more earthy occupations.

But, though many of us were fond of music, we
never went to Miggs' rooms after dinner unless
expressly invited. The manner of the invitation

was this.

If Miggs played the Andafite Furiom of Blitz

or Rumpolmeyer, or the Allegro Faihttiqne of Chop-
sticks, or any other of those classical bloods, wi^

sat still and pretended it did not hurt us as much
as it seemed to. But if xMiggs descended to the
" Chocolate Soldier Waltz" or '' Dinali, de moon
am shining," we knew lie was in a human and
frivolous mood, and wf; would lay down our cards
at the first opportunity and say to each other,

"1 don't think Ave will have nnotlier rubber
to-night, do you?"

Wo knew " Dinah" would lead to "Oh, Oh,
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Antonio !

" and thence to the mess chorus, the
good old song of "John Peel." The procedure
generally was for us to chant the virtues of the ir-

resistible John Peel and march crescendo in a body
towards the accompanist. Miggs had an Anna-
mite boy who was said to have gone to Paris in the
suite of the farcical King of the Sedangs, or some
such Johnnie, and who could make the most deli-

cious coffee. And Miggs had in his rooms some of

the most voluptuous divans that were ever seen
out of a Turkish seraglio. So there we would loll,

attired in Chinese trousers or sarongs* and imagine
ourselves Bohemians as we quaffed the subtle cof-

fee to the strains of some popular ditty, and
smoked innumerable cigarettes to our ineffable

content.

A man who played the violin rather well turn-,

ed up one night, and he and Miggs treated the

Mess to a soiree musicale. When they were tired

of playing, we sat round and talked for a bit. The
conversation turned in one quarter upon the

famous musicians we had heard. Miggs was
rather depreciatory of certain popular performers,

and asserted that most of the famous modern musi-

cians gained notoriety by affecting some eccentri-

city in dress or manner, and by nobbling the

newspaper musical critics.

Stoker, who had about as much music in him
as a steam engine, began babbling about Terrasco,

who was the only well-known musician he him-

self had ever heard. Now, as everyone knows,
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Terrasco gained his fame mostly through his

curious appearance, and by various freaks, such as

playing in a lion's den, and hypnotizing some
savages with an oboe. ' But Terrasco had undoubt-

edly made a great impression on Stoker, and the

latter waxed hot in his defence.

When Miggs was asked for his opinion, he

airily dismissed Terrasco as a mountebank, and
Stoker, rather annoyed to hear his one ewe lamb
aspersed, retorted childishly in his heat,

«

"Anyhow, Miggs, I am willing to bet you
are not half the pianist that Terrasco is, and the

piano is not the best of his instruments."

There was present a man from the Hankow
Bank, and, like many of his colleagues, he had a

mania for bets. He was known to have bet once

on the subject of his own existence, and the mere
sound of the words "bet'-' or "wager" was
guaranteed to waken him from the profoundest

sleep. His talk was generally a series of asser-

tions, which if questioned ever so slightly, he was
prepared to support to various amounts.

At the precise nioment of Stoker's, outburstj

this man, whose uncommon name was Jones, was
engaged in discussing with Uncle the different

merits of the German mail and the P. & O. He
had riot made a bet for the inordinate space of

twenty-four hours, but he caught something of

what Stoker was saying, and merely as a matter
of habit he murmured absently,
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"Done! I'll take that. How much ?
"

Everyone laughed.

"Have you .any idea," asked Mac, "what it

is you are betting about ?
"

"Yes, of course. I'll bet you I have."

"What is it then?"

" Something about Tettrazzini's age." .

Miggs roared with laughter, and this only
piqued Jones to a fresh effort.

"Oh, well, it doesn't matter. I am willing

to bet with Stoker or anyone else on any bettable

subject to any reasonable amount."

" Oh,, you are, are you?" cried Stoker. " Five
hundred Tics?"

" Can do," replied Jones.

" Well, a9»a matter of fact," continued Stoker,
" what I said^just now was that I am willing to bet

that Miggs, good as he is, is not half the pianist

that Terrasco is, and Terrasco can play a score of

instruments equally well, for I've heard him."

"All right," assented the financier, "I don't

know who Terrasco is, but I bet he can't touch

our Miggs."

Loud applause.
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"How are you going to settle it?" asked
Uncle the far-sighted.

'

' Write to the Sportsm.an, or the Grocer's

Chronide perhaps,'.' suggested Infant.

"Or challenge Terrasco himself," added
Hereford sarcastically.

" The bet's impossible of course," said Mac.
" You can't win where you can't lose. Stoker
get thee hence, and thou, my budding Rothschild,
try another cigarette."

The subject was dropped with a laugh, and
would seem to have been entirely forgotten.

However, some time after, Miggs had to go to

Singapore on business, and strangely enough a few
days before his departure, a notice appeared in the
local papers crying that the renowned Terrasco
would pay Bangkok a visit soon, and would give
a recital.

" What a pity Miggs is going away now of all

times," said Stoker when the news*was mentioned
in the Mess one day. " He mii^ht 'have enabled
me to lift five hundred tics off that bloated pluto-
crat of the Hankow Bank."

" How so?" asked Infant innocently. He, like
the rest of them, had no recollection oithe light
words of that Bohcirnian evening

"Why, by challenging Terrasco to a contest
of discord," replied Stoker.
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i

" Stoker," ob^rved Mac severely, " you're a
dogmatic fathead."

Miggs readily agreed that, if he met Terrasco
in Singapore, he would take him on before an im-
])i:irtial committee of experts. ' That is, if Stoker
would put up the necessary expenses, and abide
by the Committee's decision.

" Oh, shut up about your beastly bets," cried

Infant. " What a rotten thing to bet about too!

Now if Miggs were to take Terrasco on at ten
rounds with the gloves, or ride him at catch
weights, there would be some sense in the thing.
But thumping a poor dumb piano that can't re-

taliate
"

'

' I have never met a dumb piano,
'

' observed
Miggs, '' and if you thump my piano you will find

it can retaliate with the most awful sounds."

Shortly afterwards Miggs went to Singapore
and Terrasco arrived. The first thing that told us

Terrasco the great was really in our midst was the

procession. True to his usual methods, the bizarre

musician, before his coming, had plastered the

town with outrageous posters of himself in every

attitude and under all conditions—Terrasco, aetat

two years, in his perambulator, Terrasco at the

piano, Terrasco playing golf, playing the oboe and
jilaying the fool in diverse circumstances and
diverse costumes. The newspapers had been nau-

seatingly full of Terrasco Sauce, Terrasco Hair Oil

and Liver Pills for pink people; and many
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readers, to their disgust, found themselves absorb-
ed by some enthraUing story only to discover at

the end that its dehoument was Terrasco's Bunion
Cure or Terrasco's Pyjamas.

Not content with this, the Great Egoist made
a sort of royal progress through the town in a
species of triumphal chariot attended by six

beautiful negresses and clad in his well known cos-

tume of a purple dressing gown and a Life Guard's
helmet. This created a great sensation on Monu-
ment, who had never bitten a negress and followed
in the vain hope.

Bangkok had been worked up to a fine frenzy,
and tickets for the Terrasco recital had been all

sold out long before the artiste's arrival. The
Minor Mess itself was mildly excited, and Stoker
had written to the Hankow Bank to ask whether
the bet were still on, and whether some means
could not be devised of settling it now. Jones'
answer was enthusiastic.

•' My dear Stoker,

Of course. Make it a thoumnd ij you like.
And 1 fancy we are going to settle it note'"

Whereat Stoker grumbled.

"He knows he's quite safe with Miggs in
Singapore."

The concert was a huge success. From the
point of view of oddness, it exceeded anything
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Bangkok had ever seen, or ever hoped to see again.

The punter Jones, well dined and wined, sat in

the front row, and beside him were the few people

in the place who knew or cared anything about

the higher reaches of Music. All wore broad

smiles.

Stoker occupied a more modest position in

the back part of the hall. He was supported

by the Minor Mess. They agreed with him
that ten ticals was an extortionate price for

a seat.

Terrasco appeared wearing a garland of fran-

gipanni round his neck. The rest of his body

was contained in immaculate evening dress. His

six negresses were grouped tastefully about the

stage. The great artiste, a ferocious looking fel-

low with Mephistophelian eyebrows, a mane of

red hair and a full beard and whiskers, came for-

ward amid vociferous applause, and announced in

a broken accent that, as he was suffering from

lumbago, he would confine himself that evening

to one instrument and would give a piano recital

only. A local amateur, however, had very gene-

rously promised to assist him with his violin in

a concerto, and a local lady would render some

songs.

The Great Egoist then sat down to the piano

and for three-quarters of hour discoursed really

divinely. There was no doubt about his genuis,

and prolonged applause requited him.
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Jones of the Hankow Bank came across the

room at half time to compare notes.

"What do you think of it, Stoker?" he

asked. "Better than' a Chinese funeral any day."

"Rotten! " interrupted the Infant. "Not a

patch on good old Miggs."

" I don't agree," said Stoker dourly. " Miggs
is not the finished artist that this man is. But he
has changed a lot since I saw him last. His man-
nerisms are more pronounced."

The second part of the programme passed off

without a hitch. Terrasco gave some more de-

lightful pianoforte solos, and the local amateurs
ably aided him. The audience dispersed, all of

them evidently well pleased, and some of them
genuinely amused at the evenings entertain-

ment.

At the end Jones offered to introduce Stoker
to the bright star that had crossed our firmament.
Stoker, nothing loth, went behind the scenes and
was presented.

" N()\v candidly Stoker," said Jones, " tell us
your opinion. Frills apart, do you still consider
Miggs inferior to Terrasco?"

"Well," began Stoker, "as you ask my
candid opinion, I will tell you that Terrasco as J

heard him to-night is, to my mind, unquestionably
far and away superior to Miggs as a pianist. But
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there is no impartial method of deciding that ques-
tion without setting the two men up to play against

each other before an unbiassed umpire."

" And what eef ze two men are ze one men?"
interrupted Signor Terrasco suddenly.

" Pardon, Monsieur," said Stoker, who had no
idea he was overheard, " what do you mean ?"

"What I say," answered Miggs, taking off

his tawny wig and cumbrous whiskers.

And poor Stoker nearly had a fit.

At the subsequent banquet which the con-

spirators gave out of the proceeds of the humorous
concert, the whole elaborate imposture was ex-

plained. How Miggs had undertaken to imperso-

nate the celebrated musician; how he had pre-

tended to be called to Singapore, but had only

gone as far as Paknam ; how he had returned to

take up his quarters in the Hankow Bank, and
there had hatched with the sportive Jones the

whole nefarious plan ; how they had pulled Bang-

kok's leg by absurd posters and press notices

;

how they had persuaded the few people in the

t(jwn who had seen Terrasco and knew him by
sight to keep silence ; and how finally they had

brought to its screaming conclusion the whole

successful hoax.

Thus was Miggs vindicated, and Stoker abas-

ed. Fortunately the latter had a sense of humom-,
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and after a time joined with the rest in the laugh

against himself.

"The only thing," he said, " that I would
advise you two to be careful of is that no word of

your exploits gets to the ears of Terrasco or his

agent. He might bring an action against you for

false pretences or impersonation."

" Oh, that's all right," laughed Miggs. " We
took the precaution of writing to Terrasco himself
and explaining. He was very much amused and,
as he said it was not likely to injure him even
if he ever did come to Bangkok, ( which was
improbable), he very readily gave his permis-
sion."

Monument thought it the best thing he had
ever heard, but he was candidly disappointed to
learn that the six negresses of TerraFCo's suite
were merely friends of Jones in a sable livery.
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Mac's patron saint was Andrew. It was only
aftev he had spent the first twenty-three years of

his life in Scotland that he discovered this, and in-

deed, like all Scotsmen, until he came to the
East, he was unaware even of any saint bearing
that name. Thereafter he made up for his pre-
vious neglect by remembering the fact once a year
and with such ferv9ur that St. Andrew might have
been pardoned for thinking that he was being
mistaken for Bacchus.

Mac was the first member of the Bangkok St.

Andrew's Society. This society had been formed
for the ostensible purpose of uniting " Brither
Scots" in bonds of friendship, but from the mo-
ment Mac joined, it degenerated into a medium for

mixed hospitality-r-which is perhaps the. same
thing, only increased to the «th power.

Mac had a Celtic temperament, that is one de-

gree worse than the artistic, and had likewise some-
where about him a mystical kink. He would have
wished to institute a ceremony of initiation of

rather a Masonic character, but the cabalistic

words and the symbolical ceremonies he invented
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for the use of the society Avere quickly discarded

for the simpler formula now put to aspirants for

membership, to wit,

"Where's the money for your subscription?
"

It is triie Mac held OTit for some time on the

point of a nationality test for candidates, and at

one of the earliest meetings of the society stormily

carried his 9,mendment tliat no one be elected

who could not pronounce ten test words, be-

ginning Avith his o'svn name, Slorach, and ending
with his place of birth, Ecclefechan. 'J'his was
too severe. Most fell at the iirst fence, and the

remainder who were able to struggle on to the

second tvord had usually to be cari'ied off to

hospital suffering from incipieiit lockjaw—a mala-
dy which they rarely survived.

So that also had to be abandoned.

Mac had the Avelfaa-e i^f the society very rniu-h

at heart, and was always an active member, thougli
(or rather therefore) he Avas never asked to liold

office. Once a year, towards the end of the rainy
Reason, Mac would astound t]ie Me^s with dark
sayings, such as,

"Yon last Army and Navy haggis was no
good," or,

"Must tell jimmy to get a new chaunter for
the pipes."

Early in November he was liable to fits of
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abstraction. He grew careless in his speech, too,

dropping his final I's, and using with great reck-

lessness monstrous terms like " awa " and " for-

bye." As November Avaxed older Mac waxed
more and more introspective, and by the twenty-
eighth or so he Avas an exact reproduction in

speech, manner and carriage of the Mac of thnty
years agone—the youthful Mac, in short that had
turned his back for the last time on the Grampian
Hills. People used to wonder how Mac could

stand being in Bangkok for twenty years or more
without ever going home. Mac would sometimes

let the secret out in an expansive moment, say on
the eve of St. AndreAv's day.

"Hech man!" he -would say. "Fat's the

guid of home leave at a' ! I gae hom*^ once a

rear Avhen I take a gharry to the Ball at the

United Club."

In the course of years the Mess had learnt

to deal leniently witli Msic during the month
of November. Uncle put it in a nutshell when
he said,

"In March Sirius is in the ascendant, and

dags are apt to develop rabies. In November
the Scotch national day falls to be celebrated, and

Mac—well Mac is ueai'ly almost Scotch."

On the thirtieth day of November then Mac

and his compatriots were wont to pour a hbation

or two to St. AndreAV. They had got the ide^

somehow into their heads that they were
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rather good at libations, and they used to invite

the whole of Bangkok to watch them do it.

Bangkok, nothing loth, went to admire and came
away to praise.

All Bangkok entered into the festivities viith

entire- zest, contributing each to the success of the

evening, as fancy prompted, or assisting in the

preparations, as Mac directed. Male Bangkok shot

hordes of snipe for pies, or risked their necks

in hanging tartan festoons on tlie club w^Us.
Female Bangkok cooked the pies or disposed

Chinese lanterns gracefully about the grounds.

Some superintended the proper waxing of the

dancing floor, while others wrangled as to the

exact position of the supper tent. Some gave
their days and nights to thought on the subject

of the champagne cup, some excelled in the cun-
ning arrangement of nooks for sitting out. All

bubbled with suppressed excitement for hours be-

fore, and all turned out on the night itself wearing
their best clothes and their most cheerful smile.

Sassenach and Gael joined hands and danced to

the tabor's sound. Mirth held both hands out
to all.

Rehearsals of the national Scottish dances
were held for some weeks in advance by those
who aspired to trip the light fantastic as it is

tripped among the heather. Mac himself, who
had nothing to learn of the intricacies of Strath-
spey or Eightsome, held, a rehearsal of his own
by inviting the Committee in a body to dinner at
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the Minor Mess on the Friday immediately pre-
ceding the Ball. The Minor members were
excused as not knowing any better, but the
Committee to a man turned up in kilts and
sporrans, dirks and plaids, as imagination and
vanity dictated or their wardrobe allowed.

The first time this happened the Mess were
duly impressed, though Infant remarked he wish-
ed he had known it was to be a fancy dress affair,

as he had a very fetching Columbine skirt with
frills and tucks complete. But the following year.

Stoker, who had read up the subject in the in-

terval, managed to impart an air of flippancy to

the solemnity of the proceedings by appearing
arrayed in a Kelantan sarong and having Jeames
to announce him frivolously as "The Mac Stoker

of Stokehole." To this costume Monument demur-
red strenuously. He had once been run over

by a Malay syce and the sight of a sarong Avorried

him rather.

Mac, who was really a Lo\\'lander, for a time

found himself flouted grievously by the gorgeous

newcomer. The latter had moreover taken the

precaution to cultivate an Inverness accent, and
used a few Gaelic words with telling effect.

" Shut up Stoker !

" jMac greeted him w\ his

arrival in the dining room. " Awa! wi' you
mail, and cheenge your duds. Ye're no respect-

able."

^' KtmaraschenJor !" replied The Mac Stoker
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haughtily, adding as an after-thought, "what-
ever, moreover, because, perhaps, nevertheless

and notwithstanding.

"

" Hoots awa,' man, ye dinna ken the dif-

ference between a gfdllie callum and a eurran

neeps," rephed Mac.

Stoker emerged from under this staggering

blow and retorted by making invidious compari-
sons between the mortality at the battles of

Flodden, Bannockburn and Killiecrankie respect-

ively. Thereupon the exchange of compliments
became gene^^al.

Mac ultimately gained the day by causing
Jeames to brew a bowl of

'

' Atholl brose
'

' and
inviting Stoker to pledge the bonnie Prince
Charlie in that potent concoction. Stoker suc-
cumbed and for many days after his life and his

sanity were despaired of. His statement on his
next public appearance that he would not have
been so easily overcome had he had on a boiled
shirt insteaii of a beastly petticoat was received by
Mac in chilling silence. Mac could afford to be
generous to a fallen adversary.

One year, however, Mac's enjoyment of the
St. Andrew's Ball was marred by an incident
Avhich was known ever after as "The Mesal-
liance."

Mac was the least susceptible of men. But
when he arrived on the morning of the thirtieth
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of November 19— and found a young lady o^

more than average charms, and of more than
evident Scotch extraction, on top of a ladder
engaged in decorating the ball room, with which
young lady he exchanged some desultory remarks,

—he fell for the rest of the day into a state of

dreamy lunacy.

"Hech!" he told the Mess at tiffin with a

sentimental sigh. " Hech! But the way she said

'It's' a fine day' minded me on a lassie I used
to ken in Glesgae."

The Mess was startled. Uncle had quite

enough trouble as it was, keeping his flock in

the straight path without having Cupid in the

shape of a Scotch lassie ranged against him as

an enemy.

" Who is she ? " he demanded sternly.

"The young woman," replied Mac, not a

whit abashed, " is a Miss MacTaggart new come
frae Glesgae. I gied her a peppermint sweetie

and she tell't me her ither name was Jeannie.

Hech ! " (
'

' Hech '

' represents a Scotch sigh.

)

Monument bayed the moon.

This was terrible. That Mac should be con-

ducting an artless wooing under our very noses

was incredible. The Mess laid their heads to-

gether and agreed that a fatherly eye must be
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kppt upon Mac ^t the ball. Hereford, as being

an avowed woman hater, was told off to head

Miss Jeannie MacTaggart away from "our Mac"
during the evening. When the squire of dames had

had a preliminary survey of the "young woman,"
as Mac called her, and had found she came more
or less up to standard, he the more readily under-

took the difficult task, and showed energy and
determination by at once sending his" boy to scour

the town for peppermint sweeties.

Mac was evidently past all human aid, and
from the way he scrawled his name all over

the lady's programme it was quite clear that

he meditated desperate things. Throughout the

evening, like a poor moth bent on suicide^ he
fluttered round the bright eyes of Miss Jeannie
MacTaggart. The Infant executed some really

brilliant flanking moments ; Hereford danced and
dispersed peppermint drops like a Trojan; and
by a series of movements the entire Minor Mess
engineered themselves at supper into places at

the same table as Mac and the charmer.

But in vain. For, about 1.30 a.m., when
the dancers were beginning to pause for breath,
and the men looking ruefully at their limp
collars, and we were feeling ,that at last we
might venture to relax our vigilance, the Infant
arrived with the dread news that he had just

seen the two together in a retired and distant
spot.

" It's all over then!" said Uncle despairingly.
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" No more shall the kilt make glad the eyes
of the Mess table," quoth Miggs.

" Better try kidnapping him now," suggested
another, *" nothing else for it."

The prospect was too appalling. And the worst
of it was to think that Mac of all men should be
the first to break up the Mess. Hereford could

not he found, but the rest of us adjourned to

take counsel.

About two o'clock Mac arrived in the bar
looking very pleased with himself. So much so

that he volunteered then and there to show us

how the real genuine sword-dance went, and to

do it on the bar counter, and with glasses in place

of swords. From this project he was deterred by
a lack of provocation, and because someone said

it was yet early for that sort of thing,

" Dancing finished ? " asked Infant gloomily

of Mac.

"Na," said the Celt. "There's a few left

yet, but I'm no dancin' ony niair. My pairtner's

gone, ye see."

He laughed slily and W(^ knew he had don«

it, so we drank one last toast, ''To another

good man marred," and moui'nfully \v<'Ht our

ways.

Next day Hereford, who had outstayed most
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at the ball, startled the tiffin table by remarking
to Mac,

"Miss MacTaggart was in a temble wax be-

cause you cut the last two dances with her."

Mac, who was not in the best of tempers, no
doubt having been engaged all morning in com-
puting how much per annum a wife costs to keep,
answered abruptly,

"You're a liar!"

Hereford smiled.

"Well, anyhow I was with her during Nos. 19
and 20, and she told me you should have been
her partner for both of these."

" What time was that?" asked Uncle.

"Oh about two I should think," answered
Hereford, and we all waited.

As Mac showed no inclination to defend him-
self, Miggs remarked in a challenging tone,

"Rotten bad form don't you think to cut
your dances with a girl as keen as Miss Mac-
Whatshername. '

'

"I don't wonder she was angry," added Sto-
ker. "Especially as she must have seen you
boozing in the bar all the time.

"

Monument agreed with the Mess ou the point
of etiquette, but felt he could sympathise with
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Mac. . He never did like that United Club since

the day when a Chinese " boy " had caught him
a welt in the alley with one of the skittles.

"Hereford," said Mac again, "You are a
liar!

"

" And you're a Scotchman
!

" returned Here-
ford.

"I say you're a liar," continued Mac, "be-
cause at 1.35 a.m. last night I proposed to Miss
MacTaggart and was accepted."

Everyone groaned in unison.

"It was on yon seat by the skittle alley,"

went on Mac. "I then saw the lady into her
carriage, and she told me she was to dance no
more but to leave the Club immediately.

'

'

" Poor thing! No wonder," added Infant who
had a tender heart.

" But how do you account then for the lady's

being there at two o'clock and dancing with Here-

ford?
'

' asked Uncle.

"I account for it," said Mac dogmatically,

"by repeating that Hereford is a liar."

Well, we left it jat that, but at dinner time

Hereford returned tolthe charge.

"Miss MacTaggart;"' he said, "had on a

blue dress."
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"What of it ? " asked Uncle pleasantly.

" So had Mrs.TuUybarden," said Hereford.

" Well ?-" chorussed the Mess.

" The seat by the skittle alley is very dark."

'

' That's precisely why I went there, " grunted

Mac, glowering at us all.

'

' And Mac was in a state of vinous exalta-

tion."

"Ah!" sighed the Mess.

"Therefore," Hereford wound up triumph-

antly, "I conclude that Mac proposed not merely to

the wrong girl but to a married woman."

We all agreed, and even the stamp expert

Qould not have done it better. The Mess broke

up that evening in some confusion, Mac going

away to fetch his claymore in order to end the

mendacious days of Hereford.

Inquiries, however, only tended to confirm
the facts. Mac blustered a good deal, but it w:as

observed that he did not hasten to visit his

fiancee. In fact fol- a long time thereafter he led

a somewhat secluded life.

He only plucked up spirit again when one
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day lie met Mrs. Tullybarden l)y accident, and
:slie greeted him mth ker usiaal smile. Someone
further pointed out that, Mrs, TuUybarden being
Frencli, her knowledge of Englisfla, much less

Scotch, was limited, and finely Stoker capped it

all by anno-uncing thaJt Miss MacTaggart was to

marry the captain of a sailing ship.

So she did. And had a large family.* Mae
l^reathed again, and next year his kilt had an
airing as usual.

woOQOao*
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VIII.

A FINAL SYMPOSIUM.

It grew darker and darker. I sank and sank.
Down! It seemed I never would stop falling.

From morn till eve I fell, a livelong day. And I

awoke in Elysium. At my side there appeared a
Glorious Personage. One with a face like the
Dawn. It was funny how everything about me
kept changing from moment to moment. If I only
turned my head some marvellous change or other

would happen. For instance the Glorious Person-

age wore, when I first saw him, a costume like a

Hotel Cecil commissionaire, but when I turned

towards him he had changed and looked more
like the "Messenger from Mars." Another
thing. The sky looked blue when I ari'ived, but

when I glanced up to examine it, suddenly it be-

came the colour of wine.

" It appears I am dead then ? " I said to the

Glorious Personage.

He smiled.
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"Mortals ©all it dead. We Iiwroortafe say
translated/' he answeretl^ and his voice was as

the voice oi a dear old Irish nnirse I once- had.

"And this is Heaven,. \ gsippose/' I went on^

looking around me.

The place cha;Dged again. It was now a sort

of glorified Luxembourg' Gardens.

"•Heaven! Hades! Elysiuiril Nirvana f" an-
swered my companion. V You talk as an Earth-
born, but doubtless at gome time or otlier you too
have loved. You have been translated, but 1

observe you still translate."

" You are notiS-aiiit Peter, I hope ? " was my
next query.

"Or Mr. (I K. Chesterton?" I added
hastily.

" I ain Ganymede, " he quoth.

I am sure he quothed, though I never heard
any one quothing before. He certainly didn't
speak. Glorious Personages don't &i>eak. Not
in select circles,

"But," I demurred, looking at his heels,
"You have got on Mercury's wings. You have
come down from the pedestal in Piccadillv
Circus,"

"^

"Come," he ordered haughtily. Probably
he did not know where Piccadilly Circus was.
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I' followed him through great cloistral corridors,

with pillars- like a cathedral of teak trees, and we
emerged upon a wide stretching plain.

The light here was so dazzling that I shaded

my eye with my hand, and , then I saw I was
mistaken. It was not a plain at all, but a great

Hall built in the Roman style with a fountain

playing softly, and a marble table spread with

viands and luscious fruit.

Also the whole of the Minor Mess were there,

reclining in proper Alma Tadema style as if to

the manner born. I sank into my place.

My guide vanished at this. I half suspected

him of changing into a gold-fish in the foun-

tain, and I felt relieved to be rid of him, but

later I saw he had been metamorphosed into

Jeames.

"You are late," said Uncle from the head of

the table.

"Sorry," I said. " I took me a long time to

die. It has been a bad habit of my iamily for

generations. But when did all you fellows get

here ?
"

" We were translated at various times," an-

swered Mac.

Thank goodness he at least didn't quoth

when he talked, and his accent was as mellow

as ever.
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"Yes," said Miggs, "after I was translated

T came here to find that Jeames alonor of all the

Minor Mess had preceded me. '

'

"Nectar or Ambrosia, master? asl

Jeames softly. He had learnt to separate his

words, and I smiled up at him from my cushions.

He had got a new comer, and his varlets

and cup-bearers were ranged in goodly array

behind him.

"I expect you have all got used to being
dead—I mean translated," I enquired. "But don't

you find, all these transformaticjns going on around
you just a trifle trying ?

'

'

"Transformations?" answered Stoker.
"There are no transformations. We yre still the
Minor Mess just as before. Uncle, Mac, Stoker,
Miggs, Hereford, Infant and, now you have come,
we are complete once more."

" In death they were not divided," 1 quoted,
thinking it rather apt.

" 1 am grieved to perceive that you still re-
tain your earthly languiige," I'emai'ked Hereford.
"We speak hei-e of ])eing tr:mslated. For friends
there is no death. We seven were the Minor
Mess in Bangkok, but we have been friends imder
other conditions, and in other climes and cen-
turies. A seed of friendship (jiice planted grows
and grows until it l:>ecome,s a great Tree, like the
Tree Ygdrasil having its roots throughout all the
world.''
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"And," continued Infant, who had become
lucre sober and sedate since I last saw him in
Bangkok (I heard afterwards that he had been
married thrice in the interval) "and," continued
Infant, " the changes that seem to be taking place

around you now are due to your using the Earth-
ly Eye and to your retaining remembrances of

your Fleshly Life. You will soon cease to see

things changing. Once immortal, you will find

all things permanent and good.
"

"' But are you not material then?" I asked,

pinching Miggs, who was my neighbour. I had
heard on earth that this was a good way of finding

out if one were dreaming or not, but Miggs did

not seem to mind, and the calf between my fingers

was substantial enough. Then I remembered
that it is only in dreams or in books (which are the

same thing) that people pinch themselves to find

if they are awake.

"No," Uncle was saying in reply to my last

question, "we are not material. Nor in a sense

are we spiritual. We are. Ideal."

"We have Personality, but no Identity,"

said Stoker the exact.

" disembodied spirits. Wow !

" I cried, kick-

ing out at Monument, who instantly changed

into a toddling Siamese baby.

"I feel more like a chameleon " I

began.
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But Uncle raised his golden cup.

" It is usual, comrades," he said, "to drink

a toast when one of our number rejoins us. Many
years ago, you may remember, we were comrades
in Bangkok. Circumstances altered, and we were
all scattered. None of us ever met on Earth
again, but we did not forget. Slowly one by one
we departed and were translated to this sphere.

As each one of us came and took his place again
around the united board, we drank a toast. To-
day the last of us has come to take his place here,

and I would ask him now to propose a toast

worthy the occasion."

I rose on my elbow and raised my cup as

Uncle had done.

"I have a fitting toast," I said. "It is the
toast of FRIENDSHIP. Friendship which passes
Love and understanding. The Friendship of one
man for another. Love, as we mortals know it,

is a snare and a delusion, invented to keep the
children from being frightened of shadows. Love
of Woman's beauty passes. Love of child may
die. Love of country or home may weaken.
But Friendship is a rare flower of sweet fragrance,
and, once it groAvs up in two or three hearts,
never dies. Friendship never alters, because
it never alteration finds. Friendship is the one
thing that can make Gods of men, Immortals
of mortals."

"Blessed if I don't write the Epic of
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Friendship," I said to myself. "I always did

think Love Avas a bit overdone."

Carried away by my oratory

"Seven o'clock, master," said my boy out-

side the mosquito net.

That epic will have to wait.

'':>4^^^^^
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PURPLE LOTUS.

A tiny hut on the outskirts of the isolated

village of Ban Me Suak saw the beginning of her
simple span of years. At first her mother called

her Yawk Noi, ( little monkey ), or sometimes
rsimply Noi, but the day for endearing epithets

soon passed, and the priests decided she should
have the name of Bua Pang, ( purple lotus).

This sounds romantic, but to a Lao mind conveys
nothing but the most prosaic idea.

The initial stage of existence for her centred
in the low wooden cradle with its miniature mos-
quito net hanging from the roof. Into this, when
tired of crawling naked on the naked floor, she

would be lifted and swung luxuriously to sleep.

Unfortunately a new occupant for the cradle

quickly appeared upon the scene, and Purple

Lotus had to vacate her nest reluctantly, thus

from the first yielding, as all nature does, to the

paramount claims of Youth.

So Purple Lotus learned to sleep less and to

walk instead of crawling. Growing bolder, she

presently ventured forth to play in the dust and
the sunshine of the roadway. There she learned

the first lessons of experience quickly, waxing

sturdy of limb and brown of tint. Some of her
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playmates boasted a superfluous garment or two,

but herself she went sedately, untroubled, as,

yet, by aught save a heart-shaped medal which'

she wore suspended quaintly around her chubby
waist.

Her father cultivated his paddy patch, and
although it is doubtful whether his income ever
exceeded fifteen shillings per mensem, in the vil-

lage he was deemed comfortable if not passing rich.

Her mother, a harsh scold of a woman worn with
child-bearing and drudgery, used to draw the
water, sweep the single room of the house and
mill and cook the rice for her swarming progeny
and her taciturn husband. The sun, however, was
always warm in. Ban Me Suak, and even if fish

were scarce sometimes and pork a rare titbit

on their' menu, there was generally enough rice

to go round and a few pickled herbs to give it a
relish. They were a contented household really,

and the children never cried for long and seldom
quarrelled amongst themselves.

At the age of seven Purple Ldtus was
adjudged to be big enough to take her turn at
the rice mill, the piime occupation of every Lao
girl. She rapidly learned the knack of jumping
on and o% the gi-eat beam which pounds the
paddy in the great wooden boAvl. In the dry
season her. mother| and sisters trudged off to the
market in the next village, bearing in two baskets,
suspended at the ends of a short pole on their
shoulders the rice and fruit and vegetables whicli^
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they sold, bringing back from their more sophisti-

cated neighbom-s the juicy pork and the curry

condiments for the evening meal, or occasionally

a new white jacket or perhaps a gaily coloured

German-made scarf.

One day her sister was ill, and it was decided

Purple Lotus should go in her stead. That was

a memorable occasion, a distinct widening of her

horizon. How proudly she tripped along behind

her mother and the long string of women in

Indian file all bent on the same errand! How
briskly her little baskets swayed before and be-

hind her twinkling feet of brown ! And how gay

was the market—such a big place, with such a

dreadful lot of people all talking and bargaining

light-heartedly at once ! How delightful^ too the

kkanom (sweetmeats) her mother allowed her to

l)uy with the proceeds of the burden she had
borne so well!

This day marked a period in her existence

and thereafter Purple Lotus assumed the respon-

sibilities and the mien of discretion. From the

sprightly child who made mud pies in the dust of

the sun-baked roadway, or wandered on lonely

quests in the mysterious spirit-haunted jungle be-

hind the village, or romped with her brothers,

bathing and canoeing in the creek where the rice

boats and the teak logs lay, she settled down into

a staid little woman of twelve. She pounded the

paddy, boiled the rice, carried the latest baby

astride her hip and helped in the weaving of the

sin ( Lao women's dress. ) In the rainy season
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they all went forth to the fields and she learned

to build tlie bunds of earth that collected the

precious water for the crops^ and later earned as

as much as a win ( 23^d ) a day in the work
<jf transplanting the green rice shoots.

Charitable too slie was. No saffron robe<l

priest with bowed sliaven head ever passed the
house on his morning round without receiv-

ing from her some delicacy—a rc^ll of pickled
tea, a handful of salt fish or a few cigarettes, to

add to the full filled doles in his brass begging
bowl. And on waii^ pra (Buddln'st Sunday) she
would go with her mother to the wat and make
merit by some small gift of flowers or fruit or joss

sticks presented in the family vase of beaten
silver. Afterwards, without comprehending, but
none the less devoutly, she listened to the strange
Pali prayers which the old abbot chanted so
sonorously.

Thus her brief childliood merged into youth,
and her brief youtli into prec(Jcious womanhood.
The sun is always warm at Ban .Me Suak and,
at an age when English girls have not yet discard-
ed dolls, there came Ai Lan to ask, and not in
vain, for the hand of Purple Lotus. He was a
good fellow enough, a son of the kcehan (elder)
of the next village. So after a small feast at her
home, they went away together to the little house
his father had given him. And soon Purple
Lotus saw her own children making pies in the
dust of the sunbaked roadway, and busied herself
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with the duties her mother had taught her. Over
her head passed the uneventful days, and a spell

of child-bearing and the burden of household
di'udgery turned her into an old "woman at twenty-
five and somewhat of a scold as her harassed

mother had been.

After that a few years of monotonous animal
existence, the same in every particular as the

generations of women before her; all life centred

in the planting, pounding and cooking of rice, her

sole anxiety (like that of everyone else around
her) lest there should not be the wherewithal
they might be filled.

And at the end—the funeral pile with the

poor canopy of thatch over it—a few ashes, all of

what was Purple Lotus, the babe, the child, the

girl, the woman, the wife, the mother and the

withered beldame. So many years, so short a

space of breathing, eating and begetting, some

pain, a joy or two—and in it all not a single

thought of the reason, use or end of her colour-

less existence, or of her niche in the scheme of

things called Life!
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UP-STREAWI.

So, after many days, the great barges sidk'

slowly into Laowieng

The current which, sometimes impetuously
and in foaming fury, at others with dark and
sullen underflow, but always relentless and steadi-

ly, had for so long opposed our progress, even
now when almost conquered, abandoned its .efforts

only with the ill grace of a beaten child, and its

last swirling shallow prolonged our final landing

by a full half hour.

Painful progress indeed! Ketrospective, the

mind cannot but yield a meed of wonder at tJu-

thought of the long hours of grim, patient struggle

upwards, ever upwards, that had at length prevail-

ed against the doggedly-resisting stream. It is ;i.

broad and patent highway—this great river that

traverses with all the devious dinH-tness of nature

the plains and mountains lying between thi'.

capital and this far northern township. Its \'ery

obviousness has hitherto reconcile<i the mind of

man to the excessive expenditures of time and

energy demanded by^ the journey up-stream.

Nevertheless, though it is a route which will ere

long be abandoned for the .shining track of ste<'l
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that rips through the hills and plunges forward

down the valleys, taking no count of current or

flood, the great river will ever remain the artery

of commerce in this land. Doubtless, in the

years to come, when the aeroplane shall be a
discarded invention, these same cumbersome rua
sadao (barges) will still take their leisurely way
up and down the broad bosom of the yellow
Menam.

The journey up-stream is, in all ways, a type
and example of primitive human endeavour that,

with the minimum of machinery, and none of the
labour-saving appliances which a more complex
civilisation holds indispensable and even common-
place, -can be content to devote long hours to a
diflticult, toilsome and laborious method of loco-

motion without a regret for the inordinate expen-
diture of muscle and time involved. In this

surely one sees again that truce with nature and
her forces which man has always made, that sub-
mission to necessity which modern life in its

haste grows daily more reluctant to yield. Yet
there is satisfaction in these few hard-won stages,
gained by the dint of an arduous and obsolete
form of propulsion, which is unknown in all the
facile triumphs of steel and electricity, for it is the
reward of dowjvright energy, the fruit of straight-
forward effort.

1'<) one who comes from the more eager
West this Iliad passage up-stream is a verit-
;il>li' revelation. But it is also a soothing ex-
perience, a lesson in long-drawn patience, and an
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insight into ideas Oriental and peculiar of the
nature and value of time. Here a month is as
a forgotten day, and a year a brief measure of a
few breaths.

Not so long ago, the traveller who turned hiis

face northward? to the Lao country was condemn-
ed to traverse the entire distance by river. But
nowadays one need not take to one's boats until,

after a protracted aid nor.e too comfortable trip

by rail, two hundred miles of the Menam have
been left behind. -And the boats ? Surely the
quaintest of craft imaginable—these rua sadao,

great squat barges of teak or rather monstrous
punts, for all the world like those whimsical
vessels that one sees on Egyptian inscriptions,

wide of beam, shallow of draft, yet with holds of

astonishing capacity, tapering forward into a steep
and pointed prow, with behind a curving crest

upreared like the triumphant tail of some huge
scorpion, beyond which flops the unwieldy oar
that serves as a rudder. Aft of all flutter^ the flag

above the roomy cabin in which the wayfarer is

to beguile the tedium of several weeks' transit

upwards, ever upwards.

Four lusty hillmen, their glossy bodies and
black tattooed thighs shining in the sunlight, arc

standing like copper statuettes by, their bamboo
jioles. All aboard ! The steersman, a skinny
patriarch, deep versed in the knowledge of every

pool and rapid in the river's course, grips ' with

lH>th hands his huge bludgeon of a helm J The
hrst poleman runs up the narrow slanting prow,
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digs his bamboo finnly in the water, faces sharply

round, and, having wedged the pole against his

shoulder with a curious jerk, bends forward and
stooping almost double, gives a long and steady

thrust. As he descends another runs forward to

take his place; the same action is repeated^—then
the third and the fourth, and the boat glides

gently off with a pleasant swaying motion. When
the first crew has finished its spell of twenty
minutes, a relay of four fresh men take their

places.

So we go on. Day follows day as leisurely as

our boat pui-sues its calm way along the windings
of the yellow stream upwards, always upwards.
At first the course lies past parched paddy flats

that glister in the haze of heat; then creeping
along high wooded banks where the lips of the
encroachmg jungle seem greedily to lick the
stream, over y.'hose yellow waters the perky king-
fisher sits in wary watch ; now by swamps from out
whose grey slime the huge head of some wallow-
ing buffalo is reared in stupid wonderment;
here a village of brown thatched huts and a
glimpse of naked children splashing at play in the
stream; there the graceful slender pagoda of some
sleepy riverside monastery seeming to nod with
the palms in the breeze. So on from day to day
upwards, ever upwards.

And now we are Hearing the mountains.
The character of the sceneiy rapidlv alters. The
water deepens. We hug the shore.

'

Gorges open
before us. The hills close round on every hand,
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as if in frowning amaze at our daring to penetrate

their ^ncieiit, unmolested fastnesses. Here the

yellow river, otherwise a babbler, assumes a hue
of medit tive brown. Over the face of her deep

waters are drawn the be'^^tling brows of the eternal

hills, shutting out the glooming eye of the rain-

laden sky. The bed grows rocky and ever

steeper.

Then one "morning the roar of the first

rapids reaches the ear. The polemen hitch their

loin cloths up for the coming buffets. The steers-

man looks out his stoutest rope. From now on-

wards, progress is a slow succession of hard won
inches daily wrested from the maddening cap-

ricious flood. Half the time the men are in the

water, hauling or pushing the boat, scrambling-,

shouting, panting, sliding on the slippery rocks.

Always the sound of the mighty rushing yellow

river fills the ears, bi.t always we feel we are

rising upwards, ever upwards, slowly, how slowly.

And so, after many days the great barges

sidle slowly into Laowieng.

•ii^^^
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AND DOWN.

The ten thousand and Xenophon, when they
came again in sight of the' Black Sea after some
strenuous days, made the welkin crack, they say,

with a shout or two.

But the united volume of those Greeks'
' Thalassa " could not possibly have equalled in

intensity my heart-wrung sigh of "At last!"
whenas, after three weeks of tedious marching in

a desert of sand, I came at length in sight of the

River Mekong.

Everything is relative. None shall dispute

it. Only the relativity of most things is apt to be

lost because one does not always have sufiicieat

rontrasts in juxtaposition to bring appreciation of

the values of commonplace ideas.

A man will come of a winter evening to his

house in a city. Yet, even with his slippered feet

on the fender bars, he does not appreciate the

fullness of his dinner and his fire. True his way
liomeward has lain through a chill laden atmos-

])here. But, throughout the day as throughout the

whole of his life, his members have all the time

been so well covered by clothes, his extremities so

well warmed in comfortable and heated vehicles
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and his body so well nourished by a succession

of plentiful meals that in the comfort of his home
he loses the entire sense of relativity ; his ' 'Ah ! '

'

does not connote the sum of human content-
ment, and his pleasure lacks the enhancement
which a little privation by way of contrast would
indubitably furnish.

Thus, you will understand me when I say
that the first and only time I have ever been able
to appreciate water was when I came in sight
of the mighty stream of the Mekong river at
Nongkhai.

Picture it. After a most monotonous and de-
pressing journey overland from Bangkok, through
a country that is worse than a desert-r-a waterless
and weary land with sand, sand, sand underroot
all the way, and a sky of brass overhead; with
scrubby and apologetic vegetation here and thare,
not a stream of running Avater lor over a hundred
miles and often not- a drop of water better than
a buffalo wallow. A land where the birds even,
incorrigible optimists ever, have forgotten or have
ceased the effort lo sing. Where the beasts of the
jungle have long since given everything up as
useless. An inhospitable tract where the cattle of
the field—the patient bullocks and the clumsy
buffa,loes, one and al-l bear in their eyes a look of
weariness and incredible boredom. Where the
natives could only summon up sufficient anima-
tion for a momentary blink of wonder that any
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traveller in his riglit senses should elect to pass
along that sorry, stricken region.

And then the Mekong! Suddenly at the
furthest limit of this desolation—a broad and
yellow stream, here placidly pursuing its course

from the distant mountains of Thibet down to the
Avaters of the China Sea. A great and mighty
river. A »iver to behold which I would fain drag
along the route I had traversed that apochryphal
Scot who, apropos of water, is said to have re-

marked musingly,

"Ah. Yes. Water ? The stuff the boy puts

in the bath."

Water ! Ye gods, and little fishes! After such
an experience of its lack, tlie most utter Scot from
ceasing to be humoristic on the subject would
haste to be thankful.

Three great and goodly rivers bespread their

benignant arms over the region known for con-

venience as the peninsula of .Indo China, and I

have seen all three. The Menam and its richness

framed with paddy fields and gardens. The Sal-

ween, on whose turgid bosom the great logs of

forest teak go always floating and tossing, some-

times mayhap are engulfed for ever. And here

the Mekong—the greatest of these. A mighty

flood that only in its old age permits the smiling

paddy fields to fringe the banks of its delta. A
river that will hardly brook the craft of man. On
whose bosom no logs are seen floating and tossing
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My commercial soul is solaced

And my temperature reduced
Ry the draughts that thou dispense^t,.

When the coolie is induced

By the threat of direful terrors

( e. g. total loss of screvr.

)

Just to lay aside his torpor
And to agitte his queue.

Or again, in lighter moments,.
When I've well and wisely dined,
Is it not thy cool pulsations,

Punkah, render me inclined

To regard,^ through glasses rosy
As the wine rash men imbibe.
All pecuniary troubles,

And at bills and duns to jibe ?

At the festive board reclining
With an indolent cigar.

While the pertinacious "skeeter"
By thy breeze is driven far.

Oft I dream Fm Mark Antonius;
Floating down the purple Nile,
Wooed by Cleo the seductive,
In her gorgeous barge, the while

Dusky maids—and bevie;*! of thcm-
Lull my slumbers, cool my brow
With the Zephyrs of great rhythmic
Punkahs swaying to and fro,
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Prate no more of whirring patents
^Fotor-driven from tlie top,

ta'ge me never to invest in
Fans electric. I'd not swop

" All the bilin' " with their currents

Artificially supplied
For tlie punkah's soothing curtsey,

liegukr and dignified.
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thou Punkah, flapping gently
O'er my head with languid wing,
Will it move thee, peradventure,
If thy .praises I should sing ?

Doth it strike thee, punkah pendant.
How invaluable thou art

In those lands where torrid Sirius

Doth sustain a major part ?

Have thy graces that are many
And thy virtues—not a few

—

Ever' been displayed in fitting

Fashion to the public view ?

1 cannot recall an instance

Where thy worth is framed in verse
;

Hence these stanzas. (And yet Heaven
Knows good rhymes are very scarce

;

Still if I can paint thy merits

In the following quatrains,

I shall feel content that I have
Had my labour for my pains.)

When my energies and talent

From the hour of 10 till 4

Are engaged in the pursuit of

Further ticals for my store,
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and disappearing as they trundle onwards to the

sea. A water that Kefer flanks itself with

jungle and mountain than with any of the gentler

cultivations of Man.

A gipsy stream born in the fastnesses of an
unknown and treacherous land, wending its great

way to the relentless Mother of all Waters, never
long at rest and then only withdrawing to gather

breath for another leap, its whole life broken by
rock, rapid and cascade—it reminds one of those

wild natures one sometimes encounters in human
life, those natures which live out their span of

years in a tumult of unrest and revolt against all

softer influences.

To subjugate this wayward tide- an intrepid

nation of dreamers, dreaming fantastic dreams,
have for thirty years bent every endeavour of

muscle and brain. They have, it must be admit-
ted, done marvels. They have navigated it by
steam in sections for a distance of five hundred
miles. They have striven against all the forces of

nature to govern its furious flood and make it

obedient to the milder ways of Man. Into its

waters they have poured the life-blood of their

strongest sons and all the wealth their fathers
scraped to save. They have shaken it with dyna-
mite ; they have shackled it with chains of steel

;

they have tortured it into strange channels and
they have furrowed its face with ships of fire.

All in order that it might serve the purposes of

civilisation, might aid in the extension of the
markets of the world.
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All these things have they done. And yet,

to-day the Mekong remains what she was when
Garnier and Pavie looked upon her and what it will

be when some hypothetical Patagonian shall stand
on her banks and regard her with ten-thousand-

years old eyes—a turbulent and wilful stream, the
mauva-is sujet among rivers, her heart barred by
the barriers of barren Tocks, her face swollen

with the swiftflowing tears of her rapids and her

falls, her nature at the end as it has ever been
throughout, crooked, cruel and treacherous, im-
pervious to man, mocking dynamite and civilisa-

tion alike and laughing at steel and steam

in the hoarse, derision of her tossing mane of

waters

!

^^'
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THE RONG BAWN.

IN A SIAMESE GAMBLING HELL.

A black poll with a fat cigarette stuck tht'ougli

the twisted pigtail bobbing up and down in front;

the rain spirting' merrily on the rikisha apron
above which we peer into the narrow, ill-lit

streets ; along the pavements of glistering wet a
succession of strange sights flashing rapidly past

—

we are on our way to solve the ever burning
problem, " How shall we amuse ourselves after

dinner?" To-night the question has been quick-

ly decided without the usual necessity of repeated

liqueurs. The. Colonel (so called because he had
once threatened to join the Territorials) has an
idea that spells excitement. And Jones has a

system. Ah Jones, Jones ! And 1—well. 1 have
a few ticals.

Jones' choice of a vehicle is a little povssf-

pousse: but the Colonel a^.id 1 have dauntlessly

mounted one of the dreadnought class, wliereon we
sit hunched in trepidation, measuring our distance

from terra firma in case of the collision tliat, in

Bangkok streets, seems ever imminent. We
assure Jones it is drier here, but our jolting voieoi-

hardly suggest conviction. Our little man, witli
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his dripping strav/ bat shaped like a dunce's cap,

and his yellow coat with the blue-circle pattern

on the bad;, speeds noiselessly through the driv-

ing sheets of rain. Like the good people of

sweet Auburn, still as we looked, so still our

wonder grew, that two thin legs could carry all

he knew.

Slouching black figures, evil yellow faces, dull

eyes and grinning white teeth, bare brown bodies

shining polished in the lamp-light and the rain

—

contrasts such as these drift along as in a cine-

matograph film. The hooting trams shoot by with

a gurring of deep brakes, gharries tear madly past

with clanging bells and yelling syces. On either

side, the road is lined with tiny low-roofed shops,

ramshackle booths in which the proprietor lies

snoring amid his wares on the counter; here and
there, the red lamps mark the location of opium
dens and other evil haunts, here and there, at the

little Huey table a gaping coolie stakes a rare tical,

while the clerk scratches out a back-handed hiero-

glyph on the long red slip of lottery ticket. I

think of Loti's first ride in a rikisha through the
streets of Yokohama, and sigh as 1 catch a glimpse
of some quaint female figure, one who perchance
may have known the sorrows and played the r61e

of a local Chrysanth^me.

Thrl! The grinning rikisha-wallah lets the
shafts drop without warning, draws back the en-
swathing tarpaulin, and, with the air of a stage
butler announcing i-nyal guests, informs us wo
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liavp arrived.
'

' Ma laow !
'

' Ertr.mce to the Rong
Baton (gambling hell) is gained by dint of ranch
c.lhr. ring through the throng of steamy hummity
beside the rows of al fresco kitchens and stalls of

hawkers selling the greasy, round saffron-coloured

cakes that are so popular. Within, an extraordi- •

nary spectacle assails our eyes a-blink in the

glare of countless Chinese hanging lanterns. The
casino, as Jones grandiloquently styles it, is a

huge building in a state of horrid dis-repair, seeth-

ing with people, and of an odour—whew ! On the

corrugated iron roof the -rain-storm rattles like hail.

Money-changers' tables are placed at intervals

along the walls whose rotten beams, slimy with

fungus, seem to be exuding beads of perspiration

in the thick heat of the room ; in one corner

stand rows and rows of wooden benches on which
scores of men and women lie promiscuously asleep.

Jones, who is our linguist, at my bidding, asks of

an idler who these sleepers be.

" Two atts a time—a weary gambler's doss!"

is his idiomatic explanation.

When we get a little accustomed to the foetid

atmosphere, we turn to the gambling mats, of which

there are several, the small ones for the humbler

stakes of atts, and the central one where ticals only

are taken. Jones explains again. The game play-

ed is a modification of the Chinese fantan, and the

winning number is arrived at by counting in fours

from a heap of beans or cowrie shells until a re-

mainder -IS obtained. There are thus only four
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iumbers on which players may wager, and stakes

may be placed on one particular number, or bet-

ween two numbers. The odds offered in the first

case are three to one, and in the second two to

one. If, therefore, one lays ten ticals on number
'two and wins, one receives back thirty; wliile, if

the money be placed between two and three, arid

either of these numbers turns up, one would re-

ceive back twenty. The bank deducts ten per
cent on all winnings. Very simple ! And the
chances offered seem good, but the bank must win
heavily for the gambJing farmers can afford to pay
the State some three millions of ticals yearly, and
yet wax rich on their profits.

There are no seats. Everyone squats on
haunches round the mats, and money may be
placed opposite little buttons of wood bearing the
numbers, or may be flung into the centre. The
croupiers astonish us with their dexterity in wield-
ing the long scoops with which they claw in the
money—all except the Colonel who gets too close
behind the man with the rake, and is soon dan-
cing about nursing his ankle which has suffered
several jabs from the long handles as they
are drawn back. The skill of these men in throw-
ing a handful of money half across the room to
the person for whom it is destined elicits the plau-
dits of every visitor.

Soon we are the centre of an interested crowd.
Jones, as has been remarked, has a system, a
modification of the D'Alembert Martingale, Ke
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tells us with a learned look, wliich, granted suf-

ficient capital, is bound to win every time. ' The
usual tripot touts have taken up their stand behind
us, and give us the benefit, sotto voce, of much
confidential advice as to lucky numbers. When a

new croupier arrives on the scene to relieve an-

other, we are solemnly warned not to lay a stake.

Curiously enough, not a single person in the room
lays a solitary tical on the first round after the

change of croupiers. It is noteworthy that nearly

all the gamblers are Siamese ; this would seem to

bear out the statement one so often hears about

the besetting vice of this nation. It is strange, too,

that the majority of those present are women.
One sees Chinese, young and old, of course, but

most of the faces round the central mat are those

of withered old Siamese crones, who follow th(^

play with a dull show of indifferent interest that

betrays little of their inherent passion for the

vicissitudes of chance

We have now mastered tiie idea <)f

the game, and a visit to the gambling farmer is

proposed. Jones, still volubly explaining his sys-

tem, leads the way up some ricketty stairs to a.

small barely furnished room looking on to the

back of the gambling hell. Here from a window,

as from a theatre-box, the propiietor of the Romj

Bawn is found watching a Chinese theatre pei--

forming in what looks like a stable yard. Jones

introduces us, and the farmer, a genial old Chinese,

offers stengahs and excellent cigars served by

a craAvling menial. We chat for a little, and
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Jones again explains his wonderful system, the
complacent old Celestial smiling all the time. I

am at once appealed to as cashier, and a messen-
ger is presently despatched to the lower regions
with ten ticals to lay on number one. Behold we
win, but this is the only smile vouchsafed by the
fickle goddess, for a half dozen subsequent stakes
go the way of all wagers, and we finally get up to

depart, our faith in the system not a little shaken.
We bid the old man " Good night" with many
and repeated mutual felicitations, and descend to
the street.

Jones still explains to us how he would have
broken that bank, if only he had had enough to go
on a little longer with. But then, as the Colonel
very pertinently remarks, even love is a question
of capital nowadays.
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A GRATEFUL SHELTER.

At one time or another it has been the lot

of most people who liave travelled in the interior

of Siam to put up for a night or longer in the
sala of a wat. A sala (there would seem 'to be
no English equivalent) is an oblong slied of con-
siderable size, generally with a tiled roof sup-
ported on pillars of wood or stone, and standing
near, or within, the actual precincts of a wat. In
a country where Government rest-houses are few
in number and, for the most part, reserved for

the use of officials, the ubiquitous sala is the
recognised and in fact the only harbour for travel-

lers. As a rule, it is well built arid being open
on one side, well ventilated also—a type of build-

ing entirely suited, to the character of the climate.

In the Buddhist's eyes a sala ranks as a work
of "boon" (merit), and once built is seldom
allowed to fall into disrepair' even although the

wat which it «djoins many lapse into ruinous decay.

Anyone may occupy a sala for any length of

time. The writer has heard of one case where,

out of affection for the spot on which a temple
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was built, a man passed the greater part of his

life in an adjacent sala; and English officers of

the Siamese Survey Department wlien on field

duty frequently take up their abode in a wat and
make the sala thereof their headquarters for weeks
at a time. Generally speaking, however, a sala is

merely a temporary habitation. In the Northern
parts of Siam where the people are more given
to moving about than their home-staying cousins
of the South, salas are numerous and much fre-

quented, varying in character from a rude wayside
shelter-hut to an elaborate and comfortable build-

ing furnished with beds and fitted with cup-
boards and shelves. To the native they are an
midoubted convenience, even a necessity, while
many a European whose business or duty requires
him to travel extensively or continuously hsis

blessed the pious builder whose work of merit has
taken the form of a sala, and often helped him to

a night's shelter, obviating the trouble of setting
up a tent.

(^f all the salas I have seen or occupied, that
at Wat Sadaw lingers in my memory as perhaps
the most comfortable and certainly the most
agreeably situated building of its kind. This tem-
ple is built upon the foothills of the Doi Wierigpao
Kange and is a laildmark for miles. As we ap-
proached it we left the road and began to climb
the hill. When we contrasted the coolness into
which we were perceptibly ascending with the
atmosphere of the plain below—prone in a welter
of enervating heat—of which we still sometimes
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caught glimpses in all its parched and steamy
nakedness, we were far from inchned to grumble
at the extra exertion involved in mounting the
steep and often slippery paths. It was the be-
ginning of the rains, the most unpleasant season
of all the year in Siam. The elephant transport
had to keep to the level, and our belongings
were accordingly conveyed on the shoulders of

carriers.

This business of carrying is, as it were, an
universal occupation, not confined to any particu-

lar class, but undertaken generally faute de mieux.
Almost a?^y villager, who has for the moment
nothing better to do, is ready at an hour's notice to

put his shoulder to the task. All, men and women
alike, are accustomed from youth to the carrying of

shoulder burdens. Tn the towns and villages it is

one of the sights of the day to meet the long string

of market women trudging along witli their hap
(load) of two baskets heavily full of rice or vege-

tables slung upon a flexible pole. The men who
go farther afield carry on their shoulders a couple

of eylmdrical baskets some two feet deep, fixed at

the ends of a stout bamboo, but heavier articles

are borne dependent from a long bar between two

men. The art of poising weights upon the head

appears to be nowhere known in the Far East,

possibly because the head is generally considered

the most sacred part of the human body, and so

not to be put to the base uses of burthen.

It was sundown when our party straggled into
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the .Wat SadaWr and having pitched upon the

cleanest of the available salas surrounding the

temple, we proceeded to instal ourselves. The
view from our quarters was remarkably fine,

framed at this hour by a wonderful and brilliant

sunset. Unlike other travellers in the East we
did not on this occasion, nor indeed at any time,

even in regions much nearer the Equator, ex-

perience a shock at finding ourselves overtaken by
the abrupt twilight of the tropics. In truth, we
had finished tea, lit our pipes and strolled round
the wat before darkness descended. The time be-

tween actual sundown—"when the spirits spread
the baby's blanket," as the people say-^and dusk
must have been nearly a full hour. Th.is, though
short if compared with the space of an English
summer e-vening, cannot be considered remarkably
sudden. Yet many well-read and much-travelled
])Lople still hold the idea that in the East the dusk
is a matter of minutes, that night folds down like

a visible pall. This must be another bf the trn-

ditions that everyone unquestionably accepts about
distant lands, somewhat of the same category as

the myth about the durian's delicious flavour or
the saline yarns of sharks attacking men.

At Wat Sadaw the bote (sanctuary) and other
sacred buildings offered nothing of particular inte-
rest to our inspection, but we found some amuse-
ment in talking to the various pilgi-ims who had
intrenched themselves in the other salas or.in tl e
cloisters of the temple itself. We remarked th' t,
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while a person of a different religion did not hesi-
tate to occupy a sala, a Buddhist invariably sought
the silent arches of the inner court. Thus, a

couple of hirsute Indian cloth-sellers were uncoil-
ing their turbans in a sala, whereas a group of

well-to-do Burmans (who info)'med us they had
come all the way from Moidmein to claim a legacy
in Lakhon, and wdio were now adding some inci-

dental merit to the sum of their Karma by a pil-

grimage to this famous wat,) made their beds on
the flagstones of the inner precincts. A few white-

robed women—nuns they were—passed out of a

mysterious doorway in the outer wall and disap-

peared down the path, presumably retiring for the

night to their own cjuarters. The monkeys were
shrieking in the jungle near. Inside the ^sA, the

priests began to recite responses after an old abbot,

who read with bowed head and by the light of a

candle at his knee, the words of the law written in

a yellow, book.

A gentle breeze stirred the temple bells to a

tinkle, then died aw^ay. In the still air the smoke
of cooking arose,, and one by one the timid stars

peeped out.
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MORNING FACES.

Cheerfulness at breakfast time is a lost art.

Some would question whether cheerfulness at any
time is an art at all ; but it is. With some people
at all times ; with all in the morning early. A
cheerful habit of mind at an early hour is not
natural to the human species, and must have been
cultivated in the days when people were misguid-
ed enough to arise from slumber as the lark com-
menced carolling in the heaven. An alternative

theory is that primitive man always felt a lighten-

ing of spirits when daylight came to chase away
the fearful night. But nowadays, what with arc

lamps and police patrols, we have no longer any
fear of the dark, and, when morning comes, have
no reason to be thankful that we have survived

imaginary terrors. Hence a man who can be
cheerful in the morning is practising a most diffi-

cult art, and is only so at the expense of sincerity

and by dint of strenuous efforts. One who has

the semblance even of good cheer on his counte-

nance at 8 a.m. of a wintry day in London is a

consummate actor and nothing less.

It is true the very young are often joyful at
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early hours. This is not because they have
cultivated the habit, but because their little diges-

tions are still unimpaired, and no remorseful

thoughts of tragic Yesterdays or dreary memories
of unmet bills have yet come to trouble their

green hearts. It is no credit to them to laugh

in the morning. It is, to the mature vision,

a touching thing to note how joyfully the

juvenile members of the household greet the new
d;iy, how whole-heartedly they fall upon porridge

and bacon and eggs (ugh!) and hov,' exultantly

they plan fresh mischief for the hours that lie

before them.

And meanwhile we their elders and betters

have to look on at such harrowing exhibitions
with unmoved hearts, knowing all the time that
Ave cannot sympathise. Not for us the joy of

life that returning dayliglit brings to the lambs in

the fields or the sparrows in the eaves. Not for

ns the fulness of a square menl bolted at breathless
speed, but rather the vacancy of another dull day
to get through. Not for us the glad planning of

fresh doings, but rather the recovery from, and
the patching up of, past nnsde<'dp. "

. . . .

Different men overcome this matutinal depres-
sion in different ways. Some, who are absolutely
devoid of scruple, by doing violence to their
genuine feelings, can affect a specious light heart-
edness and cultivate n spirit of unseemly
levity, and thus in time acquire a reputation
for cheerfulness and render themselves an
unmitigated nuisance to otlier,-, who aiv
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more honest but less gifted—histrionically

—

than they.

Others avoid des'pair by means of various

nostrums, such as saccharine tabloids for sugar in

their coffee or Vichy water as their sole beverage,

thus engaging their attention elsewhere.

Others again (and I am verj^ much inclined

to think they alone have the root of the matter

ii) them) shun the society of their fellow men
entirely before noon, and spend, if they are for-

tunate enough, the early hours in bed.

There is no doubt that in the East above all

the possession of a shining morning face—using
" shining " not in the. so£^p-and-water sense but in

the psychical sense of radiant—is a thing of ex-

treme rarity. Stevenson knew this after a few

years of residence in the tropics, for he made the

request for a " morning face " the chief item in

one of his most beautiful household prayers. In

the East we have, added to all the other disadvan-

tages, the terrible incubus of "Liver." A man
who, after more than half a dozen years of

Bangkok, can smile and be cheerful across the

m-n at breakfast is a phenomenon and deserving

of a glass case at Kensington.

In reality the capacity for smiling at breakfast

is after all not an ideal of which anyone should

despair. A certain amount of effort is of course
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necessary as in everything else, and a course of

abstemious living, of early hours and stern monthly
cash payments in place of accumulated chits will

go far to realising the attainment of it. One must
not be tempted ever to pause in the good work of

reformation in order to look back and wonder idly

whether after all a morning face is really worth
the candle. Our own private opinion is that it

certainly merits the effort, but we regret that it is

one we are incapable of undertaking : and unless

we could persuade all our friends to made the gal-

lant attempt simultaneously with our own strug-

gles, we fear we should find that the joy of attain-

ment was somewhat marred by the jaundiced looks

with which our own success in this direction would
be greeted.

Whether one does succeed or not, however,
in the cultivation of tlie morning-face habit, one
should always be gentle with those who have it

not. It Avould be well also if the rule were made
that no stress whatever should be laid on bets

taken or assurances given at an early, hour, and
that before 10 a. m. every comment of our friends

upon our own personal appearance and vice versS
should be completely ignored.

Those about to marry also would more often
follow Punch's advice if sometimes they took an
unflattering mental portrait of the fair inamorata,
and sitting down opposite it in the quiet of a
secluded chamber, put to themselves calmly and
dispassionately the candid question,
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"What is it going to be like with that op-
posite me at breakfast every morning of my life ?"

'i^^-^'
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MIDNIGHT ON THE MENAM.

With mystic gleam
The moon's pale beam

Caresses light

This somibre stream
That broods in dream
Through the deep night.

The tall palms wear
A languid air

Of shadowy grace.

Faint breezes bear

A fragrance rare

From some dim place.

The stars have spread

A silver thread

Through the great dome
Above my head

;

My soul is led

To thoughts of llonw.
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THE LONG CHAIR.

It is the earliest purchase made by a griffin

with the English gold in his London-cut pockets
;

it is the last article that the veteran worn with
battle sells at the final auction of his household
gods before he quits the East for the calm of slip-

pered retirement. It is not a mere chair of some-
what unwidely dimensions. It is rather the Symbol
of Oriental ease. It is the Soul of the East.

Many, nay most, if asked to name the one
indispensable piece of furniture out here would
plump unhesitatingly for a long chair. We once
heard of a man who refused to leave a cannibal
island on which he had been cast away for several

years simply because, on being rescued, he was
not allowed to take on board with him a weird
contraption of bamboo, attap and string which,

during his long exile, he had fashioned in the

likeness of a long chair. The captain of the

rescuing vessel had no great discrimination in art

or aesthetics, and though fully appreciative of the

ingenuity of the marooned man, and willing even
to confess that the contrivance might, in time to

(•orae, succeed in vaguely resembling a chair, was
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nevertheless disinclfned to take it aboard \i\s

Overloaded ship even as an article of vertu. So

the offer of assistance was refused by that casta-

way with some heat, and the misguided fellow

continued to plough his lonely furrow content,

when the labours of the day were done and
over, to return to the soothing arms of his long

chair.

This touching legend illustrates an indisputable

fact. A fqol aod his money m^y or may not be

fiOQii parted—it depends on whether poker or a

kindred gajine of chance or some lethal weapon be

the means usied for extracting the ore. But even
a fool will not part with a long chair once he has

iQu^d Qn^ that fits his elegant shape, one that
yields to tbe contours qf his gracefully disposed
limbs. It is better to die of a broken heart or

indeed of a broken purse—than to tolerate a
broken back when the mercury is melting in the

thermometer.

Probably it was gi-adually evolved, from the
idea of an occasioTjal lied, a couch tliat in emerg-
ency WQuld serve in a twofold function—for sleep
at night, and by day relaxation. Certainlj'- it could
never have sprung suddenly and complete from
any brain, for in its prcsa^nt perfection it re-

presents the crystallised experience of many gene-
rations and embodies tin- aeefetions and' subtle
improvements in tlie shajie of folding arms and
legs, head-i'esls and ])ai>er-i-aek^, and (nio^t im-
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portant of all) tumbler-holders that have suggested
themselves to divers ingenious, slothful persons.
If we were to be told now that the long chair
existed in ancient China, where indeed most
modern contrivances had their genesis, or that,

say, Cleopatra reposed on some such seat as this

in her wondrous progresses down the gorgeous
Nile, we almost think we should pine away and
die. No. No. The consummate artistry of it

could not have been the outcome of any but the

Anglo-Saxon genius for adapting comfort to cli-

mate. Without it, India and the East would
nev«r have been held so long in fee by Britain,

for it is the only thing (now that one can get

fresh curries in London ) that reconciles the

white man to his years of exile In lands of

the sun.

Wherever one goes out of Europe one meets

the long chair. On the other hand it is curious

how, in the West, it seems to crumple up and fade

away. Somehow or other it does not seem to fit

in with the scheme of things in England. We
have seen one amid the dolce far niente surround-

ings of an English lawn before a bungalow by the

riveF, or more rarely perhaps on the deck of a

house boat under the trees. But all these long

chairs wore a forlorn look, and most people seem-

ed suspiciously to shun them, even on the hottest

days of summer. Anglo-Indians who have had

sufficient determination to bring a long chair back

from the tropics have almost invariably ended by

relegating it to the lumber room. And we
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have remarked too how the deck-steward appears

to keep his stock of long chairs discreetly in the

background until Suez or Aden lies behind the

steamer's wake, for the good man knows full well

that, even \r\ the languid airs of the Mediterranean

these articles of ease are, so to speak, depayse, out

of their element, not exactly in the picture.

But behold them under warm skies in the

"high ceiled rooms that the trades blow

through," or under the after-awning of a vessel

slowly cleaving tropic seas. What more graceful

and natural portion of the mi'se-en-scene, with

their outstretched arms inviting to slumber or

repose?

Cradle of our fatigue, essence of sublime

ease, refuge from the weariness of these lands

of eternal regrets, whereon we lie and muse
in the half-sleeping, haH-waking stage that

precedes digestion or that follows repletion!

Here we can dream of an endless succession of

triumphs that would have been ours, had only the

other man not been there, or had we said the

proper words at the proper moment. Here we
can plan and map out so well the great things

we are one day to accomplish—when we can find

time to begin. Here too we can meditate on the

comforts at home that those lucky rubber shares

are one day to provide for us. From its depths
at early morn or dewy eve we can survey the
whole of Life, the past with its disappointments,
the present with its necessities and the future
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with its possibilities, our friends and our enemies,
with their good quahties of mind and heart and
tiieir trifling meannesses of word or pocket, and
last of all ourselves a-wander in dim woods with

our own steps meeting us. Viewed from such a

point, things take on an aspect they would other-

wise never wear. Thvis only can we behold life

in true perspective. Thus only are we philoso-

phers. Thus resting in our long chairs we never

grow old.

But we grow \'ery sle(^p^" sometimes. I'm

off to bed

!
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ON LEAVE,

Next to French leave and the leave to speak
one's mind, home leave stands conspicuous in the

catalogue of privileges for the circumspect. The
two former must always rank pre-eminent as the

prerogatives of a freedom-loving people, hut the

latter comes sooner or later alike upon the just and
the just-so. Your philosophic vagabond, turning
West, seldom comes back of choice to the place

whence he set out. Whereas a sensible man,
without a philosophy, and untroubled by "cold
feet", bears eastward merely to the end that he
may return again—return at any cost, but prefer-

ably not empty.

Men used to look upon furlough as a neces-

sary means of escaping the ravages of sundry sul-

try climates; now they are becoming alive also to

the opportunities it offers of putting off the evil

day of chits, and of drawing invidious comparisons

between the mother and the other land. This last

is cynically writ, but the tendency is none the

less deplorable, for home-going ceases to be the

finish of a liberal education when, as in the case of

our North-American cousins, it deteriorates into a
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mere trip, strewn with exclamations of disparage-

ment. Fortunately, those who seek the lands of

the shining Orient are never comfortable enough
in exile to forget the clouds of glory that trailed

around their former state—back yonder, and hence
it comes about that the word '"home," through this

very noble institution of Iea>e, connotes abroad a

wider and more poetic significance than it origi-

nally bore—for which extension the decadent
English language is yet hardly sufficiently

grateful.

The iuigeniousi Mr. Kipling, before he' became
patriotic and pessimi«tic (the two are synonymoaK
now-a-days) once summed up^ in a flash of rare

insight, the universal conviction of the English-
man in the tropics by remarking that east of Suez
" nothing oiafeters but acting allowances and home
furlough, and these only }»ecanse of their rarity.'"

Of acting allowances, has it not been written eke-
where that they are the butter scraped from the
bread of idleness, a figure wiiich, though it sacri-

fices truth upon the altar of picturesque necessity,

may be allowed' to pa«s as' instruictive and
[Sufficiently luminous to tlte initiated. Bu* the
lsrue inwardness of home leave ties beneath a
erust that has never been thorough^ penetrateel^

by the epigrammatic spa-de. Ho on* niigh*
pardonably reason that a meditative on«IafugM
upon the subject is' eateulated to well reTvap«f th-e

sober and! admonish tiie flipp«.vQt.

It must b;ivv stnK-k others wh« ha,v«' per-
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ceived the evolutionary processes of a residence irt

the East at work upon themselves, that k ave i^

the most notable factor in the sum-tot;il of this our'

life in semi-exile. When one is youlig and thd
moss has not yet stiffened upon one's chin, to go
on leave is not so much an episode as an epil(»gue!

—the punctuation mark ( exclamatory ) rounding
off a canto in the epic of harbarid sojourn in lands
of prickly warmth. But as one gets older, and the
wrench of departure diminishes, as ties at home
Weaken and dtop off while interests in the East-

strengthen and increase, then to go o-n leave be-

comes rather a mere incident of change, a regular

link in the chain of inevitable sequence that Tead^

to the dignity of pensioned ease. One's appreei-'

ation of home-going may vary with the year's, but

the result of the experience when repeated is to

impress on one the charm of the quality of Anglo-
tr(i>pical life. Many writers have endeavoured td

characterize the spell which the Eaist weaves for

our nation, but it seems to have escaped most that

the attraction lies not so much in the novelty of

environment found in the soil of our adoption, a*

in the dual nature of an existence divided by home-

.

going and leave. He who is conscious, hoAvever

vagtiely, of this delightful duplication of interest

and who refuses to' let time- stale th6s& conditions

feeeomes in ttd small dfegfee si cJti^eri of the' v^'orld.

Variety i* the spice of life,, and leave is" the essence^

of ttrttrast.

But if goin-g hdm'e on* leave be such a de%ht-

M e*$»erien<;e-, espeei^lty «he fifSt fl«ie, vsrho- shaW
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then be found to sing the joys of the return ? It

may sound heresy to say so, but there must al-

ways be a ceitain amount of diappointment in

revisiiing one's native land after a long absence

in the tropics. One is inclined to expect too

much, and to forget that the inter\^ening years

which passed as a breath have wrought some al-

teration in oneself.

It is reported of the laie Lady Curzon that,

on ti e first evening of her return from India, she
sat at a hotel ^\'indow in Southampton and
watched a bank holiday crowed surging past in

a disordtr much admired by her eyes hungry
for anything English ai.d more than tolerant of

the base spectacle; then she turned to her com-
panions and impulsively exchn'med, " How I love

it all—even the dear, drunk people in tlie

streets!" Unfortunate! j' that mood of "nil nisi

bonum" does not last long, and it is really

astonif-hing Avith what positive relief one can wel-
come a return to the "laissez aller" existence of

the East again.

In the train that brought us back from the
holidays, we schoolboys used to assure each other
that that day was the dreariest of all the year. But
I can remember how the single bold spirit that
confessed to a certain joj;- in welcoming the cap-
tivity ahead only met with a faint dissent, because
secretly we knew we were not really grieved at
returning, only we felt we must maintain the
traditional pose with some bluster of disgusted
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feelings. So in a ship that turns its nose to the
rising sun, one will find, when men fall to com-
paring notes on the leave that is ended and the
banishment that is to recommence, few candidly
admit their horror of the prospect, though many
feel it treasonable not to simulate the conventional
regret-i. The longing that circles back like the
birds at even round the grey spires of home never,

after tlie first few years, has quite the intensity of

tlie desire which persists for the " scent of heat,"

and the tread of " naked feet upo]i;i the cool dark
floors of tl e high-ceiled rooms, that the Trades

blow through."

There is an endearingness about things fami-

liar, however vulgar and iigly, and the sights and
sounds and smells of -the East to which we have
grown accustomed take to themselves associations

unknown to tlie fragrance of youth's forgotten

fields. Each time as leave comes round again

there is enacted the same whimsical comedy of

these two desires in conflict. Unlike Eurydice,

beckoned by the familiar lute into her former

place, the wise children are never really reluctant

to turn liack from the gates of light and forget

the old happinesses in the shadowy woi'ld that

holds Ihem not such unwilling capitives as they

woul 1 lain believe.

^.^^t^^^*
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